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Dear Vacationist:
As the Chief Executive of Vacationland,
it is my pleasure and privilege to extend to you

~

Jl~Xt:itllt:~
LE.WIS 0. BARROWS
GOVERNOR OF MAINE

the official welcome of the State of Maine.

You

are indeed welcome here, we want you to feel at
home and will do all in our power to make ·,our
sojourn a happy one.
We want you to share with us the un-

limited recreational advantages of our State.
We extend to you an invitation to enjoy the
scenic splendor of our mountains, lakes and
coastline, to fish in our thousands of lakes
and streams, to indulge in your favorite recreation in the health-giving climate with which
Nature has favored Maine.
Thousands and thousands of miles of
well paved highways await the motorist.

Accom-

modations for the vacationist vary 1n type from
inexpensive farmhomes to luxurious resort hotels,
all offering the finest Maine foods prepared the
Kaine way.
We .say it from the heart when we say

"KAINE INVITES

mu."
Lewis O. Barrows
GOVERNOR

MAINE
INVITES
-YOU
r:XCotherland
Robert Rexdale

Tonight
across my senses
Steals the perfume
of the pines,
0 sweeter far
to homesick hearts
Than drafts
of fragrant wine,
Again uplift
the seagirt isles
Where sylvan beauties
reign,
And dreams of thee
come back to me,
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on U. S. No. 1, Danforth and St. John Streets, Portland, Maine
As you cross the bridge into Portland ~•ou will see our Headquarters directly ahead.
It is our pleasure and privilege to receive you officially and serve your travel and vacation
requirements while you are in Maine or while you are still at home planning a visit to
Maine, the vast 1 spoiled empire of the east. Your inquiries by mail or in person will
be cheerfully answered. Our advertisers and the subscribing-members 0f the Maine
Publicity Bureau are extremely desirous that your visit to Maine will be a happy one.
May we help you with our official vacation service?

Branch
Offices at
York Corner

Fryeburg
Close to the
N. H. border

Bangor House
Bangor

STATE OF MAINE PUBLICITY BUREAU
OH U. S. ROUTE

HO.I. JUNCTION DANFORTH AHO ST. JOHN STREETS

PoRTLA N o,MAINE

Welcome Summer Visitor:
We are greatly pleased that you are considering Maine for your vacation-a state
that offers every opportunity for enjoyment at a cost surprisingly reasonable. You
will find much information in this booklet which describes the seacoast section in the
first half followed by the interior resorts.
Perhaps we can be of greatest assistance by finding the place to spend your vacation here in Maine to fit your vacation budget. ls it a luxurious hotel, a moderate
priced hotel, a camp in the big woods, a cottage by the sea or inland lake, a quiet
farmhouse, an overnight camp or private house that is your preference-tell us which
it is that we may make further suggestions of interest.
Our tourist visitors constantly express surprise that so satisfactory a vacation can be
enjoyed in Maine at such a moderate cost. It costs very little more than to stay at
home-you can make it cost what you wish-depending on whether you want to keep
"on the go" or just laze around and enjoy doing so.

If you plan to come by motor, you will want road information-if by train, boat, bus
or air we will suggest the best service from your city, although your local transportation agents are always glad to aid in this respect. If you have any questions to ask,
please do not hesitate to write us. We have nothing to sell-our service is FREEits whole purpose is to help you to have the most enjoyment possible from your
Maine vacation.
Won't you please use enclosed card to tell us what further information we can send
you and call at our new headquarters building junction St. John and Danforth Streets
when you come to Portland.
You will find the index in the back of this booklet helpful in locating places in which
you may be interested.
After you have perfected your plans, we would greatly appreciate a note from you
telling us if you have found our service helpful that we may know if we are doing our
job well, and frank opinions from people like yourself are most helpful in future
planning.
Cordially yours,

Manager
)

We are pleased to announce that Miss Margaret B. Houston of Dallas, Texas won the prize for naming the happy
family who have had so prominent a part on the illustration pages of "Maine Invites You" for the past few years.
She has very happily named them "The Wideawakes" and we are printing below the very clever skit she has written
about them.
Miss Houston is a granddaughter of the South's most colorful patriot, General Sam Houston, a versatile author
of novels, serials, short stories and poems, and is recognized as an outstanding modern interpreter of Southern romance.
Writing with equal skill of little known Creoles and Cajuns, of real Southern negroes, of hardy mountain folk, or of
modern young love's problems in Southern towns and cities, she offers a piquancy, a delicacy of touch, an unusual
quality of humor and pathos, and a compelling interest. Her short stories, poems and serials have appeared in practically all of the leading magazines. Her books are: (poems) "Prairie Flowers," "The Singing Heart," "Lanterns in
the Dusk"; (novels) "The Little Straw Wife," "The Witch Man," "Moon of Delight," "Hordy-Gurdy," "Magic Valley,"
"Gypsy Weather," "Window in Heaven." They are published by the D. Appleton Century Co.
We are honored that so well known an author from far away Texas has interested herself in our little problem and
has 1,;ontributed so delightfully to its solution.
We are looking forward with anticipated pleasure in welcoming her to Maine this summer.

By MARGARET B. HOUSTON
This is the log of the Wideawakes, the tale
of the fortunate four,
Dad and Mother and Junior and Sis, and
Scotty who made one more.
Scotty, a small but handsome dog, had
forgotten his every trick.
Junior, who never was teacher's pet, had
failed in his 'rithmetic.
Sister had studied a bit too hard, and
Mother was all run down.
Dad had toiled till he couldn't think in the
maw of the crowded town.
And they said: "We will go up to Maine
again, and all of our strength renew."
So they jumped in Rover, the good old car,
and they said to the heat, "Adieu!"
Oh, cool was the breeze when they came to
Maine, and blue were the sea and sky,
Green were the hills and white the sands as
Rover went rolling by!
Sweet was the smell of fir balsam boughs,
and pleasant the pine trees' shade.
Friendly and good were the quiet farms
where the Wideawakes delayed.
Welcome they found at the roadside camps
with camp fires burning bright,

!'age
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At the little inns and the big hotels that
claimed them for a night.
They lived in a tent on a mountain top,
they paddled a light canoe
Over the mountain lakes and streams, a
gay and gallant crew.
They galloped on horseback through the
woods, on trails that wind and wind,
Dad and Mother and Junior and Sis, and
Scotty who came behind.
They fished in the teeming brooks and
streams, they swam in the deep blue bays.
They sailed where the magic islands lie, a
green and shining maze.

This is the log of the Wideawakes who had
their troubles too!
Scotty, the small but handsome
jumped out of the light canoe.

dog,

Mother and Sister screamed with woethey thought 'twas the last of him.
And all of the crew would have jumped in
too-but Scotty knew how to swim!

In writin&' to od\·erti<, rs, pl<'ll c mention ")laine ln,·it

This is the log of the Wideawakes to whom
the blow-out came,
Setting them back in their trip a bit, but
Rover was not to blame.
And Mother and Sister got too fat, and
brown as the Indian lass
Who brought them slippers of gray deer
hide and baskets of fragrant grass.
And none of Dad's fish were quite so big
as those of the other man,
But they'll grow with time, and they tasted
fine when they took them out of the pan.
Oh this is the log of the Wideawakes, and
sad that it had to end.
But many a year there is to come, and
many a month to spend.
Even in fall when the woods of Maine are
a hunter's Paradise.
Or when winter sports begin, in that world
of snow and ice.
"Aye, we will wait!" cry the Wideawakes.
"So home, old Rover till then."
"And it's never goodbye to you, Oh Maine,
for we'll all be back again!"
1:'oo"
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KITTERY, YORK, YORK HARBOR, YORK BEACHThe traveler who enters Maine through its southern-most
point, crosses the Piscataqua River over the "Portsmouth
Bridge" into the historic town of Kittery. Settled in
1622, incorporated in 1651, it was the first town to
receive a charter from Massachusetts Bay Colony. Here
was built the Ranger, first ship to fly the Stars and
Stripes, commanded by John Paul Jones and manned by
men from along the Piscataqua shores.
At Kittery Point stands the mansion of Sir William
Pepperell, who led the New England troops in 1747 in
the siege of Louisburg, Cape Breton, Nova Scotia.
The United States Navy Yard at Kittery, an extensive
modern government plant, is well worth a visit. Among
the famous ships built here and equipped was th'1 Kearsarge, designed for the express purpose of seeking out
the Alabama, and launched in ninety days from the laying of keel. The Russo-Japanese treaty of peace was
signed here.
The eastbound traveler continues on to York Village,
with its colonial church, court house and museum built in
1653 for a jail. The Sewall Bridge, first pile drawbridge

You

in America, although restored in 1933 still appears
much as it did when sixty-four Minute Men marched
across it April 21, 1775 M their way from Maine to
Boston to fight the British in the Revolutionary War.
York was the first chartered city in America, founded
by Sir Ferdinando Gorges in 1641, called Gorgeanna.
In 1652 the Massachusetts Bay Colony diplomatically
took over the Province of Maine and changed the name
to York.
A mile below York Village is York Harbor, one of the
high class summer resorts of New England. It is essentially a village of substantial and beautiful summer homes
which are largely owned by their occupants, with a
proper proportion of attractive rented cottages, firstclass hotels and boarding-houses all constituting one of
the distinctive and wealthy summer colonies of New
England. At this point York River empties into the sea,
and forms a convenient and safe port of entry for
yachts, large and small, with coastwise ocean views;
yet in a few minutes' time, by canoe up river or by
motor drives, one may be among the quiet woods and
fields of the country.

Continued cm page 9

The MARSHALL HOUSE
YORK HARBOR, MAINE
Large Summer Resort Hotel of Brick, Cement, Fireproof
Construction. Equipped with automatic sprinklers in every
room and closet. Surrounded by extensive private grounds,
encircled by ocean, river and salt water swimming pool.
Superb view of sea and landscapes from the Roof Garden.
eo bathing, canoeing, boating, golfprivil"lles at York Country
Club which has an 18 hole and a 9 hole course, 12 tennis court

Concerts by Symphony Philharmonic, also special dance
orchestra

Page G

The EMERSON and Cottages
YORK HARBOR, MAINE
Open June 15th to late September
Equipped

with Automatic Fire Sprinklers. Steam heated
throughout. Elevator. Orchestra.
Near bathing beach , ocean and river
Golf privileges at York Country Club which has an 18 hole
and a 9 hole course. 12 Tenn is Courts.

In writing to 1uh·erth,eri., ph-u,e mention ".'\luine In, ite-. You"
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66 Miles from Boston- 44 Miles to Portland on United States HighwayNo.lA
Among the oldest and most substantial of New England's
Resorts. Charmingly situated on high land, bordering ocean,
bathing beach, a good harbor and a beautiful eight mile
river.
During all the years its attractiveness has not been marred
by any objectionable element having gained a foothold. All
land and water sports.

Country club has an eighteen-hole and a nine-hole course
which rank among the best in the country. An attractive
men's club is superbly located overlooking bathing beach.
Public library; Episcopal, Catholic, Methodist and Congregational Churches.
Cottages fully equipped for housekeeping. Excellent hotel
accommodations.

For Booklet apply to Secretary of York Harbor Village Corporation

HARMON HALL l
AND COTT AGES
YORI{ HARBOR, :MAINE
A summer home of true quality
with hotel service of the highest type. Directly on harbor,
river and ocenn. Rooms and
suites with bu ths, telephones
and elevator service.
Fine
bathing, fishing, boating and
golf. Plenty of sea food. Cottages for housekeeping by the
season or in connection with
hotel. Booklet.
l\IBS. w. J. Sll\lJ>SO~l

HILLCROFT INN
Ot1'ers the charm and hospitality of old 'ew England to the most
,Ji ·crlminating.
Luncheon 11nd dinner served to transient guests.
'harming rooms available for overnight guests. Open all year.
~m . FLORE 'CE n. :\lITH
YORI{ HARBOR, l\IAINE

A PLEASANT PLACE FOR THE DAY OR SEASON

orkshirr Inn

Thr

Y O R K

HARBOR
Telephone York I2

A Moderate Priced
Inn with Every
Comfort
MR. AND MRS.

H.

M.

VARRELL

"COTTAGES AND CAMPS TO RENT"
is a sp cial folder i sued by us in which i de cribed and illu trated
many place by the seashore and at interior lake with accommodations of varying character at the price you want to pay.
A copy will be gladly mailed you if you will mail a card to
l\Iaine Publicity Bureau
Portland, l\Iaine

In writing to advertisers, please mention "l\laine Invites You"
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YORK

BEACH1J
MAINE

F'~ ~

Invites you to live exciting, thrilling or quiet days; breathe
invigorating, sea-spiced air; bathe in the briny surf; or bask
on broad, shining sands-absolutely safe for children.
Enjoy intriguing golf courses, fast tc-nnis courts, shuffieboards and games, sailing, motor-boating and water sports;
deep sea fishing, picnicking and shore dinners; hiking; mountain climbing, and motoring dlong the sea and countryside,
and a completely equipped children's playground.
York Beach with its three century historical background
appeals to the lover of things Colonial. Antique shops of
quaintness and charm are located beside the smart ~hops,
restaurants and hotels where charges are moderate.
Address Secretary, York Beach Chamber of Commerce,
Box 100, York Beach, Maine, for detailed information.
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YOUNG'S

HOTEL

YORK BEACH , MAINE
Unrivalled Location
Directl y on ocean front
Unexcelled view of surf and beach.
Homelike atmosphere. Hot and cold
running water in rooms throughout
hotel. Booklet.
Excellent food. Attractive rates.

J-/.Mfin'!J cf.ttm.an

Bathing, Fishint:F, T ennis and

T w o Golf Courses n earby

YORK BEACH
E. A. l{enne d y, Prop.

THE

Owner s hip M a nagem ent J. F. YOUNG

Booldet

!2.~!!!~~ ~~! S21JAGES
0

OCE. AN HOUSE
I

YORK BEACH , MAINE

I

Route lA
On th e Ocean Front
American and ffiuropean Plan. Booklet. Excellent f ood.
)ffi!-1. GRA CE W . HA!-i~AN

LIVE AND LIKE IT
A home in
m e ans good
and tre e s.
c e ntury 0ld

Taine is more than just fo u r wall s . It
fri e nds and kind n e ighbors. Green gra ss
A g·ard e n.
The joy of rejuvenating a
hom e by s e acoast, lake or mountain.

F or th e fncts ,vrite th e l\foine Publicit y Burea,u, Portland, Me.

At the Harbor, the Short Sands Beach, protected by
two high headlands, affords ideal sea bathing. York
Country Club, located a mile up river, is an old established and one of the most attractive eighteen-hole
courses in New England-well bunkered and every
variety of hazard. Ten tennis courts are maintained.
Along the shore, following the state highway IA east,
and distant four miles is York Beach, another large
summer resort combining hotel and cottage life. Upon
the rocky headlands, or bluffs, one of them tipped by
"The Nubble" and its lighthouse, the unbroken Atlantic
beats ceaselessly.
Between York Harbor and York
Beach stretching for a distance of nearly two miles is
Long Beach, one of the broadest, smoothest and firmest
stretches of sand, delightful for both bathing and driving and lined with attractive cottages and hotels.
OGUNQUIT-Bordering Ogunquit beach, sand dunes
of picturesque character, with sea grasses, pushing their
blades up through the surface, constantly shift from one
formation to another. A two mile long tide water river

Y ORK BEACH , l\IE.
Directly on the ocean
Private bathing pavilion.
Weekly
dinner
dance
every Saturday night .
.A.cc om mod ates 175
guests. Running water
in every room. Private
baths. Rooms or suite.
Orchestra thru season .
Bathing, fishing, tennis
Two Golf Courses
Cnusual Food
Moderate Rates
South1>rn Hospitality

I
I

Booklet on request

Winter Season
Boca Ciega Inn,
St. Petersburg, Fla.
P . B. CAMP, Owners hip-Managem en t

parallels the beach extending northward for three miles.
So many artists make their summer homes in Ogunquit
that it is referred to as "The Artists' Colony." Exhibitions
are held at the art center and in individual studios
throughout the summer of the work of artists who enjoy
a national reputation. Ogunquit offers to the summer
tourist one of nature's beauty spots where he may meet
America's best people. Bathing, sailing, fishing, motoring, golf and tennis are the principal pastimes in this
summer resort of many hotels, some of which have few
superiors in palatial grandeur.
Offshore is to be had that new northern salt water
sport, trolling with heavy rods and reels for giant tunas
running from two hundred to fifteen hundred pounds of
swift and hard fighting game fish.
Bald Head Cliff and Pulpit Rock are outstanding scenic
features of this entire stretch of shoreline, interesting to
artists, photographers, the student of rock formations
and those of us who like to take it easy and watch the
surging sea pound itself against this rocky headland,
breaking into spray at times a hundred feet or more high.

In writing to advertisers, please mention "l\laine Invites Ton"
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3 miles sand bench, short bench, rh•er, , •illage. On Route U. S. 1. The Lookout i modem; its appointment combine every comfort; it
offers an en, ironment of home atmosphere. Laclies' trio, afternoon and e,·ening prOJ.'T",uns; ah,o dance orchestra.
::\laster degree
Culbertson Bridge Teacher. , elect patronage. Full automatic Fire prinkler Protection. Americun Plan.
35.00 up single; 63.00
up, double-- ottuge room at lower rate. 200 guests. Christian clientele.

Two Hostelries of Distinctive Charm Under Management of Harry L. Merrill and Malcolm H. Merrill
WINTER'S SEASON DECEMBER TO APRIL -

"FOLLOW THRU"

The Florence Villa Hotel

WINTER HAVEN, FLORIDA

100 acre estate amid orange groves on the nburban Lake hore of Winter
lltwen in South Central Florida; a Modern Inn. Pine and Palm s tudded
green lawn acres bordering three lakes. Private Golf Course 2665
yards with vel\'et greens und excellent fairways, boating, fishing, Concert Trio, bridge, other entertainment and sports.
C\'PUE, • GARJ>E ' , 10 min., BOJ{ TOWER, 30 min.
CH RCHES & THEATRES. U.S. 17- U. S. 92. Dry equable
climate. Atlantic Coast Line and eaboard Air Line. 125
u~~tSou!i!,~h. Am. Plan.
42.00 a week up, ingle;

i\~~ol,S

Sparhawk Hall
OGUNQUIT, MAINE

HILLCREST INN co~tGES
OGUNQUIT, MAINE
On a hill overlooking Perkins Cove and the who le Ogunquit
Bay. Quiet and h omelike, surrounded by pi n es. A lihrary of
t wo thousand volumes. \Ve serve a ll fres h vegetahles; t h e
seafood is brought in at the cove, a few steps away. Fi8hing
for giant tuna can be viewed from the porch. \ Ve wi ll arrange for hoats and tack le. I d ea ll y located for rest and
recreation. Adjacent to Go! ! Club. 1'1oderate ratei:;.
For booklet and rates, addres ...

GEOR(H~ D. ,VEARE, Proprietor

OG

' Q IT, MAI 'E

"At the

alt Wat.er'

Edge"

Ideally Situated, overlooking Broad Atlantic
Automatic Sprinkler System-Elevator

Surf Bathing
Saddle Horses

Golf

Deep Sea Fifhing
Tennis
Music

Ogunquit P la yh ousl!-P icturesque Rock s Two ~file Sandy Beach
39TH EASO , JU 'E 25 TO EARLY EPTE::\IBER
::\lary J . J{ennedy, Prop.
Write for Booklet or "Ask
T. II. l\furphy, lgr.
Mr. Foste r Travel Offices"

In WJ-iting to 1uh <•rti-;<•rs, t>lea..,<• mention " \lain

lrH·it e<, You"
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0GUNQUIT
613 y -- 'fhe - 5ea - - OGUNQUIT, meaning-"beautiful place by the sea," is 70 miles
north of Boston; 35 miles south of Portland, on Federal Route No.
I. Its three mile BEACH of hard, clean, gold and gray sand is
one of the finest in the world. It was a part of the private estate
of Sir Thomas Gorges. Thousands BATHE in its thundering surf.
ROCKS: The nationally famous BALD HEAD CLIFF, WATCH
DOG, DEVIL'S KITCHEN, GIANT'S STAIRWAY, SPOUTING
ROCK, WHITE FLINT, and Pirate's Cove are but a pleasant walk
from our hotels. WOODS. Beautiful, spill carpeted woodroads
lead one through a charming countryside. We have the only unchanged remnant of the old STAGECOACH TRAIL. A beautifully laid-out MARGINAL WAY for foot travel follows Ogunquit's
entire coastline. Catholic, Baptist and Methodist CHURCHES.
We have sixteen excellent hotels and three camping grounds.
Gift-shops, tea rooms, stores. In our populous ARTIST COLONY
are many of America's great painters. OGUNQUIT PLAYHOUSE presents artists of national fame. High-class screen productions at Leavitts Theatre. The Cliff Country Club maintains
an excellent GOLF COURSE. Riding school-beautiful, gentle
horses-bridle paths. In no part of the world may better TUNA
FISHING be found. Our waters fairly swarm with the giant fish
and records show twenty-four taken with rod and reel in one day,
at PERKINS COVE. Accommodations for every purse. We
invite you.

OGUNQUIT PUBLICITY BUREAU
Booklets

cfJtCaine Invites

You

The RIVERSIDE HOTEL and COTTAGES I
OGUNQUIT, MAINE
Here on the shores of Perkins Cove stands The Riverside.
It is a High-Class Hotel, quiet, home-like, modern, and
reasonable in price. We cater to a select patronage.
Write for booklet. Family ownership and management for
fifty years.
"The food is best, the cost is less"

Write to A. L. STAPLES, Owner

CLIFF HOUSE
AND COTTAGES
Bald Head Cliff
No Hay Fever

erne ilspin~uid
03unquit hy t!uJea

Ogunquit, Maine
Selected Clientele

Open May 27 to late Sept.
M. P. WEARE, Mgr.

Illustrated Booklet

HOTEL ONTIO

and Cottages

OGUNQUIT .. MAINE

Automatic
Sprinkler
Fire Protection
53 guest rooms, 30
ba tbs, running water in all rooms,
steam heat in living rooms.
Over1 o o ks Ogunquit
Beach.
Rates $5
to $10 per day.
American P I a n .
Write for booklet
and floor plan.

MAINE

Famed for home comforts and
excellent table. Sea Food in
attractive variety. Two minutes to bathing beach. Cool,
vine-covered verandas afford an extensive view of dunes
and ocean. Rates consistent with the times. Booklet.
Ownership Management
L. E. HALL • MRs. L. E. HALL

HIGH ROCK HOTEL
OGUNQUIT, MAINE

IN OGUNQUIT
Comfortable, popular and homelike service at moderate rates
Ideal Location-Center of Summer Activities
Bathing Fishing Boating Golf Horseback Riding Tennis
Artists' Colony Summer Theater Sandy Beaches
FASCINATING FISH HOUSES
All with a background of Wonderful Scenic Attractiveness
For Illustrated Folders Write

THOMAS WEST

OGUNQUIT, MAINE

Unexcelled
View
Christian
Clientele
Near Summer
Theatre and
Beach
Apply for
Booklet and
Rates
J. P. Littlefield

Knight and
f errill, Prop~

"l~be COLf)NIAL IXN
and SACIIE~l HOTEL

Centrally
Located

Ocean View House

OGUNQUIT,
MAINE

A refined, quiet home for those desiring rest and recreation. Near
ocean, beach, and all sports and amusements.
For further information write l\fi s A. E. Adams

CHAPMAN HOUSE
OGUNQUIT BY THE EA
A charming house famed tor its home cooking. Ideally located near
pine woods, ocean, bathing, fishing, riding, gol! and tennis.
BooklPt write :\Irs. R. W. Chapman

In writing to advertisers, please mention "1\laine Invites Yon"
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Where country meets
seashore
90 miles from Boston on
Highway No. I

A non-commercialized resort
of quiet refinement
Fine safe beaches free from
underrow.

Here one can find accommodations in town, the country
or at the beach to fit your
budget.
Summer Homes for rent

Comfortable hotel accommodations, horseback riding,
18 hole golf course, fishing,
sailing, swimming.
For information address
Box 1000
Kennebunk Beach, Maine

cv"([aine Invites

You

The Narragansett
By The Sea

KENNEBUNK BEACH, MAINE
Your vacation will be happier at The Narragansett
Golf
Swimming
Sailing
Tennis
Deep-Sea Fishing
Only 100 feet from one of the most beautiful beaches on the
Maine Coast. C ongenial people.
Maine food!
18-ho le g o lf
course nearby. Te nnis. Excellent clientele . Eleva tor. Sp rinkl ers.
For new illustrated folder and rates address
GEORGE J. WENTWORTH , Proprietor

THE WEBHANNET INN

BASS ROCK HOTEL
On Kennebunk Beach

I 00 yards from the Beach

An ocean view from every
room at this fr iendly hotel ,
where hospitality and good
home cooking are to be
found.

and 18 Hole Golf Course
A homelike, comfortable
and moderate priced Inn,
planned for people who
are in search of a real
vacation. For booklet or
other information write
Edward R. Clarice

All Sports
For booklet and rates
apply to
J. R. Walsh , Manager

Kennebunk Beach, Maine

KENNEBUNK BEACH-Like a bent silver bow between
two rivers, its scalloped shore, glistening white sand
beaches, and sheltered bay make it among Maine's
celebrated coastal resorts. Nature has dealt kindly and
abundantly in supplying this beauty spot with a diversity
of outdoor recreations so much appreciated by a conservative and discriminating clientele.
Those who love that mysterious and ever beautiful
wonder, the sea, never know which they admire mostthe beauty and safety of the harbors, the gently sloping
crescents of sun warmed sand, the perfume of the pine
clad hills, the surf swept promontories, or the tang of the
invigorating salt sea breezes.
Here you can enjoy bathing on the clean white
beaches; golf on the ideal 18 hole Webhannet course,
scene of the "Maine Open Amateur"; sailing; fishing;
picnicking with fresh dug clams and live lobsters, cooked
in steaming hot sea weed. Kennebunk Beach is the home
of Kenneth Roberts, author of the historical novels,
"Arundel," "The Lively Lady.'' and "Rabble in Arms."

Atlantis Hotel

co~r~GEs

KENNEBUNK BEACH, MAINE
" Where the Co un try Me ets the Seashore "
Hotel overlooks the ocean and has a fine eighteen hole golf
course directly in the rear

Surf Bathing -

Saddle Horses -

Deep Sea Fishing

Catering to a selective clientele
Au t omatic Sprinlcler Syst em

Open June 20th to after Labor Day
R. H . BRYANT. Mg r. Dire ctor

In wri ting t o a d \'ertisen., pl ease men tion "l\laine Invites You"
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GLEN HAVEN HOTEL
KENNEBUNKPORT

In the Center of the • ummer Colony

Enjoy the attractions of this famous resort
at moderate rates
Elevator Service

RATES

2-1.00 to 35.00 per week
Americar Plan
Booklet on request

1AR 'IIALL A. RYDER, Proprietor

THE ARLINGTON

MAINE

Overlooking the Ocean,
Beach and Rocky Coast
In the center or the
summer colony
Rates $4 to $6 daily
American Plan
Floor Plan
Booklet

James B. Ynte ,
Proprietor

~~ '
KENNEBUNKPORT, MAINE
Locate d on beautiful
Gooch's Beach
Hotel modernized
throughout

,_iii~lc:~~,.~

Bath houses on beach
For booklet and rates
apply to
Mrs. Adelaide Day, Mgr. --------~~-_:_:_ _::.:::i

f'trqr

Tfi

GREEN HERON

KENNEBUNKPORT,

•

KEN ' EB

KPOR'l',

1AINE

Small, quiet, homelike
!alne C-:ooked Food our Specialty
. ms. w ARRE.. • ITTLEFIELD

•
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KENNEBUNKPORT-With its scores of Old Colonial
homes midst the elm shaded streets. silvery beaches and
rocky headlands, superb modern hotels, summer cottages,
situated on the beautiful Kennebunk river dotted with
smart motor yachts, brilliant colored canoes and tiny
fishing craft enthralls hundreds of vacationists.
Vacation at Kennebunkport of course means good
fun, golf, tennis, dancing, sailing, fishing, surf-bathing,
antiquing, and romantic views of sea and coast; but,
what's more important it means good health and rested
nerves.
CAPE PORPOISE, close at hand, is a 0old, rugged
place where the ocean provides the chief charm. Here
are hotels famous for tempting dinners of lobster and
other sea foods. It is said that Captain John Smith gave
this cape its name on his voyage of discovery along the
Maine Coast in 1614.

Langsford House

GOOSE ROCKS. BEACHWOOD AND FORTUNES
ROCKS, different names for a beautiful stretch of bathing beach and the engaging combination of seashore
and country, are points of interest which vacationers delight to visit because of their scenic attractions.

IN

CAPE PORPOISE, MAINE
MARSHALL A. RYDER, Proprietor
A FAMILY HOTEL
AN

AN'D COUNTRY.

BAY VIEW is a summer colony at the southern end of
a splendid seven mile white sand beach and two miles
along shore south of Old Orchard Beach.

SETTIN'G OF

RATES $16 TO

SEASHORE

25 WEEKLY.

AMERICAN PLAN

BIDDEFORD POOL has a substantial cottage and
hotel development. Well known authors and artists have
their summer homes at the Pool.
Eight miles inland from the Pool are the thriving manufacturing and residential cities of Biddeford and Saco
connected by bridges across the Saco River. home of the
Pepperell Company, manufacturers of "Lady Pepperell"
fine grade of cotton cloth. About two million yards of
cloth leave the mills each week.
BIDDEFORD is a point of divergence to the inland
town of SANFORD, the largest town in the State and the
Goodall Mills where Palm Beach Cloth is made. At the
Sanford mills is probably made the fabric with which your
automobile is upholstered as they are the largest producers in this country. A visit to this pretty, prosperous,
progressive town and its woolen mills is always of interest.

OLD FASHIONED

On Fine:,l Seoen-mile Bathing Beach in

Land and Water Sports
Two Golf Courses

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL

BIDDEFORD POOL, l\IAINE
Open June 2i
Always Cool
Closed ept. 10
Golf, Tennis and Bathing within two minute ' walk of hotel
Smooth beach-2 miles long
_ FLORENCE D. EV AN , Prop.
Folder

-

--

OCEAN PARK HO TEL
~

By ~Iaine Pine at
Old Orchard Beach

an<l . URF BATHING

Resort Amusements, Golt, Tennis, Picnics, Ocean I<'ishing. Good food
and good beds. June 4- ept. 24.
ingle 21- 2 ; double 3 .50$53. 50 week. Folder.
F. Il. THUR, TO..
OCEAN PARK, l\IB.

In writing to a,lvertisen,, plea!-ie mention " 'laine Invite!> You"
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WHAT TO WEAR

You will wear about the same garments in Maine during the summer months as at your home or when visiting most
any American resort in the temperate zone, with a few exceptions notably that light wraps are needed for evening wear.
Sports clothes and Palm Beach suitings for men and women are worn very largely during the vacation period in
Maine.
At some of the larg e r hotels formal dress is seen in the evening by those who like that sort of thing but others feel
equally at home without it.
If you are going into camp in the lake and forest country women will need heavier clothing of wool texture such as
divided skirts, slacks, jodhpurs or riding breeches, light weight flannel skirts, sweaters, suede coats, heavy boots with flat
heels and wool socks and a rain coat or waterproof of some kind.
Men wear much the same as they do at home for golf or hiking and of course that favorite old hat that every
real fisherman cherishes and without which he wouldn't think of casting a fly.
Why not wait until you arrive in Maine before replenishing your wardrobe. Visitors tell us that prices, almost
without exception, are lower than in the large metropolitan stores at home.
There are excellent department and specialty stores in the larger cities of Maine and smart shops in resort centers.
TEMPERATURE
The average temperature during the daytime periods of August and September is about 70 degrees-sometimes it
runs well up into t he eighties, with ninety degrees on an average of three times a year, according to weather bureau
records.
It always cools off after the sun goes down and there is scarcely a night that one or two blankets are not needed
even in the summer.

PALM BEACH STORE No. I OF AMERICA
.... is in Sanford, Maine
The Thayer-Diggery store in Sanford, Maine, is
widely known as "Palm Beach Store No. I of
America" .... Sanford, Maine, is internationally
known as
The Home of
THE PALM BEACH MILLS
and the
GOODALL-SANFORD
INDUSTRIES
At Thayer-Diggery's you will find at all times a
MOST EXTENSIVE and COMPLETE line of

PALM BEACH SUITS
Sample swatches on request
Mail orders given prompt attention
Page 18
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Visit the SHOWROOM of the GOODALL-SANFORD MILLS
At SANFORD, MAINE
@ASE

~
1\lade by

SANFORD MILLS

SANFORD, MAINE

• Velmo Mohair Upholsteries
• Seamloc Broadloom Carpet
• Leatherwove Coated Fabric

Did you know that the largest Mohair
mills in the world are nestled in the hills
at Sanford? Here, for 75 years, the
finest fleece known to man, Mohair, has
been woven into textiles for clothing for
home decoration, for transportation,
upholstery, and for many other uses.

Look for this label

• Genuine Palm Beach Cloth
• Goodall "Sanvale" Draperies
• Goodall Uniform Fabrics

Our showrooms are always open to tourists, with an interesting collection of the newest weaves off the looms.
Stop in, as you driv_e through.

It is one of the "sights" of a Maine vacation.

Goodall - Sanford Industries
In writing to adverti ers, please mention ")laine Invites You"
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World's Finest Beach
Where the waters are bluer and the white, clean sands are firmer than anywhere else along the Atlantic seaboard.
The wide shelvinn beach draws the rays of the sun when the tide is out, warming the inflo •1ing waters to a temperature
that makes ideal surf oathing. Physicians widely prescribe sun bathing at O:d Orchard Beach for patients of all ages.
There are diversified recreational attractions that appeal to all; dancing, bowling, motion pictures, ocean amusement
pier, shuffle board and horseshoe courts, superb 18 hole golf course and country club, motor boating, sailing, tennis,
riding, flying, a salt water swimming pool, motor drives through a beautiful country and on fine roads, walks among

THE GOODALL

New Linwood Hotel

Old Orchard Beach
On the ea Wall
A comfortable home• like hotel. Real New
England home cooking.
American Plan. Rates
, 22 to 35 per week ;
$4 to 6 daily.
Reel uced
ru l!'S
during
June n d from August
1, th
to
eptl'lllbPr
10th.
Accommodates
125. Deep sen fishing.
Beautiful drh·l' . Golt.

" O n t he Sea Wall"

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
A homelike, comfortable and moderate
priced hotel planned for people who are m
search of a real vacation.

Booklet

II I ,Tl & H IGH,
Propri tor

"f,o A·wav From llomc to Be at Home" at

Rates Am erica n Plan
$3.50 per day, $20.00 per week

THE SEA SIDE HOUSE
OLD ORCHARD
BEACH
PurtiP for Afternoon
'f1•11 or Bridge
Swedh.h I afTee , tugn.
also hi 1,en, , t ak and
Shor Dinner<;.

For booklet or other information write
NELSON McKINNEY, Manage r
Old O rchard Beach, Maine

01wn th y<>nr nround. A
fpw
stPnmheatPd
room: .

l'uhllc T1•11nl:

'011rt •

For , prcitll l'arti.na or
Ha/1·3 Appl11 to

Phone 317 :\Irs. J. W. Ander on, Prop. Old Orchard B ach,
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The Playground of Two Nations
the famous health giving pines of Maine, or just relaxing 1n an invigorating atmosp here coo led by ocean breezes.
An unequalled health resort.
Over one hundred and fifty high class modern hotels, tourist homes, overnight camps and camping ground fac ilities
are here to serve your every need at prices within the range of all.
Ma ke your plan s now to visit with us this Summer at Old Orchard Beach.
Fo r complete information, hotel rates, travel routes, etc., address: Old Orchard Beach Publicity Bureau, Old Orchard
Beach, Maine.

1.,

EAN
HOUSE
AND COTTAGES
Directly on the Waterfront

Hotel with person a li ty, c h a r m a n d h omelike atmosp h ere. Ame r ican P lan. $4. 00
d ay and up. Write fo r specia l Season o r
Fami ly rates. Unexcelle d cuisin e an d ser vice; r unni n g water or private bath s; te lephone in a ll rooms.
Spacious lawns and piazzas w it h d e lightf ul ocean vistas.
l>ancing, Golf, l>eep 'ea Fishing, l\Iotoring

1~1'if.~!stw~~~tc~i r:t!i~:gwt!iJ'8ramonnt

Be a Sun o~{~f

,vrite TODAY for Illustrated Bookl et
i\lHS. LY~lA ABHO'I"r
OLD OllCIIARD B .I J:ACII, l\IAI E

I
I

MON'i"R EAL HOU SE I
O lcl O••cha.rd Beach!, 1\tlaine
Situated directly on this famous Seven Mile Bathing Beach
All Summer Sports and Amusements
Noted for its excellence in Ne w England foo d
Rooms with bath
A utomatic S prinkler System
Moderate rates quoted, A merican Plan, with t he minimum
rate of $30.00 weekly
Special rate for June, $28.00 weekly
R. H. BRYANT, Proprietor

The Brunswick Hotel
OLD ORCHARD
Season June to September
Located Directly on the Ocean Front
Accommodates 150 guests
Rooms with private bath or running water

Rates $5.00 per day up

$30.00 per week and up

Family and monthly rates on app lication

Special low rates prior to July I 0-after August 15
Write for descriptive literature

John F. Hutchinson

In writing to ndn~rti!,ers, pleaii,e mention "-'laine lnYite

You"

Old Orchard Beach, Me.
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R. B. SKINNER, Secretary, Maine Horse Association

Seventeen eager horsemen and an understanding administration of State officials-seventeen horseback riders
who wanted the world to know the beauteous back-country of Maine, as they knew it-these lovers of The Horse and
The Open, and governmental groups that could, and did, make the dream come true.
The horseback riders are hundreds now and Maine Bridle Trails an accomplished fact, but those seventeen were
the motivating power behind the great and growing state-wide system of saddle trails Maine offers the Recreationist
today-a 1,300 mile network of paths and byways almost to every nook and corner of The Pine Tree State, off the
beaten lanes of commerce into pastoral quiet, cut of the humdrum of our usual existence into the Romance of
communing with the Great Outdoors on Horseback.
All this is "right around the corner" almost anywhere in Maine-not in one place but in countless sections of our
widely-varied countryside. It may be close to some city or busy village you have frequently visited, it may be outlying
from some vacation resort you felt you knew full well, again it may be across some wilderness expanse you had hoped
some day-some way-to traverse. The Horse, humble creature, will show you Kingdoms you never dreamed existed.
The Sign of the Horse Shoe-blac~< on orange-shows the way, for Trails to New Adventure largely where
automobiles infrequently travel, if at all,-forgc ~+en roads we have been whisking by these hurried years, and on
they lead thru grassy lanes or tree-bowered tote roads to lakes and brooks and wooded slopes, thru sunny fields and
quiet farmsteads-views of Nature from a new angle-inaccessible to wheeled travel-too far to go afoot-easy and
enjoyable and healthgiving aboard a sturdy horse.
Merge horse' e1-k riding into at least a part of your vacation in Maine this year. You will never regret it.
One has really to try it to get the idea of horseback touring in Maine. People who have lived here all their lives
are rediscovering their own State in this way. The thrill of new experience is all the greater for out-of-State visitors.
It is all very simple, this saddle-trailing in Maine. We have short trips and long ones. One can ride for less than
a day or more than a month. It can all be arranged to suit your vacation schedule, your preference of terrain or your
pocketbook, Friend Recreationist. You bring your horse or you hire one. On the one hand your horse will be well
cared for and on the other you will be provided a well-trained, well-conditioned, well-accoutred mount. Good saddlehorse stables, in addition to those long established, are springing up everywhere. With thP.m are able instructors and
attendants and guides, as well as good horses. In many communities are whole clubs of people ready to render you
every possible aid; several of our best summer camps are making a specialty of the equestrian hotel idea and all along
the Orange Trail are camps and inns and hotels and farms stands where the rider and his horse will find every needed
comfort and accommodation to make this tour the best-remembered vacation of a lifetime.
The Chesuncook trip from Bangor to Chesuncook Village was our pioneer trail, explored and "brushed-out" by the
Bangor Boot and Saddle Club. An annual expedition over this trail is now a classic with a distinguic;hed group of
out-of-State sportspeople-but it is equally available to any who wish the picturesque allurement of rugged lake and
woods country. From the North in Aroostook hardy horsemen are blazing another tra:I across almost virgin country,
by Katahdin, to the same Chesuncook region. Less rigorous, but still as close to untrammelled Nature are the trails
into the Rangeley or the Sebago or the Belgrade Lakes regions-everywhere in the Maine you really want to knowthe happy hills and vales of York county-the increasing ruggedness in upper Oxford-great river valleys-mountain
ridges-vistas of inviting charm- panoramas of exceeding grandeur-close by the sea or far in the uplands-it is
All Yours on Horseback.
Bar Harbor might be the setting you have in mind for a season's program of well-balanced recreation on the
coast, with one of the country's best systems of bridle trails close at the hotel door or it may be Poland Spring where,
beside the finest of hostelry, saddlepaths lead one in a very maze of hills and lakes and woodsy playlands. But, fine as
they are, these are but spots in the great expanse that is Maine. The riding territory is endless, the stopping places are
countless.
Maine invites You, the Maine Horse Association invites You, the Maine Development Commission and the Maine
Publicity Bureau invite You, every State official, every resident, All Maine Invites You-and if you the least mite doubt
it drop any of us a line and ask more about Maine Bridle Trails.
Being Secr:+ary_ of th? Maine Horse Association the writer h~s special responsibility in advising and aiding your plans
on horsebackmg m Mame; but any of the other members will be as ready to assist. Mail reaches the writer at
Auburn, Maine, even while he is riding "Those Trails" and the names of club groups that will give you direct advice
and direct service at all times will be furnished on application.
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BOYDEN-l

HOTEL

I

38 East Grand A venue
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, ME.

American Plan
Cocktuil Lounge
Reasonable Rates
Booklet
MRS . .JOHN H. O"NEIL, Prop.

HO

r.~

EL Hl\lPIRE

OLD ORCHARD BEACH, l\lAINE
"A Kosher Hotel wi,tk a Uccognized -Standard of Excellence"

•
•
•
•

On the eawaU
• l\lusic-Danciug • Uolf-:Sports
Uooms with Bath
• Cocktail Lounge • Our 33rd year
Accommodates 250 • Reduced June Rates
Protected by Fire prinkler System
!ILLER management

-

You

BATCHELDER
HOTEL
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, MAINE
Telephone and running water in every room
Accommodate 100
American Plan
Rates $3.00-$4.50
Reduced early and late season rates
".,1 f:f_tar ll'ill guide rou"
)fodern Outdoor Swimming~

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
Nicely furnished cottages and bungalows for rent and for
sale. ,Ve invite your inquiry.

HARMON REALTY CO.
17 C Ohl Orchard 't.

Tel. 23-1

Old Orchard Beach, l\Ie.

THE LOOKOUT HOTEL

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
itunted on a high point with an excellent view of the ocean.
Strictly home cooking. Accommodates 75. Rates ·20 to $25 week.
Booklet

~ill • G. D.

EAR , Prop.

THE LAFAYETTE HOTEL

WHY PAY BIG CITY RENTS

Ocean Front
Golf
Saddle Horses
'l'ennis
Stenm Heated R-0oms with Bath
Dietary Laws Observed

One year' city rent will buy a home in :0.faiue. Living expenses
too ar sen ible. The freedom of out-door mean everything.
Every type and ize of home, endle;;s nuiety of location.

In Public Favor Since 1909

Accommodates 250

Reduced Rates During June

Old Orc:kard Beach, Maine

Dancing

AUL GOODKO\VSI{Y, l\l1.rr.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH-The splendid sweep of
fi'rm, white sands that comprises Old Orchard's wonderful beach is famed the world over. Glistening sands and
combing surf that defy comparison. Fourteen miles of
fine, hard-packed sand; a beach approximately 700 feet
in width, that dips ever so gradually into the invigorating tempered water of the sparkling Atlantic; clear and
unpolluted water that averages all season from 64 to 75
degrees.
Safe surf bathing that may be enjoyed without fear of
quicksands, undertow, or deep spots, adds zest to bathing, gives new life to weary bodies and soothes overwrought nerves.
The beach has been the take-off of several transatlantic airplane flights. It stretches for miles eastward
to Pine Point and westward to Bay View, and at low tide
its broad expanse, curving along the crescent shore, offers
one of the most princely playgrounds over which the blue
sky bends. Add to this an exhilarating surf, the security
which encompasses the bathers at their daily sport, and
the cool sea breeze that nearly always blows, and it is

,

A k the '.:\faine Publicity Bureau

not hard to understand the popularity of this old-established Maine resort. It has its steel pier, dance pavilions,
shops, skating rinks, movie theaters, roller coaster and
other amusement features.
Life at Old Orchard Beach is just what you yourself
want it to be; every form of amusement is available,
even deep sea tuna fishing and fly casting for mackerel
-a real fisherman's dream sport-so that one may be
strenuous or relaxed as suits the mood. The air is clear,
invigorating; laden with the odor of balsam and the
vivifying tang of the sea.
Over one hundred and fifty high class modern hotels,
tourist homes, overnight camps and camping ground
facilities are here to serve every need. Six churches of
various denominations and twenty-five church conference
camps make Old Orchard Beach one of the outstanding
church and camp meeting centers. One of the finest
golf courses in Maine is within a three minute ride of the
business center.
Ocean Park, Ferry Beach and Camp Ellis are all descriptive names and are reached from Old Orchard Beach.

In writing to ndvertisers, please mention ")laioe Invites You"
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TH[ CHECKL[Y

Alway..sCool
Enjoy smart "SUMMER
COLONY" LIFE at this
famous natural beauty
spot.
Every room overlooks
the sea. The ChECKLEY
is bounded on three
,sides by the Atlantic.
Delicious Food
Completely Modern
Elevator Service

('

DANCING
PINE WOODS
COUNTRY CLUB

FISHIN~
SAILING
SWIMMING

~

GOLF
RIDING
TENNIS

\....

Write for Rates
and Descriptive Folder
\-

Jh e Ctl[CKLEY J~oaf.1]1/eck,JV/e.
90 miles from Boston - 10 milec; from Portland

I

ENJOY A DELIGHTFUL VACATION AT

THE WILLOWS
PROUT'S NECK, MAINE

I
'

TUE l\'ILLO"'' is a hostelry "here genuine hospitality, a
quiet and helpful service and unexcelled cuisine make
pleasant the stay of the visitor. Here will be found spacious
porches overlooking the sea, attractive lounge and 1tining
rooms, airy rooms single or ensuite.
'onveniently near to all
summer activities. An ideal plac to stay a day-a month
-a SUilllller.
For Information and Re~ervation
ddress the Hotel

Higgins Inn

HIGGINS BEACH,
MAINE

Fresh native S\'a food and fre h vegetables servt•d <laily. Rooms
with running water. Private bath . , hower..
llot water
Op n :\lay 23 to • •ov. 1. Rate und tol<.IPr on r<><1uest.
E.
IDGG:C. , Prop.
ARBO RO Gil,

lVe Cordially Invite You to

pend Yom Iloliday nt

CAPE COTTAGE HOTEL

CAPE COTTAGE, l INE
Locatt•d 3 miles from Portland on npe Rliznlwth, nt Pntrancr to
Portland Harbor, on private bathing b nch.
E ·cellent cui ·lne.
Select clien tele.
IlARRY 13. LOWELL, l.i;-r.

Page 24

PROUTS NECK-Because this neck of land stretches
out into the ocean and is nearly surrounded by water, it
always has a cool sea breeze. A country club provides
for golf, tennis, and social affairs. There is a good bathing beach, with pleasant water, and entire freedom from
undertow. Three rivers in the near neighborhood are
delightful for canoeing and there is good fishing off the
high rocks. There are many cottages and excellent hotels.
PINE POINT, SCARBORO, SCARBORO BEACH
AND HIGGINS BEACH just north of Old Orchard
Beach and part of the Maine Coast from Kittery to
Cape Elizabeth are attractive surf bathing beaches.
WARM SEA BATHING-Those long reaches of white
sea sand beaches all the way from Kittery to Portland
are so shelving that when the tide is out a long stretch
of white shelving sea sand is exposed which draws the
rays of the sun and becomes thoroughly warmed. As
the tidal waters flow slowly back over this sand, the
water is heated to a temperature which makes it comfortable for sea bathing and ideal for sun bathing.

In writin~ to :uh1•rti,1•r-., 1>h•u-,1• 11wntion .. .,1ui111• hnitt•., \ ·ou"
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TUNA FISHING IN MAINE

Anglers have found that there is an abundance of
game fish and excitement to catch them in the salt water
along the coast of Maine. Casco Bay and the waters
in the vicinity of Kennebunkport and Ogunquit have
gained a reputation in recent seasons for their tuna
fishing. Species of this fish taken along the Maine coast
by sportsmen have ranged in weight from 75 to 800
pounds It is probably true that the greater number of
these fish which have been taken were harpooned rather
than landed with rod, reel and line. This because of the
fact that it was only realized recently that the horse
mackerel of the North Atlantic was the same as the
tuna of the Pacific and that it could be taken on rod and
line.
SEA BASS COMING BACK
There has been a definite indication that sea bass were
coming back to Maine rivers during the past three years.
A number of specimens of this fish have been taken on
the Kennebec, Mousam, Saco and Kennebunk rivers. As
a result, after investigation and public hearings, the commissioner of sea and shore fisheries, closed those waters
to_ all ba ss fishing except with hook and line and limited
the catch to five fish per person a da y.
POLLOCK AND MACKEREL OFFER SPORT
While the average man who fishes for pollock does so
as a deep sea fishing proposition, in the past few years
there has developed a class who go after them with light
tackle.
Before the days of the seiner, most of the mackerel
caught each year were taken on hand lines. Each man
would use two lines. As a rule they used no bait. Instead they fished \\'ith what was known as a mackerel jig,
a hook set in a lead sinker, the glitter of which attracted
the fish.
Anglers looking for sport, learning about this, have
tried going after these fish with light tackle, using a
spoon hook and flies ith excellent results. They found
that an average sized mackerel on a light rod gave them
a bang-up battle, with the result that once the word goes
forth that mackerel are schooling along the coast the
sportsmen are out for them.

ATLANTIC HOUSE
AND COTTAGES
SCARBOROUGH BEACH , MA INE
Large spacious grounds of 25 acres with groves of pine and
fir bo~dering the Atlantic Ocean. Superb bathing beach of
fine, clean sand, gently sloping. Safe for chilclren. Excellent
cuisine. Tennis. Shuffleboard. Golf close by.
A place of rest and quiet; but nea_r enough to Portland and
resorts to be reached by a short nde.
Ideal vacation spot. vVrite for folder.
J. R. K N I GHT, Owner and Man ager

2 miles from
Old Orclrnrd Beach

CHICKEN, STEAK and SHORE DINNERS
$1.00 - $2.50
Daily Special Menu 75c up
Phone: Biddeford 8079 , Scarboro 149
Cab ins $1.00, $1.50, $2.00 per person

SACO, MAINE

ROUTE NO.

ROCKHILL INN

ONTHEni1i::5!1ABETH

An Inn in the woodlancl near the sea
ciate an atmosphere of quiet charm .
propP-rly served.
?-Iay we send you
l\l~
llarr~· AltenbUJ"_f:'

In \\Titing to advertisers, please m ention ")Ja ine Invite

You"

for. t!'lose wh_o appreDelicious. Mame J:oo-~
further mformat1o_n.
Cap e Cottage, l\Ia lfle
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By MYRON H. AVERY, Maine Appalachian Trail Club

Long has the outstanding allurement of Maine been the superb quality of her
renowned forested wilderness areas. Today. to those who respond to Maine's
invitation, the State presents an unusual facility. The very finest of her mountains, forests, lakes, and streams have now becom13 accessible-and in a manner
which detracts not at all from their wilderness qualities, but assures their preservation. This result has come through the development of The Appalachian Trail
across Maine. This Trail is the longest marked footpath in the world today, winding its way along the crest of the Appalachian Mountains in the eastern Atlantic
States. Of this master footpath, the Maine section-completed in August, 1937
-was the most difficult and the last to be undertaken.
This Trail in Maine, begun in 1931, was extended by amateur labor from
Katahdin to Mt. Bigelow. Here the project might well have been halted by the
barrier of the high trailless ranges athwart the westward extension of the route.
Fortunately, in 1935, the Trail was made a CCC project for Maine. Crews from
various CCC camps completed the unfinished portion of the Trail, widened and
improved it, with the result that their activities have presented to Maine a wilderness trail, which for scenic opportunities, variety of interest, and its many
features ;,as few equals. The route traverses Maine's highest and second highest
peaks, as well as such outstanding mountains as Joe Mary, Moxie Bald, Bigelow,
Saddleback, Baldpate, Old Speck, Goose Eye, Mahoosuc Arm and a host of
other equally well-known peaks. Its route is through a land rich in historical association. The alternate Arnold Trail, west of the Kennebec River, calls to mind
the stirring events of Benedict Arnold's gal~ant but ill-fated march through the
Maine wilderness, in part along the very route of this Trail. In the abandoned
village of Savages Mills, where the cycle from forest to civilization and back to
forest has been completed, is a striking chapter in economic history. Space here
does not permit the portrayal of the attractions of the route and the variety to
be found in the changing geological, geographical and botanical zones which
the route traverses.
A word as to this route. It is a marked trail. White paint blazes, placed fore
and aft like highway markers, indicate the route. The characteristic Appalachian
Trail markers supplement these blazes. In addition, important intersections are
marked with board signs, giving distances and termini.

A seeming paradox where one, in traversing the 266 miles of Trail across
Maine, encounters only one village, is the fact that through this wilderness one
may fJnd at intervals of an easy day's journey an attractively-situated sporting
camp on some lake or stream. Thus one may indeed travel "light" along The
Appalachian Trail in Maine, devoting his energy to enjoyment of the route.
However, for the traveler to whom the camping along the Trail is an essential
part of the trip, there is being developed an equal facility. A chain of lean-tos
is projected from Mt. Katahdin to the Maine-New Hampshire Line. In the
western part of the State, this chain has been completed; the gaps in the east,
between Nahmakanta Lake and the Kennebec River, are being eliminated.
Very complete Guidebook description of The Appalachian Trail, with an account of its geology, history, bibliography, and features of interest is contained
in the detailed Guide to the Appalachian Trail in Maine, third edition 385 pages,
which may be obtained ($1.50) from the Maine Publicity Bureau, Portland, Maine,
or The Appalachian Trail Conference, 901 Union Trust Building, Washington
D. C. A particular feature of this Guidebook is the extensive description of Mt.
Katahdin, +he trails, mountains and other points of interest in that region, together with a large-scale map of the area. A 32-page illustrated booklet, The
Silver Aisle, descriptive generally of the features of the Trail, may be had on
application to the Maine Publicity Bureau.
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THE DANISH VILLAGE

The quaintness and charm of medieval Denmark

Individual houses for two or four persons

On Bo ton-Portland Highway (U. S.

PRICES

o. 1) eight miles south of Portland

PER

PERSON

Season 1938
Befor

June 24 and after

lay 29 and 30, Jun
Friday
'

and

24 to

ept. 17 (except May 29 and 30)
ept. 17 inclusive (except as below)

aturdays from June 30 to Labor Day, July 3 and Sept. 4

With shower bathroom $1.00

Without private bathroom $ .50

\Vith shower bathroom $1.50

Without private bathroom $1.00

With shower bathroom $2.00•

Without private bathroom

1.50•

• ·when prices marked with asterisk (•) are In etrect, rooms with twin beds If occupied by only one person will be priced as if
occu1>lt>d hy two people. Meals In the Raadhus (Town Hall) at Popular Prices.

In writinc- to advertisers, please mention "l'Iaine Invites You"
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PORTLAND
the vacation city on Casco Bay
Picture a cosmopolitan city of
~eventy-five thousand people built on a
high peninsula less than a mile wide,
nearly surrounded by water, swept by
cool sea breezes, and bathed in sparkling clear sunshine; a city alive with gay
summer throngs. That's Portland.
Portland, the metropolis of Maine, is
a beautiful city. A handsomely landscaped Promenade overlooks Portland
Harbor and Casco Bay busy with craft
of all descriptions. The Western Promenade, with many fine private residences, overlooks a rolling country to
the White Mountains sixty miles away
and into sunsets beyond description.
Fine public buildings distinguish the
City of Portland. Excellent hotels, comfortable tourist homes, splendid restaurants feah.1ring Maine shore dinners,
large department stores and specialty
shops, good banking facilities, theatres,
libraries, churches, art, historical and
natural history museums.

Of particular interest is the birthplace and home of
the poet, Longfellow. Also Portland City Hall where
summer concerts are given on the Municipal organ, a gift
to his native city from the late Cyrus H. K. Curtis.
Portland maintains a fine municipal golf course, bowling on the green, and a splendid public beach for salt
water bathing. Within ten miles of Portland are nine
golf courses. Variety, a new course every day.
Plenty of chance to enjoy sailing or motor boating;
tuna and other deep sea fishing or fresh water lakes and
streams, just a few miles from town. Trips by small
steamer among the beautiful islands of Casco Bay; or a
quiet spot with a cottage for the season to gratify your
heart's desire on sea coast, island or lake.
Motor rides of endless variety. Short runs along the
coast or back through the mountain and lake country. To

Old Orchard or other famed Maine beaches. No finer
summer headquarters than right here in the City of
Portland.
To our visitors vacation-bound yet manufacturingminded, a call at the Chamber of Commerce may reveal
facts that will make you think of Portland for business as
well as pleasure. The situation here is quite different
than that so often encountered in crowded metropolitan
centers. Many nationally advertised products are made
in Portland. Shipping facilities, unexcelled, three R. R.
terminals, municipal airport, transport and mail service,
3 miles from center of city. Excellent accommodations
for all types of air transportation activity.
Write the State of Maine Publicity Bureau at Portland
and learn more about our vacation and recreational
facilities. Plan to come here this summer.

You
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FALMOUTH HOTEL
200 rooms, baths, grill room, cafeteria.
H eadqua r ters ;\Iaine
A . A . A. Rotary Clu b. Garage. 2 minutes f rom :'.fo nument Squar e.
ocktail Lo unge
RI 'IIARD I. PETER O , l\lgr.
PORTL
D, l\LUNE

PORTLAND , MAINE
A delightful air of old New England hospitality combined with
the most modern ideas in comfort and service, assuring the
iraveler of a cordial welcome a nd a most en joyable stay.
Single rooms from $2.00
American and European Plan

Double rooms from $3.00
GUY P. BUTLER, Mgr.

Thomas P. Beals

7

Furniture Company
PORTLAND, MAINE
Manufacturers of

BEDROOM FURNITURE FOR
Homes , Hote ls and Camps

@ICO BAY TRIPI
•

CA, ('0 BAT LINES
PORTL m , IE.
S hore Dinner Trip
1.25
G nrn et 9. 15 n. m.
Orrs I s l. 10.00 a. m.
S mooth ,vnter
ails

65c
.'.\liddny , ail 10.00 a. m.
.'.\fotin ee , ail 2.00 p . m.
Sunset , 'nil 5.20 p. m .
loonlight Sail
9.15 p . m.
Daylite Time

I

THE PILGRIM
30 W est Street

Ne a r Western Promenade

THE MILES STANDISH
On Shepley Street

J

Scar • 'hopping and Th1·11trc District

F IRST CL , ' ' J?ffiEPROOF
PAUTI\U ~~ 'T IIOTR J,.
POUT L ,. 'D , ::\IAL 'JG
1-2-:t room upartnwnts complrt ly fnrnis lwd with
kitchenette 1uul hath
ltl'H!-;0111\bll' daily nn,1 Wf'Pkly r11t1•s b:uwd Oil
uccommo,Jations <lcsirrd
[
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THE GRA YMORE
With its b autiful new lounge is handy to th ntrC's nnd stores, with
ample parking space ad joining. Rooms '1.50 up (day rutes). We
sen·e teak, chicken or shore dinners to large or smull parties.
Dining room and ufeteria .
2 1 Preble treet
Touri,9/s Solicited
Portland, Maine

PORTLAND, blessed with more days of sunshine than
any other Atlantic coast city north of Hatteras, is Maine's
largest city and shares Maine's world-over fame for its
clear air and ultra-violet rays.
Birthplace of the poet Longfellow-"That beautiful
city that is seated by the sea."
Crowning Casco's crest-loveliest and most picturesque island studded bay in all the world.
Finest harbor on the Atlantic coast, easy and safe of
access, never ice bound. Deep lane for largest ships,
straight in from open sea to piers. Only Atlantic port
linked with the great West by a direct transcontinental
railway-the Canadian National. Four other lines.
A charming residential and commercial city, and yet
its many and varied smaller industries render it second
manufacturing center in Maine.
First practical plant for the scientific conservation of
food in hermetically sealed tins (in other words, canned
corn, etc.)-precursor of a world-wide canning industry
by John Winslow Jones, pioneer packer.
Birthplace of three great movements that have encircled the earth: Prohibition, inspired by General Neal
Dow; Young People's Christian Endeavor which originated in the parlor of the pastor of Williston Church;
first annual Knights Templar impressive Christmas observance, conceived and initiated by Stephen Berry, now
religiously observed in every Masonic Temple throughout the world.
First Radio Church in America.
Birthplace of Cyrus Herman Kotzschmar Curtis, the
publisher; home of Robert Peary who planted the American flag at the North Pole; scene of James G. Blaine's
m e ntion ":\l a in

In,it e
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'l'horonghly modern.
Private
bnths. Bnthing bench. June
1st to Oct. 1st.
Complimentary Golf at Riverside (18 holes) Golf Course for
our guests
Americnn Plan, $4.00 up; Ruropean $1.00 up. Special rates by the
'week. Overlooking Casco B11y, Phone 2-4036. Gentile patronage.
H. ll. PEASE, Prop. 130 Eastern Promenade Portland, l\'le.

GA"l,,EWAY INN

Directly opposite new State of l\faine Publicity Bureau
On Route 1, corner Danforth nnd St. John Sts., Portland, l\fe.
"The popnlur" tourists' 1·('sta11rnnt. Hoth dining room and lunch
room s!'nice. Shor , Steak :ind Chicken Dinners. Also featuring
special noon lunches. Tel. connect ion.
E. J\IURRA Y GRAIIAl\f,1rop.

youthful career on the editorial staff of the old Portland
Daily Advertiser; birthplace and lifetime home of the
immortal "Tom" Reed, Congressman-parliamentarian,
and of William Pitt Fessenden, Abraham Lincoln's Secretary of War.
Settled by George Cleve in 1632. Twice burned and
ruthlessly destroyed in cruel Indian Wars. Bombarded
and burned by British ships under Mowatt in 1775.
Ravaged by fire in 1866. Four times risen from its ashes,
it has bloomed into one of America's fairest cities.
Gateway to the great Maine vacationland through
which more than a million tourists pass each season.
Most excellent hotels, restful sea trips through Casco
Bay, half an hour by motor to Sebago Lake, Longfellow's
"sinuous Songo," land-locked salmon and trout. Two
hours to the heart of the White Mountains, and less than
half a day to the depths of the great Maine woods.
Should you tire of these diversions, you may listen to
the renowned Kotzschmar organ, first municipal organ in
America, gift of Cyrus H. K. Curtis to this city of his
birth-one of the largest and the finest organs in the
world.
The Portland Society of Natural History has maintained a creditable collection and exhibits for nearly I 00
years. The Museum is located at 22 Elm Street, Portland, open to the public every afternoon 2:00 to 5:00.
The recently acquired Dr. Brock collection of birds is of
great interest to bird lovers.
The Portland Society of Art at the L. D. M. Swett
Memorial Art Museum, 111 High Street, has art exhibits
throughout the year and a school of instruction. Another
art school is the Art Associates, 602 Congress Street.

The New Hill Crest
ON CHEBEAGUE ISLAND
"The Arcadia of Casco Bay"
About an hour's sail from Portland
A modern hotel offering the place for a real vacation
Sailing parties, picnics, clambakes, golf courses, swimming
and tennis
Fresh sea food-cooked and served the Maine way
Gentile patronage
For rates and information write

Charles W. Hamilton

CHEBEAGUE, MAINE

Scenic Sight Seeing Tours]
"Seeing Portland," "Twilight Tour to Beache ! " "Bar ~arbor,"
"Poland Spring," "Boothbay Harbor," "White i\Iounta1ns"
In seven passenger limousine . Writ· for illustrated folder.
Town Motor Tours Tel. 3-1711 155 High t. Portland, faine

HOTEL EAGLE

BRUNSWICK, MAINE

Comfortable rooms
Excellent food
Reasonable rates
Shore Dinners
COCKTAIL ROOM
European Plan
On Route 1, in beautiful old College Town of
Brun wick, Iaine
ROY JOSLIN

RICHMOND
An attractive town on the west bank of the Kennebec River offers beautiful old Colonial homes of
former sea captains for sale or rent for a summer
vacation or permanent home. Easily accessible by
train or motor. Only four miles from Merrymeeting Bay of duck-hunting fame. Manufacturers interested in locating in above town of 2000 inhabitants are invited to write the Board of Trade.

In writing to advertiser&, please mention ")laine Invites You"
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ENJOY THIS B&M
"AMBROSIA FROM DOWN EA T!"
The fragrance of tall, whispering pines! The thunder
of surf on rock-ribbed coasts. Children playing in
the sunshine! 001 nights when the air's like wine
and sleep is a drug of refreshment! These, and
"Down-East Ambrosia" ... delicious baked beans,
baked with that good old-fashioned flavor by
B & M ... distinguish Maine and its charm above
that of any other state.
Spiced with fat, juicy pork and drenched with rich,
old-time sauces, hearty-flavored B & M Baked Beans
are especially fine when served with B & M Brown
Bread with Rai in .
BURNHAM & MORRILL CO., Portland, Maine

I
I
I

I

~~

BAKED BEANS
P. S. -

You

ISLES OF CASCO BAY, generally reputed to number
as many as the days of the year, but more conservatively
estimated at 132, have no limit to the opportunities that
they include for holiday sport and vacation enjoyment.
Some have smooth beaches, admirable for bathing, many
wild and rocky cliffs, most of which are heavily wooded.
Local steamer lines maintain regular schedules between
Portland and the island landings and from mainland
points along the Foresides.
Northward and eastward of Portland, along shore, the
journey lies through Falmouth, Cumberland and Yarmouth, towns that lie along Casco Bay, their shores
known by the quaint old name "foresides" to distinguish
them from the remainder of the locality, with beautiful
views of inner Casco Bay and seashore diversions as well
as nearby golf courses and Country Club enjoyments.
FREEPORT has an unique natural phenomenon in its
"Desert of Maine." Fifty years ago a fertile field land,
there are acres and cres of shifting vari-colored sands
which are fast obliterating grasses, bushes, trees and
even home and farm buildings. At one point it stretches
away for nearly 75 acres and the total area now included
in the desert is more than 200 acres. Containing many
of the elements of Sahara, th Gobi and the Midwestern
Painted and other deserts, each year sees an increase in
the acreage, so that students who have visited and
studied it are wondering where it will stop; what will be
the eventual fate of the surrounding landscape.
Freeport is called "the birthplace of Maine" as it is
claimed, though sometimes disputed by historians, that
the papers separating Maine from Massachusetts were
signed here.
BRUNSWICK, a few miles beyond the Foresides and
Freeport, is the seat of Bowdoin College, and beneath
its academic elms have sauntered in their student days
the novelist Hawthorne, the poet Longfellow, and Franklin Pierce, afterward to be President of the United States.
Here Elijah Kellogg laid the scenes of "Whispering Pine"
series, inimitable stories of student life of long ago. Here
also was written "Uncle Tom's Cabin," its author, Harriet
Beecher Stowe, being the wife of a professor of Bowdoin.
Maine Hall, the first of the college dormitories, was built
I 00 years ago. Among Bowdoin men who have roomed

SERVE WITH I & M NEW ENGLAND BROWN BREAD (ualtd i11 Jim- uady ID s,...11t)
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THE EASTLAND
PORTLAND

One Person-$ I 50 to $5.00 per day

Two Persons-$3.00 to $7.00 per day

SPECIAL SUMMER RESIDENTIAL RATES
Season 1938

}

(Prices graded accordlng to date
of arrivul and length of occupancy)

Rooms with bath
Rooms with twin beds and bath
Rooms with twin beds, kitchenette and bath
In ,vriting to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites Yoo"

from $ I 1.00 per week
from $12.50 per week
from $15.00 per week
Page !5
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Homewood and Cottages
YARMOUTH BY THE SEA
A summer home of distinction catering to the few. Directly
on Casco Bay eleven miles east of Portland.
A dozen cottages, with baths, livingroom with fireplace,
skirt the shore, with meals served in Old Homestead.
Fishing, sailing, tennis, golf, horseback riding. Unusually
favorable location for motor trips, long or short, over excellent roads, to many of Maine's most interesting points of
history or scenic beauty. Clientele restricted .

Gover Home Inn and Cottages
AT THE WATER'S EDGE
A D e lig h tfu l Place t o Sp e nd a \\Teek or 11011th
P lea ... ing \ ie w of Ca-.co Bay and hlnncl!>
ix mil •s from Portland at Falmouth I•'ore~id
on
. s. Highway • ·o. 1
Attractive roo . with-hot and cold running waterpri, te shower and toilets
(iolt on nearby c our'>t'S
Delicious home cooked food; southern cook
Sult ,~Tntt'r Bathing-llouting- l <'i hing- from hou<,e
H. a!'lonable nates
Addre'>!> R. F . D . No. -1
Portland T e kphon <' Exc hange
1•ortland , )le .
Gentiles Only
-l - 0915

Season June to Octobe r

Rate $30.00 minimum, per week
Booklet on application
Burton Prentiss Lyman , Prop.

in Maine Hall are United States Senators William Pitt
Fessenden, William P. Frye, President Franklin Pierce,
Nathaniel Hawthorne, Elijah Kellogg, General 0. 0.
Howard, General Joshua L. Chamberlain and Chief Justice Melville W. Fuller.
Just south of Brunswick lies Prince's Point, the Harpswells, Bailey and Orr's Islands, spruce-crowned and well
equipped with hotels and cottages.

DRINKWATER INN
On th e 'hore

or Cn...,co Bay

RICHMOND, on the west bank of the Kennebec River,
opposite Swan's Island where Benedict Arnold landed on
his march to Quebec, was famous in ship building days
when many vessels of all tonnage were launched from the
Southard Yards.
Many beautiful old Colonial homes, built by the masters of those ships, are available for a summer vacation
or a permanent home.
Richmond is reached from Brunswick by Route 20 I or
the so-called river road, number 24, which offers charming vistas of the blue waters of Merrymeeting Bay, famous for its duck hunting, and passes the beautiful Ken-

and
Cottag e s

I ½ mile<; from Route 1

Hom cooking, congenia l guests, pine grove
Tenni. , Boating, Bathing, F i hing ancl otJ1 cr 'p_ort .
Golf on n uby cour'>CS
,1otorbo1•t parhe
utomobil trips hy appointment
Attractive rooms with hot and cold running water.
ottages
with bath and fireplace. Recreation house for Indoor gume!l.
'en on June to Octob r
Send for booklet
Gentile!! only
Reasonable rates

DRL 'I{WATE R L T

f>(l{IC
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WHILE IN MAINE ••••
BE SURE TO VISIT THE

Desert of Maine
Your Maine vacal:ion is incomplel:e wil:hout a visit: l:o
l:he miraculous "Desert: of Maine," just:ly termed l:he
greal:esf: natural phenomenon of it:s kind. The Desert:
yearly aHracl:s l:housands of l:ourist:s ~o il:s greai: expanse of vari-colored sand. ll: is truly one of Maine's
mosl: inl:eresl:ing places.

At Freeport .. U. S. Route 1
nebec Rose Gardens with thousands of plants in bloom
and is on the direct route to Augusta, the Capitol.

The MAINE IDYLL c

BATH is a rarely beautiful old New England City with
streets shaded by great elms; its residential section has
many fine old mansions, the homes of the many famous
shipbuilders and master mariners who made Bath's fame
as a shipping city world-wide. It was on the banks of
the Kennebec River, a short distance below Bath, that in
1607, thirteen years before the Pilgrims landed at Plymouth, the Popham colony built the first vessel constructed by civilized hands in the new world.
SEBASCO is divergent from Route One at Bath and
possesses rare combinations of vacation charms, a private bathing beach, rocky points, close by a large fresh
water lake suitable for boating and canoeing; trails
through the firs, spruces and pines and a mountain from
the summit of which may be seen at night a half score
of lighthouses sending out their warning but cheerful
beams.
The golf course is one which attracts for its natural
beauty as well as its sporty layout.

A BI N

s

. . Route 1
FREEPORT, IE.
20 )li. E. of Portland
Among the Tree
OPEN ALL YEAR
Lodge with rooms and
clinin~ room . lG modern cabins with flreP l a c e , innerspring
ma ttrP, . e. ,
running
wat1>r.
bowers. l'riva t e
con,enicnces.
Camp grounds.
Booklet F,.ee

ERNE, T )lAR, TALLER, Prop.

"WHERE TIDE A.ND FOREST J!EET"

ARCADIA INN

PUINCES PO11'T, BR(,. ' WICK, l\lE.
200 acres of rare Joyelines on Inner Casco Bay
Exceptionnl table
Housekreping cottages
end for Leaflet
IL F. IIDDIELEIN, Pr<!J_). and ::H~r. _
_

,_DRIFTWOOD HOTEL and COTTAGES
BAILEY ISLA..~D, )lAINE
Ickully situatecl on ocean front. Excellent foort, hoating, bathing
sea fishing. Always a cool l1reeze on our spaciou · porches.
ongeuial ~ue. ts. Hates moderate. Open June to October. Route 24
from l.ln111 ·wick. Fold('1.
)IR. and )IUS. HARRY CO~"'RAD

1111d dl'PP
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WISCASSET

•

The Modern Town Rich In History

Ca ll ed by many the prettiest village in Maine , this beaut iful tow n almost hidden under its canopy of lofty elms offers an ideal
spot for a vacation or a permanent home.
Here you will find the same fine old houses that were built in late 1700 and early 1800. Modern inns a nd tourist camps provide
fo r the travel e r even as did the old taverns in their day.
W iscasset is the logical base for exploring the historically interest ing surrounding countryside. Over near the Kennebec River you
will find a building erected by the Plymouth Company still in use.
Up the Sheepscot River are the remains of a settlement large
enough to have a street of houses, so early that we have no dates for it. Down the Sheepscot, old Fort Edgecomb and the Marie
An t o ine tte House attract many visitors.
You may explore the old Stone Jail built in 1811 and with keys for the locks weighing three pounds. Here is th e oldest court
house in Ma ine in which court is held.
Maine's well known hospitality is still being practiced here and Wiscasset welcomes visitors at all seasons.

·--

I
I

~0. U ,UtP, 'WELL,
)IAL ' E
llarpswell i. 11 Jll'llin.-11!11 l•xt1·1uling 1;:; 111ih•s ont to s1>11 on h(•autiful
('asco Bay. Follow Hout(• I to Bruu.-wick, th1·11 Ro11t1• 12:1 to , o.
II11rpsw1•ll nncl :,-:1 !:ahlc.- . Bontini:. IJ11thi11g, 111•1•11 c>n 111Hl shore
tlshing. RntP · ,.'l .00 to ;22 . 00. Bookh•ts. Junl' to .'PJ)t. l::ilh.
For fnrth •r infor111,1 tion 111111 rPf1•r1·m·1•s wri le
L. II. :\JEUHOW, Prop.

HOTEL SEA GABLES

BAILE ' I. L
D
A 'CO B.\.Y
Lo<·ation 1d •al for r ·:t 11111 tlin•rsion. ~lod1>ro homelike atmosplwre,
1•.·cellent cuiidne. .\ 11111 !'lllent · ;;oo volume lil.Jrnry, ha thing, dee11
s1 a Ii hing, etc. 2 hour Hull from l'ortlnncl via C1111co Buy S. S. line
or 17 !SCPnic mile. by nu to Rout 24 from Bruoi;wick, ;\I . ( Garages. J
a.:;o. 4.00 per dny, 20 and 25 weekly.
,Jun to , ·ept. 15
)Ir. und )Ir,. John C. Roc hner, Prop.

OCEAN VIEW HOTEL

For un idN1l vucntion, comp to Bapdtle Lo1lge ut water's t•dgc,
PrincP Point.
BPnutiful YiP\\'s.
Hi;; f!'et of scn•t-n!•li in porch.
Boating, bathing, fishing, golf and tpnni.· 11,·ailahle. E.·cl'llent tul.Jle,
recre11tion room. Free trnnsportntion from nntl to truins. Booklet.
B . :\I. JOH~.' () _·, Propri etor
Bltl .i: S WICR , )I l:'\!E

Ir

.I

ROCK GARDENS INN
and COTTAGES
ON EASTERN SHORE OF CASCO BAY
Home Cooking
Modern C o nvenience
Homelike
Congenial Guests
Restful Atmosphere
Golf, Te nn is, Bathing , Fishing
American Plan

Christ ian Clientele

MRS. J. W. MERRITT

Folder

Sebasco Estates, M e .

'

Sebasco property for several miles is bonded against
the pest of mosquitoes, extermination work having been
done, following a special survey by the Gorgas Memorial
Institute.
WISCASSET on Route One, the Atlantic Highway, was
once a prosperous seaport. Gone are the hustle and
bustle of sawmills and shipyards, of arriving and departing ships but in their place has come a delightful and
beautiful peace. In this era of fast speeding changes it
Pa g e 38
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is interesting to drop back awhile to a time when life
moved more slowly. In Wiscasset you may, if you wish,
recapture something of the feeling of peace and poise
we like to think our ancestors possessed. Here you will
find the same elm shaded streets and fine old homes that
were here in late 1700 and early 1800. Many of these
homes are open to visitors on the Annual Open House
Day about the middle of August. Modern Inns and
tourist camps provide for the traveler even as did the
old taverns in their day.
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SEBASCO LODGE
AND COTTAGES . ..
Sebasco Estates, Maine,
• • •

Fifty Miles from Portland

•

AT SEBASCO

•

•

LODGE

•

SEBASCO LODGE AND COT'l'AGE are
ideally situated, combining rock-bound
coast, open ocean, pine-scented forests
and lovely lake country. Only 12 miles
from Bath, SEBASCO LODGE AND
COTTAGES are but a short overnight
trip from New York.
Every modern convenience and comtort
are offered you at SEBASCO-large,
well-appointed rooms, restful beds, hot
and cold running water, private baths.
In short everything that is found at
the best Metropolitan hotel.
SEBASCO LODGE with its rustic diningroom is famous for delicious, wholesome
foods, including a great variety of sea
food, dairy and farm products.
The drinking water supplied from our
own Mineral Spring is both healthful
and beneficial.

LODGE FROM MT. MERRITT

OCEAN

AT PLAY

•
SAILING

8

At SEBASCO LODGE A.i.°"D COT'l'AGES
you may golf on a sporty, nine hole
course; play tennis on our own perfectly
kept courts; bathe in the Atlantic from
our private sandy beach or if you prefer
warmer water in our new salt water
swimming pool; motor boat, canoe or
sail; fish; or hilce through the woods
over historic trails.
Mail, telephone and telegraph service
day and night for your convenience.
SEBASCO service is the fine.st and every
effort is made to make your visit an enjoyable one of rest or play. Rates $20 to
$40 weekly. American Plan.
Selected Clientele

FISHING

WRITE FOR INFOR1'IATION

EARLY Bl RD'S HOUSE

Richard D. Cushman
Sebasco Lodg-e, Sebasco Estates, Maine
Until June 1, address
107 Elm Street, Portland, Maine

In wr1 inl' to advertisers, pleese mention "Maine Invites You"
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BOOTH BAY HARBOR

BOOTHBAY
SOUTHPORT

The Boothbay Region-famous for the most
joyous vacations-on the most broken coastline in the world offers its visitors very diversified entertainment, with summer stock
company of professional players, the best in
motion pictures in l,1aine, nationally known
preachers, musicians a,-.:l artists, famous
swimming pool, boating in most entrancing
harbors and bays, sporty golf links, many
fine hotels, tourist homes and excellent
restaurants.
For real enjoyment and healthy conditions
come to the Boothbay Region this summer.
For Folder and Information write

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, MAINE
I

I
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LOG CABIN HOTEL
AND CABINS
American Plan
•

•.;.. 4'

With Hotel Service
Balsam Scented Woods and
Ocean Vist as

GOLF
TENNIS
BATHING
FISHING
HORSEBACK RIDING
Salt Water Swimming Pool
No Mosquitoes or Hay Fever
- ALSO ATTRACTIVE
HOUSEKEEPING
LOG CABINS
W eek-1\lonth-Sea s on
Compl etely furnished, bath,
places, electricity, two to
bedrooms.

firetour

PARKER T. NICKERSON ,
Manager

5PRUUW0l DlODtt'·,

A Three Bedroom Cabin

BOOTHBAY HARSOR·MAINE

HOTEL FULLERTON
BOOTHBAY HARBOR
A
modern
comfortable,
coavenient hotel in the
most delightfw seacoast
tow n
on
the
Atlantic
Const. 52 rooms, 3a with
baths. All outside rooms
overlooking histor ic land
and open sea.
Sports of all kinds including deep sea fishing, golf ,
suddle horse , sail and
motor boats.

Open l\Iay 15 to ept. 20
James Calvert, l\lanager

A comfortable , homelike hotel with modern equipment. On
the shore of Boothbay Harbor, one mile from the village.
Shaded lawns, wide vera ndas, and ample lounging rooms.
Golf, bathing , boating , fishing , horseback riding and other
sports. Near all churches. Summer season. Excellent table.
Hotel operated garage.

Mrs. J. C. Lyke, Proprietor

Boothbay Harbor, Me.

BOOTHBAY HARBOR, reached from Wiscasset, is a
quaint old seaport, a short distance off the main line of
travel. It has a splendid safe anchorage harbor and is
the rendezvous of yachtsmen cruising the Maine Coast
during the summer months. There is a summer stock
company. Nationally known artists come here every
summer and there is always an exhibition of paintings.
BOOTHBAY is an elongated town which includes the
summer groups of Isle of Springs, Sawyers Island, Barkers
Island, Bayville, Murray Hill. There is an excellent nine
Continu ed. on pag e 48
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SQUIRREL INN
SPRUCE POINT INN
WuJter E. Ilolland, Proprietor
Ideally l?cated among the evprgrf.>ens and birches of a bf.>antltul
peninsula-a private eighty nrre rt>servation. Xo traffic.
Two _champions',i, Tennis Courts,_ Golf, , ailing, Fishing,
Butlnng, Croquet, \Voodlund Trmls, l\Joori11g for bouts
Priu,te pier with dt'ck chairs
Attractive modf.>rn bungalow'! with full hotel servlcf.>
K'-'.cellent table specializing in faine seafood
For booklet nnd rntrs write
F. L. l\11:XER, :\fa11ager
BOOTHBAY HARBOR, l\lAINE

AT SQUIRREL ISLAND, MAINE
One ot Maine's most attractive hotels In Maine's most
beautiful Coast resort. Situated at the entrance to Boothbay
Harbor one mile from the mainland.
A modern summer
hotel containing nearly one hundred guest rooms. A season
here Is undisturbed by heat, dust, or hay !ever. A fine sandy
beach affords excellent bathing tor the use o! the guests.
Boating, Fishing, Golf, and Tennis.
lrrite for

Booklet

quirrel Island,

Geo. R. Yate , Prop.

MONHEGAN ISLAND BECKONS

,..,_

BAY VIEW HOUSE
SOUTHPORT
Attractively
situated
overlooking
Boothbay
Harbor and Islands.
l\fo1lrrn nncl homelike
off!•ring thl' maximum
in comfort, food and
rrcrPa tion.
Our own
wharf for hoat connections to points of interest nod <IN•P seu
fishing. (lpntill'S only.

Clll'll-'
· t ,_...

1 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . , . . __ _

Beatrice 1\1. Kant, J. Herbert

lo ley, Owners-~lanagers

Pleasant View House

SOUTHPORT,
MAINE

Xear Boothbay Harbor Village.
ea hore and country. Sen food,
steak , chops, roa ·ti;, fresh ,·egetubles. Boating, swimming, dancing, uowllng and fl hing. Rutes: per wePk, lu .00 up; per duy,
2.50. Open June 15 until Lubor Duy. Booklet.
__
:\IR . F. II. DAI\.ER, Proprietor

I

THE GREEN SHUTTERS and COTTAGES
BOOTI.ID Y IIAUBOR, :\L\l. 'E
Overlooking Linekin Buy. Central dining room. C'ottagrs of one and
two rooms with private bath. Ten rooms with hot und cold wuter in
the Lodge, entirely mod<>rnized und refurnishrd. Friendly ntmo phere and cultured Christian clientelc. Rutes 20-, 2 . Book et.
Irs. 1\1. A. Clayton, Donald )(. Clayton, )ltmnger.·
Page 42

'o trip along the
:\foine without
<'onst Isa complete
visit
to this famous
orrshore sentinrl of the

:f1~ie

r~~~nhoo~~t~t;
llnrhor or Thomas- - ton.
-, A m i d scenes of
•. \1r:trnest n;d0 J1sJo;i~
count on old-fnshioni•d l.!ospi tali ty and
Write for interesting
illudratf'd booklet

Booklet
)Ir .

(aine

:\IONHEGAN I LAND. m.
Tiffi UU,AND I. •
An.i:-eline Tribkr ·unan and Isabel Tribler Pierce, Prop .
T

20 mil
out to ea
A lluYen for Ilay FeYer 'ufTerers
Idc•nl for n quiet, rt>stful vacation In n place thut otrers mnje tic
scPnery nnd .\Inin<> hospitality among people of culture nnd reflnempnt. A nwccn for nrti·ts. Boating, bnthini: fl hlng and tenni
Easily necr.·sihle from Boothuay llurbor. Hookll't.
·

NEW MONHEGAN HOUSE

ELY

URA KF.TT

. 10.ffiEGA

A TLA~IJ.~oftQ!:E§.&

Cool,
honu•
fish1n
llore

I L

D,

(E.

:oo':1AI f3INTU

comr~rtnl.Jll', Inviting, fncing the bronc! ocean, shaded verandas
cooking, Sl)PCinlizini:; in !H'll food~. 'win11ning, tP11nis, sailing:
•, <lancing, golf, wulk through fir bnl nm woods an<l along
o,· •r urt h<>nten cliff •.
/Jooklct on rcqurst
::\IARI
_!!:__ "·'IL 0. · , l\lunu~ r
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Blue ocean pounding the rocky shore
-brisk tang of salt air-early plungers splashing in the spacious tempered
ocean poo1·
DeJightful walks through wooded
trails on the Inn's 300 acre estate jutting five miles out to sea. Relax at
NEWAGEN-enjoy the comforts of a
modern inn (remodeled and enlarged
for 1938 to accommodate 225 guests)
--charming rooms with sea water

baths-cottages with full hotel service.
Excellent cuisine. Facillties for an
sports. r\:lotor routes U. S. No. 1 to
Wiscasset, l\Iaine, and Route No. 27 to
Newagen Inn. Railroad: through Punman to Wiscasset and motor bus or
automobile to the Inn.
Address communications before June
20 to 130 Wilbraham Avenue. Springfield. After June 20 to: Box 130,
Newagen, l\Iaine.

J

~

For beautiful descriptive booklet, write Joshua L. Brooks, Owner

hole golf course at Boothbay Center and a well developed recreation center with salt water swimming pool,
tennis courts, solarium, etc. at Back Narrows. Yachts
and ships of all kinds are built at East Boothbay. Ocean
Point affords a beautiful shore drive and unexcelled surf
scenes.
Boothbay region includes Boothbay Harbor, East
Boothbay, Bayville, West Boothbay Harbor, Southport,
Capitol Island, Linekin, Ocean Point, Newagen and
others.
NEWAGEN is the foremost point of land in that section, connected to the mainland by drawbridge and
backed by a heavy growth of spruce which, with the sea,
forms a barrier that keeps out pollen grains to the relief
of those sensitive to hay fever conditions.
CHRISTMAS COVE while geographically the southern end of Rutherford Island, is virtually part of the
mainland, being connected by a bridge. Here precipitious cliffs face with bold defiance the Atlantic's
broad flood; here, deep and dense, stretch groves of fir
and spruce; here a grassy meadow slopes to the verge of
a peaceful little bay. This rare variety is indeed the

charm of this well favored section of the Maine coast.
SQUIRREL ISLAND is the objective of much vacation
travel, as it is the oldest resort along this section of the
shore. "Squirrel" is the summer horne of many of the
members of our college faculties, a famous Maine editor
and a large representation of some of the brightest
lights in the literary, professional and business world.
SOUTHPORT is one of many beautiful islands on the
Maine coast, six miles in length and three miles at its
widest part and connected with the mainland by a drawbridge over the Samoset river, a beautiful arm of the
sea. Here you may see the Schooner "Bowdoin" of the
Donald MacMillan arctic expeditions.
MONHEGAN ISLAND, rising from the sea ten miles
off shore, attracts by its sheer picturesqueness and restfulness a loyal summer throng. The whole of Monhegan
Island seems to be one immense rock rising to a considerable height out of the sea and yet having a remarkable
spruce area in the bowl-like center of the island. For
over thirty years artists have been coming to Monhegan,
attracted by the wild beauty of the place, many coming
year after year and building summer homes.

In writing to advertisers, please mention "l\Ia.ine Invites You"
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Holly Inn and Annex
Directly on the Rock Bound Coast at

CHRISTMAS COVE, MAINE
.. ·o flay Fever-F.xcc•llent Golf C'ourc,e-Chnmpionship Tt>nn.is
C'onrt-.-Swimming Pool-Refined Clientel
Fresh \Vater and
Deep Sen I<'ishinJ.:"-Ue,t of :Mt>ul-. and Service-, euson June,
to October-, peciul 1<::arly und Late Season Untes.
Tnke Uoute . 8. •1.• 1 to I>amariscottu, then Route No. 129
to Holly Inn. l~or He.,ervntions and particulars please uddr<•<;s or <'Ull :\Ir. Peter 'chutt, :\Iunu.gcr-llolly Inn, Christmns
Cove, ::\luine.
During the winters-Casa l\lurina, l{ey West, Florida

MOODY'S CABINS

WAl,DOBOHO, :\JAi ':E
Houte No. I

'top ut ~toocly'. C11hh111 Rituntt>cl on II hill, the hlghe,t point of Jund
in \Ynldoboro. A womlt'rful ,·iew of f'nbins cnn lw St'en from Pithr.r
approach to W'nldohoro. 10 liirgt' roomy cabins, scr ened porche ,
running water in cahins. ·howc•rs. woocl-flrt•. nncl nil moclprn conn•nirm•es at morll'rntr rntes hy night or wl'ek. Dining room on
ground. .
nbins with kitchPnPtte. 'l'wo Dr Luxr Cnhln.-. WritP for
informntion nm! rntPs. , PC onr new "'nl<lo ThentPr, "~!nine's Little
Rnclio City." Thi. tlll'ntrP Is fnr supPrior to any in ~ew England.
pc•ncl a night in \Yuldohoro 1111<1 l'n.fny thiR thc•ntcr.
P. B. :MOOUY, Prop.

BUTTER POINT FARM
A charming, rP ·tful inn wh<'re folk. gnth<'r every sumnwr for re. t,
recr!'ntion nod goo<! food. Delightfully situated In the country, bnt
on thP <IPPJJ blue s .. 11.
Ila thing
Boating
Tenn.is
Iliking
Da.ncin&'
Rntrs that hring n mile to your pockrthook
Write toclny for folrl r nnd detuilP<I I 1for111ntlon
PUA. TE, B. Ql L •y_.n
,v LI>OBORO, • lAINE

IJ 111 IE IMil I11 i[l)m dlllll 1"1 P
CHRISTMAS COVE, MAINE
-

~
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On the ocean.
alt water . howcr3. Stay n month, a week,
or a day. Thirty year!! under owner hlr1-manag ment.
nuter.; 21
Book I •t
U. II. G~ ~IAGE, Prop.
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The SAMOSET

By-The - Sea

( 1938 Season June 25 to September 6)
Serving the Be:.t Food in Maine
• One of the Finest Resort Hotels in New England.
• Overnight by Train from New York-Good Roads right to Hotel.
• Play Golf, Tennis or enjoy a plunge in the tempered salt water pool.
Go Sailing or Fishing-always cool.
Rate'>

G a day and up (less by the week) including meals
F'or new descriptive literature write
' heridan
'cott, :\Ianngcr , 42 7 i-;t. ,John l-itrct>t, Portland, lain e
( fter )lay 1st c / o :SnmO e t Hotel, nocklllnd Breakwat r , • Ioine)

,v.

fhe KNOX HOTEL
THOMASTON, MAINE

CO[lC!G~ ClaJB iNN
On Houtt' 1 nml Penob-.cot Bny nt , 'enr-.1>ort, :\Jaine

A typit':11 ,r nine f:1r111ho11sc bui l t in 17!):i hy an olcl . l'll t'a11tain.
Comfortnb l,• rooms, ~ooc l fooll 11ml p \ pnty of i t. Dou bit• rooms ,, 2.00
to ;;.ou. Luncheon 50c to 2.50. Dinner 75c to •. 2 .:iO. Opt>n .J11n1•
1 -0cl. I~,.

:\Jr. mHI :\lrs._G.:_11,_J'ettee

Telephone S<•ar.-.1>ort 106
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A • TN. • OF DISTI , 'CTIO ' on the -:0.lainP Coast
-all t h e charm and hospitality of old 'ew
England-ev ry modern comfort and service.

WHITEHALL INN

ON U.S. HIGHWAY NO. I
Halfway hPtWP<'ll Port laud an<l Ba111,:or
t'umfurtnhlr furnishi-cl roums with \,ath ,,2 ,;;o 1111(1
A fpw rooms with running water '1.50

Cnmden,

lnln

Rnlph

n.

WII on, Own r- lnnnger

u11

Choice Food with Native Fresh Fish and Lobsters
as Specialties
OPEN ALL YEAR
MRS. LEON LEIGHTON, Proprietor and Manager

SOUND-PROOFED LIVING
:--o :uhway rnmhh', no f'lPrntNl rnrkl't. no rush 111111 turmoil. RnthPr
pl(•uty of frpslt nir, 11 ·1 hirw null tJlliPt.
Yon rnn Jin, n hum:rn
lll'ill)!~ an• mennt to Jin•. A home In \ [ nine 11111kl•: life.> dPcldP<lly
worth wh ih•.

" "rit e '\luine Public it • Uure nu, Portland, :\lain

ROCKLAND HARBOR
Unsurpassed on the North
Atlantic coastline. Municipal landing. Complete facilities and supplies of every
nature. Excellent hotels and
shops.
Write or call at
Chamber of Commerce.

ROCKLAND
Pao e 46
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There's More Than Gold
in This Grand Country
Up and down the highways and byways,
along the rugged coastline and out among
the islands, through the quiet river valleys
and back among the lakes and mountains,
there's more than gold. . . . . . .
There's health and happiness, contentment and peace. Sparkling sunshine and
salt in the air and the warmth of the
pine trees. . . . . . . . . . .
Bu_t there's action too _if you want it. Sailing, fishing, swimming, salt water and
fresh. Golf, tennis and mountains to
climb. Riding and driving. But, always
time for, call it gold if you will, but we
say there's mo re than gold in this, the

PENOBSCOT
BAY and RIVER REGION

·;•,;:,•;,;;•

... ·,····

. ,;,:-..:...., ...:;..

To have summered once in this beautiful part of Maine
is to return again and again. Within this hundred odd
mile length of seacoast and river shore line every conceivable type of summer recreational activity is offered
in the superlative. There's an indefinable something
about the Penobscot Bay and River Region. Pine laden
and ocean swept air that breathes health and happiness.
An almost overpowering wealth of scenic beauty, the
coast line with fascinating little harbors and rugged
headlands, mountains and rolling hills and farmlands,
placid lakes and tumbling streams, the glorious Penobscot
River winding its way through a friendly course to the
sea. In such a country a happy vacation is a foregone
conclusion.
There is scarcely a summer activity that is not at its
best in this region. If it's sailing, it's here on the ocean,
on the lakes, many fleets of various classes, well protected
harbors and welcoming yacht clubs. Swimming, salt
water and fresh; fishing, deep sea, lake and stream; golf,
tennis, skeet shooting, hiking and climbing, riding and
miles and miles for motoring.
Seemingly an endless opportunity to select just the
type of accommodations that suit your personal tastes
and budget. Hotels, camps, estates and cottages with
countless variety of locations by the sea, on the lakes
or in the hills or farmlands, along the river shores or in
the towns and cities. Many a home for the summer has
changed to a home for life.

And those who know this country will soon direct you
to those little out of the way spots where none other
than the famous Maine lobsters and scallops and clams
are served as only a Down-Easter can serve them. Or a
secluded nook for a clam bake or picnic, almost essentials in the course of summer.
Small coastal towns where there's no such thing as
traffic, where day in and day out life is peaceful and
where a stranger is quickly a friend. Always a new spot
to explore, a feeling grows that the world and all that is
in it is yours. You'll agree when you visit Owl's Head,
Tenant's Harbor and Port Clyde. And again when you
make friends down on the eastern coast line of the bay, at
Harborside, Cape Rosier, Brooksville and its sister communities North, West and South Brooksville, at Sargentville and Sedgwick, you'll discover much of the simplicity
and charm of Maine.
There are towns on Penobscot Bay not quite so retired
and yet where the same genuine spirit of hospitality prevails, where summer life assumes a slightly more active
tempo, where the circle of one's friends ·s possibly larger,
where hotels and private homes are more pretentious,
where yacht clubs and country clubs play a more active
part and yet where life is still just what you make it. At
Rockport and Camden, at Lincolnville and Northport, at

Cam&En !In the: <Penobl>.cot <Ba.11 an& lRioen. lReq.lon
.I

Where mountains meet the sea and pine-covered islands dot the waters of majestic Megunticook Lake, at
Camden, the quest for all that is beautiful might well end.
In such a setting this much heralded little s~acoast
town spreads leisurely along the shores of a well protected
harbor busy with pleasure craft, large and small, sail and
motor. Commanding glorious views of the sea and mountains are many homes, some modest, some pretentious,
but all in immaculate taste so typical of Camden.
Spreading lawns, colorful gardens, stately elms.

Life at Camden never lacks interest. It's in the air to
enjoy one's self. Sailing, cruising, golf and tennis, salt
and fre sh water swimming and fishing, a delightful social
life, summer concerts by world renowned artists. Fine
hotels and every in-town shopping and service facility.
You will be tempted to lengthen your stay in Camden
far beyond the summer season. You may succumb to an
irresistible desire to establish an all-year residence in
this beautiful town. The winter too is full of outdoor
activity for the Snow Bowl with its handsome Lodge is
fully equipped for every type of winter sport.

8
2,

I
I

I

I

A far larger community might well be proud of Camden's beautiful library and landscaped amphitheatre, perfectly appointed Opera House, our fine churches and
modern hospital, stores and banking facilities. The National Park in the Camden Hills and along the rugged
coastline is one of the most scenic recreational parks east
of the Rockies. One vacation at Camden and . . . well ,
we'll see you again.
The Board of Trade will be happy to tell you how to
get here and suggest a hotel or tourist home, a house on
the coast or cottage on the lake for the season.

CAMDE

Second largest island on the coast.
Rockland or automobile
"ar~f'ntville, Route 172.

naih· -.tf'amboat fro•n

lillion-dollur Deer Isle- "edgwick suspension bridge to spnn Eggemoggin
Reach, now under com,truction, \\ill be completed by April, 1939.

·

f1•rr,· nt

DEER ISLE, as yet unexploited, epitomizes the loveliness and charm of the Pine Tree State. Hour-glass
shaped, 12 miles long, a few rods wide at the "Haulover" to about six miles at the bottle ends, I 00 miles of
shore with sandy beaches, winding coves and beetling
cliffs, rock-ribbed of granite but luxuriant of wild woods
and fertile fields, ocean-washed and mountain-flanked.
Tucked away at the head of its numerous harbors are
picturesque villages where live three thousand neigh,bors,
thrifty, warm-hearted "Down-Easters," and proud of it.
On the north end, the town of DEER ISLE, reminiscent of
century-old traditions, reflects the dignified repose of
settled importance; on the south, STONINGTON,
perched on its sea-washed hills, looks out upon a magnificent panorama of island-dotted reaches and the open
ocean.
The simple and spontaneous social life of this Island,
its generous native hospitality, its opportunities for boating, golfing and fishing, its typical Maine-shore industries, its excellent roads and woodland by-paths, its manifold natural charms still unspoiled, its adequate accommodations-what you want at the price you want-all invite you to make further inquiry as to travel routes, maps,
entertainment and recreational facilities, accessibilityanything on your mind that can be answered will be
answered by the

DEER ISLE-STONINGTON
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Stonington, Maine
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YOU 'LL BE HAPPY HERE
Good friends and hospitality. Delightful communiti s on Penobscot
Bay. Sailing, motorboating, deep sea fishing, hiking,
wimming.
Exe llent accommodations, varied and reasonable.
hristlan
clientele.

WE ALL INVITE YOU
At BROOI VILLE, Palmer House. At O. BROOK VILLE, Bay
View House, Breezemere Farm, Gray's Inn, H errick House. A t
WE T BROOKSVILLE, The Hill Top Hous e, , unset View F arm.
At C P E RO IER, Cedar Cottage, Hiram Blake'li Camps, ndercliff.
At HARBOR IDE, Bayer t , Bayside Lodge,
wishine
ottag .
At H ERRICK , Oakland Hou e.

F or information write

~

. F. F airley,

ec.,

·o. Brooksvill e

BROOKSVILLE, HARBORSIDE, CAPE ROSIER ASSOCIATION

NEWCASTLE and DAMARISCOTTA are the center
of an inviting lake and river section only a few moments'
ride from the seashore. Historically it has its vast deposits of oyster shell heaps along the rivers, the largest
kitchen midden in the world and nearby historic Pemaquid.
WALDOBORO waJ settled in 1748 by German emigrants. An attractive summer town, ten miles from
ocean tidal water, with the tang of the sea in the air.
FRIENDSHIP, with its Martin Point, is a colony in all
that the name implies, on Muscongus Bay, delightful
people, attractive summer homes.

A Vacation Opportunity
"Between the Lake and t he Sea"
Bot h Fresh and Sa lt Water Bat hing , Boat ing and Fish ing
Shuffl eboard • Recreation Ha ll • Badm inton • Hiking
Spotless Rooms • De licious Food • Rest and Rel axation
JOSEPHINE H. LITTLEFIELD
HERRICKS (Sarg entvill e P. 0 .) MAINE
Christ ian C lientele
Send for Booklet

MOUNTAIN ASH INN AND COTT AGES
Overlooking Egg mog-gin Ri>nch. Golf cour.·e ndjoining, tenni!I court,
de<'p spn fl. hing, snit water wimming pool. Vegetuble. from our
gardens. Sea on June 15-, ept. 15. American Pinn only. Rnte. upon
reqn st. Addre
before .Tun , L. Hnne:v Poe, 1005 E. :IInr hnll t.,
Richmond, Vn. After June, Brooklin, Me.

"MOTORING THRU MAINE"
n w booklet designPd to help olve your "touring problems ."
It recommends state inspected and approved over-night cumn nnd
tourists' homes, good eating pine . , nl o points of cenic, n•crentionnl and historic Interest throughout the tnte. end for your copy.
Maine Public ity Bureau
Portland, . lain

A
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THOMASTON, the western gateway of the famous
Penobscot Bay and River Region, was the home town of
General Henry Knox, Washington's chief of artillery,
Secretary of War from 1785 to 1795, and founder of the
Order of Cincinnati. The new Montpelier, his restored
home, attracts many antiquarians and students of colonial history.
ROCKLAND, the metropolis of the Penobscot Bay region, is the trading center for many delightful adjacent
resort communities. Socially the summer life is brilliant
and the pastimes are manifold. There are pleasant hotels and inns, adequately equipped to care for those who
stop for a night or for an extended period. Of particular note at Rockland is the beautiful deep water harbor
busy with craft of all description. Many a fine yacht
takes advantage of the facilities at Rockland's municipal
landing.
For the salt water fisherman there is cod, haddock,
pollock in quantity and occasionally halibut, tuna and
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The BANGOR HOUSE
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BANGOR, MAINE

=

Centrally I o c a t e d , the
Penobscot ser,e
as a n
ideal " topping-off"' point
for portsmen a n d
to u r is t s visiting
'.',Iaine.
Here incere hospitality awaits you in
a setting of comfort
and convenience.
150 outside rooms,
all with eitber bath,
shower o r running
water.

Long famous for excellent meals and homelike atmosphere.
At the Gateway of Eastern Maine and at the center of a
network of fine roads and scenic drives, it is an ideal
headquarters for motorists. Golf privileges at the Penobscot
Valley Country Club, one of New England 's finest courses.
Winter sports.
H. W. CHAPMAN , Prop.

European Plan

swordfish. There are innumerable lakes and streams
nearby for fresh water fishing.
A short distance from the city, the Megunticook Range
rises abruptly from the ocean in rugged beauty and
grandeur. From its summits one views Penobscot Bay and
the open Atlantic to the eastward, and a panoramic
expanse of forest, lake and stream unequalled to the
westward.
Nine hole courses at the Rockland Country Club and
SamOset Hotel, both in excellent condition, with natural
and artificial hazards.
ROCKPORT, on one of the most beautiful little harbors on the coast, is summer social center of many wellknown families. Many musicians of world fame summer
at Rockport, giving numerous concerts during the season.
CAMDEN, over which the blue Camden Mountains
stand like sentinels, is a delightful village. The combination of mountains and lakes and sea makes an impression
that is not soon forgotten.
Camden has one of the finest harbors on the coast for
visiting yachtsmen who are always welcome at the Yacht

::\lodern

T.

Cocktail lounge
Our famous r estaurant, in addition to
fixed priced m e a I s
al,o features a com- -plete a la carte ser ;ice.
BAl'GOR, M.A.Th"'E
TEL. 4501

Club. The occupants of the many summer homes at
Camden enjoy a constant round of every type of outdoor
recreation featuring particularly sailing races several days
each week. The Camden Hills National Park is a scenic
paradise. The winter sport activities at the Camden
Snow Bowl are becoming nationally known.
ISLESBORO, DARK HARBOR, NORTH HAVEN and
VINALHAVEN are among the beautiful island towns
in Penobscot Bay where many handsome homes dot the
rugged shore line, and harbors. Excellent hotels and
modest accommodations are equally attractive. Isle au
Haut farther to sea offers much of great charm and
simplicity.
LINCOLNVILLE, NORTHPORT, both extremely attractive summer communities offering many opportunities
for cottages and homes for summer occupancy.
BELFAST is a city of fine living, of beautiful homes
under towering elms, of comfortable accommodations, of
all the quiet pleasures of the Maine Coast. Shipping
days built up the handsome old town for later generations
to enjoy.
Continued on page 6B
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DO YOU LIKE TO ROAM ABOUT A BIT
ON YOUR VACATION AND YET ENJOY
CONGENIAL, HOMELIKE HEADQUARTERS?
After few days of relaxation at Ellsworth, you'll be
right in the mood to visit the delightful little seacoast towns or restful mountain lakes and inland villages. You can do so much so easily. The spectacular Mt. Desert Island is but half an hour by
motor.
Picnics, shore dinners and festive events are full of
new enjoyment in this beautiful part of Maine.
Comfortable hotels, good restaurants, tourist
homes and over night cabins. You may find the
home that will be yours for life and well within your
budget. You'll surely find a friendly welcome.

ELLSWORTH
AND THE COASTAL TOWNS OF
MI LES
..rJ•

Blue Hill Bay
Union River Bay
Frenchman's Bay

......1

Write or call at Ellsworth Information Bureau

BLACK MANSION, Ellsworth, the century old home of Col. John
Black, son-in-law of Gen. David Cobb on the staff of George Washington. Undisturbed for years, visitors may now enjoy the rare and
historical furniture, glass, china, portraits, decorative objects and
complete house furnishings.
Page 58
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IF EVER a name belied itself it's Contention Cove pictured above,
the home port of the Ellsworth Yacht Club. You are welcome as
spectator sport or as a visiting yachtsman. Too numerous to mention are these quiet spots where the world is yours.
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The Belfast City Park invites trailers. Salt water bathing may be enjoyed either in an enclosed pool or in the
open surf. Attractive cottages, comfortable hotels and
many fine homes and overnight camps. The country inland is picturesque, with beautiful lakes set among hills.
The city maintains a fine yacht landing-boats of all sorts
are available for excursions on the Bay and ocean.
SEARSPORT is an old shipping town in which is located Penobscot Marine Museum with exhibits of ship
paintings, models and other marine objects perpetuating
the shipping history of the Penobscot Bay and River region. The well known authors, Lincoln Colcord and Ben
Ames Williams, spend long summers here.
STOCKTON SPRINGS is centrally located to several
small communities, where summer residents have restored
delightful old homes for their vacation headquarters.
PROSPECT and FRANKFORT, small river communities
with many conspicuously beautiful locations for modest
summer home construction.
WINTERPORT and HAMPDEN, Penobscot River towns
of distinctive character. Many fine old homes occupied
by delightful summer visitors and where similar opportunity still offers attractions. On the opposite shore of
the Penobscot is ORRINGTON situated high above the
river, a town that has much to offer in good substantial
Maine life.
BANGOR and BREWER, the northern gateway of the
Penobscot Bay and River Region, 35 miles from Penobscot Bay, terminal of navigation on the Penobscot, together form one of the chief centers of Maine in point
of population and trade importance. The many handsome residences on broad, shaded streets are the homes
of influential citizens of the State. The social order is
characterized by good taste and hospitality. Excellent
hotels are found here, and the cities are c1 distributing
point to the playgrounds of the eastern Maine shore,
northern and eastern woods and lake regions, and to
those which lie beyond the international frontier. Close
by is the famous Bangor salmon pool from which the first
sea salmon caught in the spring is sent each year to the
President of the United States.
BUCKSPORT, at the eastern end of the Hancock
County bridge offers many opportunities for tourist head-

You

quarters centrally located for motor trips to many famous
resort communities. A few miles beyond is the town of
ORLAND, the eastern gateway of the Penobscot Bay and
River Region, from which easy access is had to many
outlying resort towns.
CASTINE, PENOBSCOT, the BROOKSVILLES, HARBORSIDE and CAPE ROSIER are delightful coastal towns
where wholesome summer activities draw many visitors
year after year, as do also the communities of Sargentville, Sedgwick, Brooklin and Herricks.
DEER ISLE and STONINGTON, both island towns,
offer much of great scenic beauty and a wide variety of
summer activity with attractive accommodations and
many summer homes.
ELLSWORTH is a thriving city. Of tourist prominence
is the Black Mansion, a famous Colonial home, filled with
priceless Colonial furniture and antiques, rare books,
dishes and glassware, old carriages, said to rival those
at Mount Vernon, bequeathed by George Nixon Black
for use as a public park and museum. An example of a
splendid tradition which with its furnishings has remained
intact. It was inherited from Mrs. Black's father, General
David C~bb of W ushington's staff. It is the Gateway to
Mount Desert lslu!ld as well as to Washington County.
MOUNT DESERT ISLAND
The early history of Mount Desert Island is linked with
that long struggle between France and England for
supremacy in America. Here in 1613, at the entrance of
Somes Sound, when the English ship Treasurer captured
the French ship Jonas and destroyed the Jesuit settlement at the foot of Flying Mountain, began that long
series of battles ending, nearly 150 years later, when
Montcalm fell on the Plains of Abraham and Wolfe's
forces captured Quebec.
ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
Established in 1919, Acadia National Park comprises
not only the Mount Desert Hills but also the beautiful
Schoodic Point on the mainland. Its wonderful topography, majesty, wildness and beauty are unsurpassed.
Geologists say that the world has no more interesting
formations; that the colossal "granitic outburst" of the
mountain range is the greatest event in the island's his-
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Centres:
BAR HARBOR, eastern shore

Largest Community
Smart Shops
International Social Life
SEAL HARBOR, southern shore

Summer Homes of Distinction
Attractive sand beach
NORTHEAST HARBOR, southern shore

Largest Yachting Fleet on Maine Coast
Active Summer Life
SOUTHWEST HARBOR, west of Somes Sound

Much fi.shing
Informal living
~ELLSWORTH
\

\

\

\

Mount Desert
Extends a Welcome.
For Information, Address:
Publicity Department at
Any of the Villages

Distances :

New York,

485;

Boston,

27 l ;

Montreal, 381

CLIMAX

OF

THE

MAINE

COAST

Facts:
100 sq. mi. in area (Bridge from Mainland)
Highest land on Atlantic Coast of U.S.
13 Granite Mountains

(Numerous trails)

17 Fresh Water Lakes
Acadia National Park

(Fishing)
(60 miles bridle paths)

140 miles Hard Surfaced Motor Roads
Cadillac Mountain Highway

( Views)

(Elevation 1528 ft.)

One of America's Prominent Yachting Fleets

All types of
Accommodations

All
Sports
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tory; that no one can measure its former height nor its
unsounded depth.
The Park is preserving the varied indigenous flora; it
is a sanctuary for birds and wild animals; here are biological laboratories where scientists study marine life; a
branch of the Maine Forest Service studying the trees;
an Archeological Museum and the noted Sieur de Monts
Spring.
Numerous trails wind through the valleys and ascend
to every mountain top. Gateways lead to many miles
of excellent roads reserved for horseback riding and
horse-drawn vehicles. Five or six hundred miles of motor
roads through the park and about the island, including
the Ocean Drive along the rocky surf-beaten shores of
Schooner and Great Heads; the Mountain Drive overlooking Eagle Lake, Jordan and Bubble Ponds; the Sargeant Drive along the fjord of Somes Sound; the Cadillac
Drive, a masterpiece of engineering skill and scenic
beauty extending to the top of Cadillac Mountain 1527
feet above the sea, make motoring delightful. Another
new shore road and causeway at Otter Creek will connect the ocean and mountain routes.
BAR HARBOR, one o~ the famous watering places of
the world, has a salubrious climate, and scenic beauty
that is incomparable on the North American Continent.
Bar Harbor and its luxuries present a combination of
ocean, lakes, forest and mountains, which must be seen
to be appreciated. Hotels, tourist homes and overnight
cabins offer every variety of accommodations for visitors.
Numerous trails made possible by the National Park
Service through this wonderland afford an excellent opportunity for hiking, boat rides along Bar Harbor's gold
coast, horse-back riding, yachting, golf, tennis, and club
life, furnish the visitor with all that a vacation requires.

MALVERN HOTEL
and COTTAGES
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
Visit Maine's famous coast resort and Acadia
National Park. The Malvern is the largest
hotel at Bar Harbor.

•
Rates ~8-15 a day, American Plan
Special weekly, monthly and season rates

I

I

•

I

CHESTER A. WESCOTT, Manager
Winter Season, Vineta Hotel, Palm Beach, Fla.

I-The Belmont Hotel
BAR HARBOR
Modern in appointments and unobtrusive service, yet
completely in keeping with the charm and restfulness of its
surroundings, The Belmont gives you welcome to Bar Harbor.
I

Nights are cool and quiet at The Belmont. Days may be
filled with the excitement of sports, boating, and swimming,
or leisurely spent in enjoyment of the magnificent scenery
of lakes, mountains, and ocean, in beautiful Acadia National
Park.
You will be pleased with the cuisine which has made The
Belmont famous among its clients. Your wants will be deftly
anticipated by a staff trained in the tradition of fine
hostelries.

SEAL HARBOR is on the southern side of the island.
Rocky picturesque headlands overlook the harbor that
boasts of a much used sand beach. Nestling among the
trees on the hillsides are summer homes like feudal castles
commanding the surrounding territory, the summer residences of many of the leaders in American life.

$5-$8 per day, American Plan
Robert T. Bateman, Manager

I

THE BELMONT HOTEL
BAR HARBOR

MAINE
j
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NORTHEAST HARBOR is one of the safest harbors
along the Maine coast and claims the largest amateur
fleet. No doubt this is largely due to its location on the
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central coastal area of what the earlier navigators called
"The Great Harbor" of Mount Desert, meaning that
portion of the bay which is protected from the ocean
swells by the outlying islands. At present it seems to be
the Mecca for young people interested in sailing and
other wholesome out door activities.
SOUTHWEST HARBOR is the oldest of the island
resorts. The town was laid out by Governor Bernard
in 1762. It had the first church, the first summer hotel,
the first telegraph office and the first steamboat. It was
the first to admit automobiles and the first to have summer visitors remain all winter.
While the attractions and the activities in these resorts vary all have hotels, spacious private residences and
modest cottages; country and shore clubs provide swimming, tennis and golf; community centers encourage
dramatic and musical entertainments; moving picture
theaters have premiere showings; churches provide a
religious life and villages with shops and people cater to
the needs of the summer colonies.
WINTER HARBOR, or GRINDSTONE NECK, as it is
more familiarly called, is at the head of a magnificent
bay on the easterly shore of Frenchman's Bay entered
through an archipelago of beautiful islands crowned
with verdure. No finer or safer harbor for boating can
be found.
PETIT MANAN to the eastward has an unique combination of ocean, lakes and woods on a peninsula stretching ten miles out into the ocean with 2500 miles of woodland and open spaces, canoeing and sailing, good anchorage and a natural bathing pool of some eight or ten
acres with a hard sand bottom. Those having hay fever
will find relief and immunity.
Farther along there are MILBRIDGE, JONESPORT, MACHIAS BAY where was fought the first naval
engagement of the Revolutionary War called "the Lexington of the Sea." Cutler, Eastport, Quoddy, Red
Beach, Brook's Bluff, Robbinston, the St. Croix River are in
the neighborhood of Campobello Island the summer home
of President Roosevelt. Dennysville is the gateway to almost virgin fishing waters, and the Dennys River has
lately come into prominence for its fly fishing for sea
salmon.

You

St. Sauveur Hotel
BAR HARBOR, MAINE
70 ROOMS
Rates $6 to $9 per day
American Plan
GERARD F. ALLEY, Prop.

The SEASIDE INN ii
SEAL HARBOR, MAINE
Fine location on the sea
Ad joining Acadia National Park
Good food
Reasonable rates
A. and J. CLEMENT, Inc.

THE DOLPHIN INN I
BUNGALOWS

" On French man ' s Bay
overlooking B ar Harbor''

LODGE

WINTER HARBOR
A.n .artist's Paradi&e
F; very
sport. Wonderful
shore dri,es. Right people.
• •o liquor. June 1 to Nov. 1.
Heated. Am. Plan $2 to $5
per day, $12 to $30 per
week.
A . M. Caverly, Prop.
Harold W. Hammond,
Owner
18 Dorrance St., Boston! 1\188~

OCE A...~-LAKES-WOODS
Bathing, Boating, Fishing, Gamea
COZY LOG CABINS
Electric Lights, Running Water
Open Fir es
COJD[Ulli,TJTY DINING ROOM
Fresh Foods from our own farm and
surrounding ocean
RELIBF FROM HAY FEVERl
ACTIVE RECREATION OR LAZY LEI.SURE
2,500 a cres of woodland a nd open spaces, 12 miles of shore line,

fetiv!jalliln
MAINE

~~;!~~;~k~r at~

~!:rrie~e~i~s- cb~de~.Y ~~{;o!f~J ~~o!°';.u~
July 1-Sept. 10
Mr. and Yrs. Winth rop G. H all, P r oprletora
PETIT MANAN IN MAINE, Inc.
MILLBRIDGE, ME.
Booklet
Address till Ju ne 15, 46 Tirr ell St., Wor cester, Ma11 .
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Maine
Cedar Log Cabins

Plan Shown 23 ' x 28 '
$750.00
Other Sizes $200 and up
Write for Our Book of Plans

L. C. ANDREW
Lumber and Building Materials
Office and Factory

AIMHI

I

i

NORTH WINDHAM, MAINE
Our unusually complete recreational layout among the
pines on Little Sebago Lake offers tennis, bathing , fishing ,
boating and nearby horseback riding facilities. Guests are
accommodated in private cabins with modern conveniences.
We have a central dining hall , lounge and game room.
Young and old love Aimhi where is found activity or relaxat ion. We cater to Christian adults and families.

A charming vacation re. ort for couples ancl families desiring

complete rest in dellghtful homey Rnrrou nding

SEBAGO LAKE HOUSE
Clean comfortable r ooms equipped with "Beauty Re. t" b d.. Exceptional table, fresh ga r den and dairy products daily.
ulmon,
t r out and ba. fishing. Boat trip daily. Rates 1 -.. 22 per wk.
American Plan. Tour!Rt overnight 1.00 p r p r on double.
I. E. ,vood, Prop.
Tel. tanclish 80-10-3
• ebago Lake, :\le.

•

North Sebago Lodge

BUNt~rows

On the northwest hore of ebago Lak 27 mil from Portland
Eleven new mod rn bungalow with fi replaces, showers, el ctricity
and immon bed . Best of food. Dining room in main hou e. Be t
ft bing on lake.
2 0 boats. I<'i ne an d bench.
hr l!;tinn clientele.
tine place for a re tful vacation. Write for information ancl fo lder .
F. P . GOODWI
E . , EBAGO , CE.

RESTLAND

-

VA

t~::.

~~LT:tlNE

Alt. 1,000 feet. Trail , Golt, Tennis, Oh. tacle Golt, roqu t, Boating, Fii:;hing. Restland pring Water. Rnte~: 21, $2 ancl 3:i p r
week. Free medical e_ nminatlon and ·upenl ·ion if de ired.

r

Address: RE, TLA

m , Enst Parsonsfield, Jaine

CAMP WILDMERE FOR ADULTS

o.. ~ LO... ' G LAl{E AT APLE, , IAI. TE
4 mile from village. In a pine grove.
amps t•1111ipped with 1>ler.t r ici ty and running water.
I<'ishiug, teuni and handhnll C'ourt
a nd otlwr . ports. Ex<'f"llent food.
Open fay 20th to Oct. lst--Rnte-s Reosonnble
t-.pt>cial rate'! from June 1st until ,July 4th
ARTHt:R TROTT, (gr.
"APLF.S, ~IAI. ·1~
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S. Windham, Maine

SEBAGO AND LONG LAKE REGIONS which embrace Windham, Raymond, North and East Sebago,
Douglas Hill, South Casco, Naples, Bridgton and Harrison is one of the most beautiful water-sheds in New
England, a region that attracts the sportsman and vacationist, the artist, author and poet; and a mecca for
thousands of autc-mobile tourists from early April, when
the ice first leaves the numerous lakes, until ice again
forms over their surface. Fishing in the Spring, motoring, boating, bathing and general recreations in the
Summer, and hunting in the Fall.
In this natural playground there are scores of lakes
varying in size from Sebago Lake with its 80 square miles
of surface which, in connection with the other waterways,
form a great thoroughfare for a number of counties, to
lakes of but two and three square miles. Nearly all of
these lakes are connected with one another by small
streams, which in themselves are one of the region's most
picturesque assets.
It is in this section that the boys' and girls' camp idea
had its inception and first successful organization. Now
there are nearly fifty such camps in this vicinity and
about 4,000 boys and girls spend their vacations here.
NORTH WINDHAM, RAYMOND AND SOUTH
CASCO on the shores of Sebago Lake, about half an
hour's run from Portland, are typical Maine villages
poetic in a setting of ancient elms-quiet, restful and
attractive to the summer visitor seeking vacation joys.
Located along the Theodore Roosevelt International
Highway from Portland to the White Mountains they
offer excellent accommodations for the tourists and
plenty of good wholesome outdoor summer sport.
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CAMP KOKATOSI
RAYMOND, l\lAINE
A n1odern camp built for

Business and Professional
Women and Girls
A healthful, inexpensive, different vacation. Real rest and
relaxation, or every opportunity to enjoy all outdoor
sports. Excellent saddle horses. Instruction in all sports
if desired. No routine. Modern plumbing. Electricity.
A camp in which the mature woman or girl of twenty is
equally at home

In Raymond is located one of the State's fish hatcheries where thousands of trout and salmon from the egg
stage to fish of legal size may be studied on the trays in
the hatchery house and in the rearing pools. In the village are several places where reasonable and satisfactory
board may be had with opportunity for swimming, canoeing on Jordan River, sailing on Sebago Lake and fishing
for salmon and bass throughout the summer. Nearby are
several lakes and ponds and many places where brook
and stream fishing may be enjoyed. There is ample opportunity for dancing, horseback riding, and golf on
nearby courses.
Naples, Raymond and South Casco are near the head
of Songo River, famous in song and story by the poet
Longfellow and by Nathaniel Hawthorne whose boyhood
home is in the town limits of South Casco but the people
vote in Raymond. Canoeing on the Songo River is one
of the leading diversions of the summer visitor. On the
Raymond Cape road the old Manning Mansion is associated with Hawthorne, a nephew of Richard Manning,
and its granite steps, hand hammered foot scrapers,
beautiful doorways, hand made window glass imported
from Belgium are of great interest to lovers of antiques.
At the outlet of Thomas Pond a flat rock is pointed out
where Hawthorne did much of his boyhood fishing.
This entire section attracts those who enjoy a restful
vacation in pleasant surroundings with vistas of lakes,
streams, mountains and the beauty of sunsets and yet
with plenty of summer diversion and activity as desired.
NAPLES is a popular resort for a summer's outing with
every facility for enjoying fishing, camping, boating and
pure mountain air. For the bass fisherman, no better

Write for our booklet. It will mterest you.
Director: Miss Ruth Greenleaf Day

CROCKETT HOUSE
ON THE SHORE OF BEA TIFUL EBAGO LAKE
Situated. near the pretty little village of Raymond. The fishing in
Sebago is known to e,errone.
Good bathing.
Excellent food.
Vegetables and dairy products from our own farm.
l\lRS. F. R. CROCIIBTT
RAYMOND, l\IAINE

The Lloy Homestead

DR. ,a nd l\IBS .
DA"\-ID H. LLOY, Props.
Is centrally located between Lakes Sebago and Panther on the
Meadow Road No. 121, oil Roosevelt Highway, Route 302 and is
k~pt open all tile year. l<'ine large rooms and cabins. Christian
chentele. Excellent meals, for transient, parties and regular guests.
BOATING
BATHING
Fl HING
TENNIS
W'kly Rates $14.00 to $20.00-Phone 28-3
Raymond, laine

ECHO LODGE

Near a Pine Grove

A pleasant modern home with bath, midwa:v between ebago and
Panther Lakes. Two cottages with bath a·ud one with fireplace.
Regulation tennis court, salmon and trout fishing in lakes and
streams, boating, bathing. Our own garden and farm products.
$3.00 to $3.50 per day. $10.00 and up n week.
_l'ffi, . F ~ L l\£l\lER ~d O...
RAY:\10 D, 2\lAINE

li

ine Grove Farm ar"Kf Camps

n.~~~D- ; - -

A delightfully quiet, restful place, in n Pine Grom on shore of
P~n.ther ~ake. l\1od~rn house. Cabins oYerlooking lake with elecric1 ty, to1lets, runmng water, and creened porch. Private sandy
each three minutes' walk from muin house. 175 acres of field,
voodland and one-half mile of shore front. Home cooking, vegeables, eggs, and chickens raised on the farm.
J. IRVI 'G HAYDEN, PrQJ>_. _
Write for Booldet

CRE CE 'T LAKE, RATIIOND, l\IAINE

ADULT VACATION CAMP
Main Lodge and Log Ca bins

All sports, good food, moderate rates

Booklet

l\ffi . A. B. NIES, Box 3 ~ Princeton, N. J.

""\VIND-IN-PINES
ON SEBAGO LARE IN RAYl\IOND, l\IAL"'ffl
.A camp for adult.-, in II pine groYe on an excellent sandy beach.
AttractivP modern cottnges, central lodge a11d dining room. Foods
of highest quality. Land and water sports. Rates reasonable. Write
for booklet. Addre!' :
l\Irs. Harold '. Burnham, 431 Woodford t., Portland, Me.

Oontinuect on page 68
In writinir to advertisers, please mention "Maine Invites You"
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WATER

WATER

WATER

Nine lakes including Sebago and Thompson and the famous
Songo and Crooked Rivers. Excellent fish ing waters. Sailing,
motor boating , swimm ing and other sports.
Well equipped boys,' girls' and adult carups. :\!any hotels,
vacation and overnight camp . Rolling hills and gorgeous
mountain views. Come this summer nnd thPn bnck ngain

To:;;·::f CASCO

I

Address inquiries to the Maine Publ icity Bureau , Portland

OVERLOOK FARM and CAMPS
CASCO,

MAINE

~fIGIS LODGE
Atop Mayberry Hill with a
Superb View of Beautiful Thompson lake
Here is the vncation spot supreme. !\fain house, brimming with
hos1Jitftlity und charm. Several unique camps. All rooms, clean, airy
aud comfortulJly furnished. Hot nnd cold water; bath. Broncl verandas; recreutiou 1·00111 for dancing parties, music and entertainment.
Congenial, fun loving people. Uuexcelled tulJle. Fine l)athing beach
close by; shuffle l)oard, boating, fishing, hiking, mountain climbing.
Uolf courset. ueurhy. You can ue us strenuous or quiet as you wish.
lligh nltitnde; one of i\Iaine's most marvelous comuinations of
lukes, forest, mountains and countryside. 30 miles from Portland.
Write for folder and detailed information

Open the year round

Mrs. C. A. Walker, Proprietor

SONGOWOOD

ON PLEASANT LAKE,
CASCO, ME.

A Bungalow Colony- whetl' an individnal or the family can enjoy
u ,lay or the season in pl(•11s11rnble recreation nn<I rest. Lnnd and
wntl'l· sports. gxc<•llpnt food. Attrncti\·e, modern, furnlshPd and
~quip1wd, li\•lng quarters. C'o1msellor snperviRion for children.

J ACOB IlEN I GER, Own er aud l\lnnnger

THE ARCHER CAMPS

CASCO, MAINE

On .lluy/Jcrry llill overlooking Pleasant Lake

Clrau, well-built cnmps, home C"ookt•d food ser,·ed at main house.
l'rivnte lmthin)!' lwnch, /!'OOd fii1hi11g. Nearby golf course. Rates
$1 '. 00 week. !•'or f11rthPr information and booklet write

MRS. J . B. ARCHER

CASCO, MAINE

IN SOUTH CASCO, MAINE
LOUISE GULICK ROBIN SON , Proprietor
Offers comfortable rooms in a main lodge or the privacy of attractive, modern cauius. , ituated in a beautiful groYe of tall pine trees
directly on

SEBAGO LAKE
Activities include famou salruon and bass fishing with experienced
guides, golf, tenuis, motor boating, cauoeing, swimming and beautiful walks. Excellent food, reasonable rate , Christian clientele.
Further details in booklet.

TEOMJlS
IIOUSE
--------- AND C'~PB----------On lake Thomas

Near lake Sebago, South Casco

Relaxation, rest, happiness, the best home cooked food. Large,
airy, steam heated sleeping rooms in the main llouse . Cabins on the
shore of the lake with baths with hot and cold water, electric
lights, screened porclles, fireplaces as well as stoves for the early
Sebago b'ishiug and late iu the Fall. Vegetables from our own
garden. Twenty lakes, ponds and streams within a fi,e mile radius.
Illustrated booklet on request.
25 miles from Portland ou Route 302

Mr. and Mrs. J . W. Watkins

In writ ing to a dvertisers, plea se m en t ion ")Jaine In vite You"

Open year round

South Casco, Me.
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1~RA~~
~
~~
NO-RAY-CO

~---

' oraco is located off the traveled highway on n. hill top where you can enjoy complete
rest and rela ·ntiou-yet within easy r nch of all the many va ation dlvel'!,ions, which
laine affords, includin • golf, fl hing, ,·imming, and boating. 'l' ru1is, archery, hiking,
etc. 1110.y be enjo) ed ut the Inn.
' om.co i!,, only twenty- e, en miles from I>ortland and
the sea hore. Indi villual log cabins "ith eYery mod ,rn c01n nien •e.
Jarvelous food,
delightfully sen·ed in the s1>Uciom, Log Lotlge. Rea-,onable rates. The entire family
will find , •acution happiness at Nomco.
ll'1·ite for illtt11lratr d booklet to

.\'ornco opLn.~ on .lfay 28

Ro ' alie, Long, l\lunnger

.. ' orth Raymond, )[nine

BY USING ECONOMICAL FAST
MODERN TRANSPORTATION -

HAVE LONGER VACATIONS
-

THIS SUMMER

RAIL - AIR -BUS
- by -

BOSTON and MAINE - MAINE CENTRAL
ON WEEK-ENDS SAVE TIME BY USING FAST, THROUGH
WASHINGTON. WRITE FOR FREE TIME TABLES OR RATES.
TRIPS FROM BOSTON AND PORTLAND ADDRESS
PASSENGER TRAFFIC DEPT., 528 ST. JOHN STREET

sport can be found than in the region of which Naples is
the center; the nearby ponds and lakes are stocked every
year with salmon and red spot trout.
CASCO, between Naples and Poland Spring, is bordered by five great ponds or lakes, each a favorite spot
with vacationists, fishing enthusiasts, and autoists. Winter sports are becoming more popular each returning
season and attract many devotees of that new outdoor
activity.
BRIDGTON-ON-THE-LAKES AND HARRISON at the
head of Long Lake and bordering Highland Lake are
famous centers for vacationists. This region offers charming scenery with over a dozen beautiful lakes within its
borders, and picturesque streams and rapids are numerous. Each body of water has its special charm of varying
shores, miniature islands and wonderful views of the
White Mountain range in the background. Canoeing and
bathing are sports much enjoyed, and the bass fishing is
excellent. Bridgton was one of the first towns to realize
the ever increasing interest in winter sports. Situated in
the center of the Western Maine Winter Sports Area, the
Page 68
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DAILY SERVICE TO AND FROM BOSTON-NEW YORKFOR FREE BOOKLET DESCRIPTIVE OF ALL-EXPENSE BUS
PORTLAND, MAINE

government foresaw the great possibilities on Pleasant
Mountain. Seventy-five men were put to work for a four
months project cutting trails, clearing slopes, building
roads and parking facilities, constructing cabins, ski-tow,
ski-jump, and making one of the most complete ski and
winter developments in New England. Bridgton is where
the winter sport enthusiast will find New England hospitality at its best. Excellent accommodations may be
secured at several of the all-year hotels.
FRYEBURG is a delightful village of colonial homes on
a plateau that looks across an elm embossed intervale to
the Saco River and the White Mountains and offers
much for the summer vacationist. Brook trout fishing
in the streams; one can enter a canoe at Swan's Falls,
Saco River, at the upper end of the town, and float
or drift with the current for fifty miles and still leave
the canoe within a half mile of the starting point, so
devious is the course of the Saco in this vicinity. Fryeburg is fast being recognized as a center for winter
sports activities, with ski and snowshoeing trails, toboggan slides and skating areas. Daniel Webster, our disrmtinu cd on
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~ ]P]Rt0f[][t0]R lH~DlUS]E:: NAPLES· MAINE
• 250 acres of land and one-half mile of unblemished
shore front, overlooking the White Mountains.
Accommodations for 80 guests. Located 28 miles from
Portland on Route 302. Roosevelt Trail from Portland
to White Mountains, on the shore of Bay of Naples,
IO minutes walk to the Sebago Lake, Songo River, Bay of
Naples, steamboat landing. One mile to golf links.
We have our own Casino for dancing , also Tennis Court,
Sandy Bathing Beach, Diving Float, all kinds of Boats and
Canoes, a dandy 9 hole community Golf Course.
Our d ining room is ve ry attractive with its array of flowe rs and good food.

• BUNGALOWS

The place is fu ll of life and fun owing to the
many young people who stop with us.

• COTTAGES

Our prices are e xtreme ly reasonabl e and we will
be very glad to send you an ill ustrated booklet
that will give you a much better idea of wh a t
we have to offer.

• CAMPS
• TENTS

• Write for further information to CHARLIE PROCTOR, prop. Naples, Maine

~ The Denmark Inn and Camps l
In t h e f oothills of t he ,vhite Mountains on t h e pine w ooded
s hore of l\loose Pond
Owned nnd op<>rated hy the C'ohh fn111ily- pioneer in the boy and girl
snmmcr camps- " \Vyon!'gonic" for gil'ls and """inonn" for boys.
"'l'lte f<}ncnmpment" po11ular witlt th0R!' who like r<>al out~f-door
c11111ping . The Inn nncl C-ottng<•s otTer accommodations with bath
and sle<>ping porches.
winuning, Canoeing, F ishin~, Golf earby, Te nnis,

I

H i k ing, nu.ling
The vegetableR, fruits, dnlry prodncts 1111d poultry come fresh from
the Cobb fnrmR daily
R ate
21.00 to $35.00
eason June 25-Labor D ay

C. E. COBB

For information a nd booklet write
D E J\IARI{,

lAINE

HARRISON HOTEL
A home away from home.

Specializing in home cooked food. Modern
conveniences. Private bath honses and bathing beach. Tennis court.
Dancing, ping pong and lawn games. Boating, fishing, golf ½ mile.
Rates and booklets. Box 34 Harrison, Maine.
B e n jamin \Vax & on, Prop.
B. Wax:, l\lgr.

I The

Chute Homestead
and Camps

On Long Lake at Naples, Maine
40 bungalows and camps-200 acres bordering the lake shore
Boats and canoes free to guests

LOCUST HOUSE and CABINS

N ~ ~-. On L ong- Lak e and Roosevelt llighwny, 302, to White l\lt.e.

30 mil<'& from Portland, in the heart of the Sebugo Lake Region.
Modern cnblns wiU1 dellcions home cooked food in m11in house dining
room. House Is modern, fine large rooms. f'hristlan cllentele. All
aports. Two Golt Courses nearby. Rates $3.00 to $4 .00 per day.
Wkly. ratea 17.50 to 20.00. Phone 34-23. Booklet.
~m . ORl'llA L . MANN, Pro .

Open for the early sprin g fish ing
Send for new Illustrated folder
Rates $5 to $7.00 per day, weekly $32.50 to $45.00
Restricted cllentele

JAMES C. CHUTE, NAPLES, ME.

In writing to a d vertisers, ple88e m e n t ion "Maine Inv ites You"
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BRIDGTON
On - The - Lakes
The center of a delightful vacation
country of many lakes, rolling hills and
mountains.
40 miles from Portland on the
Roosevelt Highway
Maine's Most Accessi ble
Lake R egion
Outdoor sports and recreation under ideal conditions, Canoeing, Fishing, Mountain Climbing, Golf Course,
beautiful moto,· trips. Genuine Maine hospitality at our hotels, camps and tourist homes. A full program of
winter sports activities.

l

For information on your Bridgton vacation write
The Chamber of Commerce

PIONEER CAMPS

R t•nc hed b y Roo velt
llighway, Route 302

CENTRAL DINING CA..,tP

BR I D G T O N

~~c~~o~~~:KE,T l\IO
20 comfortable camps with open flrr'I nncl all modern ronvenlences;
also 9 room lodge. Golt, tennis, archery, fishing, bou ting, bathing.
recreation cump tor evening rntPrtnlnrnrnt.
Open Jun e 18 to Oc tob r I
Rates 4.00 to $5.50 daily
rncl for hooklrt and weekly rnt a
Trains nncl bui;r•i; met by unto
Gentllr Clientele
Five room and bath honsrkeeping cottnge on II!ghlnnd Lake
to rent tor seuson
L. I . PIKE, Bridgton, • lain
T e l. Bridgton 12 1
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BRIDGTON, MAINE

tinguished American staiesman, taught at Fryeburg
Academy, eking out his modest salary of $350 a year
by copying deeds for the county registry.
Longfellow's first poem, written at the age of thirteen, had
for its theme "Lovewell's Fight," a sanguinary battle in
which thirty-three white men engaged one hundred Indians upon the shore of the pond in Fryeburg which
bears the name of the white leader, Lovewell. A branch
office of the Maine Publicity Bureau is located in the
central square on the main street.
CENTER LOVELL AND LOVELL, quiet country villages, nestled in the foothills of the White Mountains,
with beautiful lake Kezar, a flawless gem in a perfect
setting, over nine miles long, well stocked with salmon
and small mouthed bass, summer home of many famous
people as well as outstanding sporting camps makes this
one of Maine's most inviting vacation spots. The majestic peaks of the Presidential Range in all their beauty of
form and color afford an ever changing view of scenic
splendor. From the village you can see thirty-nine peaks.
LEWISTON, Maine's second largest city, is in the
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ANEW LOG CASIN HOTH

AT HIGHLAND LODGE 6' CAMPS, BRIOGTON,MAINE.
EACH ROOM H~S BATH &PORCH-INDIVIDUAL &JNOALOWS WITH EVERY CONVENIENCE
LOCATED FAR APART TO AFFORD PRIVACY & REST- All SPORTS -EVENING ElfTHTAINMENT
SANDY 8EJ£H·SASS FISHING· ONE HUNDRED ACRES OF LAND LEFT WILD ft. NATURAL
AVIRGIN GROVE OF EVERGREEN TREES OF UNSURPASSED BEAUTY ON HIGHLAND UKE
PICTURESQUE WITH ITS THIRTEEN ISLANDS ANO WHITE MOUNTAIN 8AC!'.GROUND

SPRING FISHING

SUMMER VACATIONS

_..\ ~

·
'

·•''

HUNTING

WINTER SPORTS

Free Instruction in Sports-Free Guide for Trips-Booklet-EMMA BENNETT KANALY, BRIDGTON, MAINE

heart of the Androscoggin river valley amid beautiful
hills and streams and the center of a flourishing textile
industry. It is the gateway to fishing and orcharding
country. Its scenic feature is its Lewiston Falls of the
Androscoggin river in plain view from the bridge that
connects the cities of Auburn and Lewiston. Auburn,
just across the river, is a city of fine homes and handsome, elm-shaded streets and is a city of shoe manufacturing.
Bates College at Lewiston is one of the leading coeducational colleges in New England, famed for its
champion international debating teams.
Lewiston is a distributing center by motor to Winthrop, Augusta, the Belgrade Lakes and points north,
east, and through Lisbon Falls to Brunswick, Bath and
coastal points and north to the Rangeley Lakes, and the
Oxford County section of the White Mountains.
OXFORD COUNTY, which perhaps, geographically,
should include the town of Poland, in which Poland
Spring and Summit Spring are located, has long been
known as one of the scenic regions in New England. The

BRIDGTON ,
MAINE

STONE'S COTTAGES

Ten modPrD hou e- I
kee11ing cottage~ on
the . hon• of Highland Lake. Delightfully
locntPcl for
houti11g, I, u t h i n g,
tlshing,
mountain
climhing, anti golf.
Hat1•.

1

.:2:;-.:-rn

per

we..•k, :200-.. a:;o 11er
s t• n o n . l11•clucecl
rat!•· hf'forp .July I
nrnl
uftpr
Lahor
Da y .
Chri tiun
clientele.

FRANK M. STONE, Manager

ARCADE

THE

For people sophisticated enough to like simplicity and
comfort
Rates $25.00 weekly-Two in room $45.00 Write for folder

Mrs. Eva M. Whyte

North Bridgton , Maine

,--BIG PINE CAMP
I

On

,roO!>

Lake

-

BRIDGTO~ 'IATh"EJ

y'
Comfortn hie, moderate pric<'d mention cnmp for friPndly folk .
Benutiful locution on Route •. •~ . • ·o. 302.
Inrtivitlunl en bin .
'entrul dining room. Home cooking. Heer ation cabin. Tenn! and
wuter ports. Cbrl tiun patronuge. Leaflet.
l\lR. A:' ·o )JR . H. L. :'\lITH

-
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Beautiful, Picturesque Old Maine Village

Has retained the typical atmosphere of a farming community in spite of the thousands of summer visitors who come to camp
along its streams and beside its many ponds.
Located in the Saco River valley, 50 miles from Portland, among the foothills of the White Mountains.
Six boys' and girls' camps, accommodating several hundred boys and girls , two fine hotels, numerous old colonial houses open for
tourists and many public camps and cottages on the ponds make it easy for visitors to find the kind of accommodation they desire.
Fryeburg offers much to the vacationists: brook trout fishing in the streams, pickerel, bass and white perch fishing in the many
ponds; safe, clean, sandy beaches fo r bathing; inte•esting mountain trails for the hiker and good deer hunting for the hunter.
Plan your winter vacation here. Trails for the expert skier, open slopes for beginners. Skitow-Toboggan Chute-Skating RinkOld Fashioned Sleigh Rides-Snowshoeing.
Come and join in the fun.

For information and booklet write to FRYEBURG PUBLICITY BUREAU, FRYEBURG, MAINE
"Oxford Hills ' is a by-word of comparison in thousands
of homes throughout the length and breadth of the country, and the magnet that draws hundreds of southern
New England and New York people to Maine every
summer.
CANTON, on the shores of Anasagunticook, is in
southern Oxford County and presents many of its characteristics of hills and valleys, lakes and streams.

S i t u a t e d midst
stately pines, on the
shores of one of
Maine's most beautiful lakes, with the
finest lake s a n d
beach in the state.

NORTH TURNER, SOUTH PARIS, PARIS HILL AND
NORWAY are enterprising communities of scenic attractions and historic interest. One will soon be infatuated
with the marvelous old homes that preserve their colonial
architecture. About a mile away from Paris is the famous Mount Mica where valuable tourmalines have been
mined. Norway, from whence came Mellie Dunham,
Maine's best known fiddler, is situated at the outlet to
beautiful Lake Pennesseewassee, with its fine bass fishing,
swimming, boating and other summer pleasures. It
is on a direct route to the White Mountains, is centrally located for many side trips to Maine's most interesting points. The Norway country club offers the golfer,
one of the finest courses in Maine with club house facilities. Norway offers you that fine old fashioned, New
England hospitality, "around the fireside" in its modern
hotels and camps. The old Squires farm, the scene of
C. A. Stephens' stories of home life, is on a picturesque
ridge in Norway.

Main house with dining room, office and 18 rooms with hot
and co ld water. Fourteen camps, each with fireplace , bath
and electric lights. Excellent food. Good salmon and bass
fishing, tennis , golf and all outdoor sports.

SEASON MAY TO OCTOBER
Booklet and rates on request

Farrington's Camps

CONIFER

Center Lovell, Maine

0

LAl(E l(EZ R. Cnterlng only top o:\Inin hon. I' nn,I 14 arti tic c·ottnge · •quippecl with electricity, fire•
pince. , leeplng 11<>rch
fnr Pnongh npnrt to n .•
Uri' privacy ancl !!Ill t.
\Ienl
crv d In nttrac•
tiv olcl fnrmhon "·

plp of rl'filll'lllt'llt.

T«-nni ,
olf,
andy b n h ,
all water port
Rnte
3:;_00 to 42,00
p.-,r we •k
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/Jookl, I
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BETHEL is said by many to be one of the prettiest
villages in New England, and anyone who has driven up
Broad Street on Bethel Hill in mid-summer, will not question the statement. The Sunday and Bear rivers are well•
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One of Maine's Unique and Justly Famous
Sporting Camps
Combines the comfort of a c l ub with the informal
atmosphere of camp life. T wenty-three cabins directly on the Lake Shore w i th extensive view of
White Mou n tains.
Good salm on and bass fishing.
Golf, tennis, bathing, and othe r s p orts. Country wide
reputatio n for goo d foo d . Rates $6 to $7 daily. $42
to $45 week l y. I nclu d es foo d and lodging. Christian
C lientele. \Vrite for bookl et.

WILLIAM and HAROLD SEVERANCE, Owners
CEN'l'Ell LOVELL, lUAINE

known among the fishermen around Bethel, and they are
easily accessible by good roads. Broad Street leads up
to Paradise Hill, so-called because it is a long, hard climb
to reach the top and the view is a fitting climax.
The new Evans Notch highway was opened for travel
in the summer of 1937. It has been built from Gilead,
just west of Bethel, to North Chatham, Chatham and
Stow and takes you through virgin country offering incomparable river and mountain scenery.
POLAND SPRING, south of Oxford County and east
of the Sebago Lake region and yet a gateway to both is
one of the best known resorts in the world. Its numerous
attractions, and the beauty of its grounds, its bathsamong the finest in America-its remarkable golf course,
its tennis courts, its facilities for boating, bathing and
fishing, are familiar to everyone. No one has truly seen
Maine without visiting Poland Spring and quaffing a
draught of the superb spring water from the spring itself.

It may be of historical interest to some to learn that
the Poland Spring House is located on the old homestead
estate of Wentworth Ricker. In 1794 Jabez Ricker, with
his four sons and six daughters, arrived and settled in a
small house on the land south of the present Mansion
House. In 1795, the building comprising the northwest
corner of the present Mansion House was commenced.
This building was first occupied in 1796, and during the
following year was finished as an inn; a signpost was
erected at the northwest corner with the sign bearing
the words: "Wentworth Ricker, 1797."
Also in the town of Poland is the other and well known
Summit Spring, and the Summit Spring Hotel and bunga-

Gilmore Camps

Lake Kezar
Again we sny-tbe r eturn of our guests from
yea r to year to enjoy the
mountains, Jakes, good
!Jeds, delicious, delightfully . en·ed nwals. and
days "chuck" full of acth·ity and fun i!< their
recommendation for Gilwore amps.
Cbrh;tian clien tele
Booklets

Rate ,17,;:i0 to ,24.50
Th o mas R. Gilmore,
.'.\I. B. Dresser
Emerald Pool

MAINE MOVIE FILMS FOR RENT
16MM motion picture films of scenic, fishing, hunting and
industrial subjects of Maine are available for use by clubs,
organizations or private individuals.
There are ten 400 foot Monochrome films and six Kodachrome in natural colors in the library. Descriptive list sent
on application. The only charge is $1.00 per film for the
tv1onochromes and $5.00 per film for the Kodachromes to
cover inspection, repair cost and shipping charges.
Maine Pub li city Bureau
3 St. John Street

Po rtl and , Ma ine

Oontinued on page 77
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Poland Spring Spa
MAINE'S

FAMOUS VACATION PLAYGROUND

If you want an ideal vacation, Poland Spring Spa i the
place to pend it. A 5,000-acre e tate on which to enjoy
yourself. Golf at your door tep on Poland's private 18hole course. Riding through mile..., of pine-scented bridlepath . Tennis on three excellent court . Swim.ming, sailing, fi hing, upland hunting. A well-known dance orche tra and a new cocktail lounge. Fir t-run movie and a
Summer theatre, with Francis Cleveiand's "Barn tormer " pre enting the latest Broadway play . Two famou
hotel , known for generation for their genuine New England ho pitality. Select clientele.

26 Miles from Portland .. Route 26
Home of the Famou Poland Water

For Information and Rates, Write Box 40

Served Free to Gue ts

POLAND SPRING HOUSE - MANSION HOUSE..

POLAND SPRING, MAINE

s va ati n - -

For a g or·

Bethel Inn
BETHEL, MAINE

"'Th.c. jn.n.

ot jn.&il,i&uaQittt"

If you like golf, you'll fall in love with Summit Springs'
18-hole course. It's considered to be one of the best in
Maine. Or perhaps you prefer the swimming at a sandy
beach .
tennis . . . fishing . . . canoeing . . . dancing
and movies. Close to all importani boys' and girls' camps.
Hotel opens June 28. Write to our Philadelphia office for a
folder.

MT

All tre best feature • of an exclusive Country Club
Open all the year
69 miles from Portland

POLAND, MAINE

39 miles from Poland Spring

An Unusual Inn for Rest and Recreation
In writln

B , t •,1, PROI•.
,\_l)l)UE

WALT1r.n
~

HA ~ T EUS' SJ,,(' UITIK

S. N. Blackwood, Manager
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'Wlo-u.ntain Cf tmbinq in 'Wlainc
By STANLEY B. ATTWOOD, President, Maine Alpine Club

In this sport, in which man puts his strength and endurance against natural hazards, Maine offers quantity and
quality. Its most notable peaks are those along The Appalachian Trail but it has scores-yes, hundreds-of others
which challenge the more sturdy climber or, on trails to lower summits, provide recreation for the novice.
Whether the hiker essays the mile-high Katahdin or one of the numerous mountains crowned by Maine Forest
Service firetowers; or whether he climbs some lesser peak, he will tread a footway flanked by the fragrant fir or spruce,
by the gleaming birches or, in the fall months, by the unrivaled coloring of Maine's hardwood foliage. He may quench
his thirst from ice-cold mountain streams which, beside many a trail, tumble in spectacular cascades.
To the experienced mountain climber no word on equipment is necessary. The tyro contemplating more than a
single day's trip would do well to get definite advice on what to take. For a single day's trip let him take the minimum
of clothing, sturdy but comfortable shoes, about half as much food as he thinks necessary, some extra clothing in his
knapsack, a compass and the knowledge of its use. He may add a camera and field glasses for good measure. Let
him start early, plan for plenty of time on top, and make the trip leisurely.
Where to go, aside from the region traversed by The Appalachian Trail in Maine? The counties of Washington
and Hancock Pach has its own group of peaks. There are the Camden Hills, the Baldface Range with its wonderful
views in Evans Notch and the Wild River Valley, Mt. Blue in Avon, Speckled in Stoneham and Speckled in Peru.
There are, in fact, at least 200 good climbs in Oxford County alone and scores of others in Franklin, Somerset and
Piscataquis.
In addition to the many unnamed peaks, there are at least ten summits with an elevation more than 4,000 feet above
sea level, another 85 which are 3,000 or more feet in height, 176 more of 2000 feet and upwards, and 404 others
between 1,000 and 2,000 feet.
A list recently compiled by the writer shows two with a climb of more than 3,000 feet, 47 with a climb of more
than 2,000 feet, and an additional 128 with a climb of from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. All these in addition to the peaks
not yet named.
The experienced climber knows that the height of a mountain is not a true criterion of the labor involved in the
ascent or of the +rail's attractions. No matter what its height, a peak whose summit is heavily wooded offers no
vantage point unless it has a firetower. A long and steep trail may take the climber by and to a multitude of scenic
attractions but there are plenty of others shorter and more gradual which will provide their share for a day.
Whatever the height, the beginner need not be dismayed. Climbing a 2,000-foot mountain means only a succession of I 00 foot climbs. And the real return on the investment comes when the trail goes up and up.
There are many well marked trails and it may be said that certainty of the route is the principal assurance of
pleasure.
Information about many trips in western Maine is available from the Maine Alpine Club of Lewiston and Auburn
or the Eastern States Mountain Club of Portland.
Among the attractive single day trips in Androscoggin and Oxford Counties territory are Mt. Blue (3,187) in Avon,
East Royce (3,125) in Batchelder's Grant, Speckled (2,877) in Stoneham, Pleasant (2,007) in Denmark; Aziscoos (3,192)
in Lincoln Plantation, Caribou (2,828) in Mason, and Tumbledown (3,035) in Berlin No. 6. The last named undoubtedly
offers the finest scenery of all, including a pond of several acres near the summit, the barren crests of Parkus and
Little Jackson, and the three crags of Tumbledown itself.
Practically all trails may be reached by automobile and the motorist can leave his car with the certainty it will
await him on return. On many trips local guides are available. On only a few are they absolutely necessary. The
climber will find much has been added to his trip if he is accompanied by someone familiar with the region who may
know of valuable side trips, who can point out from the summit all the interesting landmarks, and whose guidance will
leave the traveler free from the close application to the trail otherwise necessary.
The mountains of Maine offer a field for the botanist, the mineralogist, and even for the philosopher. More
important than anything, they provide the trails that lead away from the cares of the city. They lead to peace of mind
and they can aid mightily in physical reconditioning.
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LAKE THOMPSON

~

OXFORD, MAINE

~ "THE PLActD
fo vitt1ctt1ttr? RETURtr

m

ffi

Single young_ men and women, married couples and family
groups all enJoy the wholesome "house party" spirit of OhuiYo .
Rustic sleeping cabins among fragrant pines. Central recreation and dining halls. Home-cooking. All sports. Two tennis
courts. Hot shower and bath. Low rates. Gentile.
li'or booklet and rates address ~Ir. a nd ~Irs. Rh ys H. N o 1·t h

· Come to Norway,Maine
LAICE P E

NE,

EEW A

EE

I 00 Cottages
Many available for
rent. Lake 1h mile
from Golf Course and
Country Club. Idea l
Fishing and Boating.

----

Write Secretary Board
of Trade for Booklet.

-J

PLEASANT VIEW FARMS c ~

~fod!'rn und home lik!', strictly horn!' cooking, large airy rooms,
unique slt'eping cnmps. Private hnthin-g pool; snctd le llorses; hny
rack ricllng; IJarn dances; golf; tennis; bowlinl? · croquet; fishing;
boating; mountain climbing. Rates '21 and $25. Christian clientele.
Booklets.
LELAl TD J . A,_~DUE W
E A LS MNER l\lAINE

lows on a beautiful rise of land across the valley from
Poland Spring and facing the White Mountain range
and with a fine golf course and all the accessories of a
successful summer resort.
RUMFORD is a town of great paper mills. One mill
has been entrusted with the manufacture and printing of
the postal cards used by the United States Government.
About three miles from Rumford and nearly half a mile
above the sea at Mount Zircon is the famous "moontide
spring." The normal flow of the spring is forty-two gallons a minute, the waters ebb and flow with the phases
of the moon, increasing to sixty gallons a minute on the
full moon.
WILTON, the home of the Bass Shoes and with a
beautiful lake bordered by towering mountains with

11

A modc•rn homelike resort for discriminating people with nccommodations for sixty
g1wsts in the main house and cottage. 125
ncre estate . . . Bedrooms nre equipped
with running wnter or private bath . . .
You will like the whole orne appetizing food
. . . Enjoy your favorite sport . . . The
golf course is famous for its beauty .
Send for booklet.

One mile from Route 118
Gentile clientele
June 1st to Oct. 1st
$4.-$5.50 per day American Plan
No charge for boats
J . E . INSLEE,
Ow n er- m a nager s ince 1915

Lake House and Camps Ji,;~
. ~~~
In the lowe r
Ra ngeley Lak e R egion
BPst of fl ·hing, lrnnting.
boating, and woods life.
Individual cottng!'s, main
dining room.
Strictly
home cooking. Supplir•
from our own fnrm. Pure
spring water.
I•' r e e
garage. Open from llay
1;; until December 1.
For your flghing trip,
or
u m m e r ,acation
write for fold er and
information.
T. A . Durkee
l!PTON, MAINE

,

_J
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arisfy that urge for real outdoor
rest and recreation - come to Pinewood
~
Camps for the most enjoyable vacation you have ever
A
lli,~
experienced. Three set of camps to choose from - Pinewood
~~ =
on the Hill and Lakefield on the Knoll, both overlooking beautiful Lake
~
~,
Anasagunticook, and Pinehaven on the shore of this entrancing body of
"-'=,
crystal clear water. Regardless of your desires you can gratify chcm at Pine\\OOd,
~
in an atmosphere of c. .refree congeniality. Swimming, Boating, Bas , Trout and
,.,J ,
~
Salmon Fishing, Golf, Tennis, Hiking, Picnics, Dancing, Cards, - everything. Pinewood
,I...
~ offers a real outdoor vacation, yet with every modern convenience. You live in an attractively furnished ru tic Bungalow among the fragrant Maine Pines. And as for food - PincII k
wood meals are noted for their home-cooked deliciousness and are delightfully served in the
1llf\
....,
rustic dining hall of the main lodge of each camp.
\' l
~
Our 28 page illustrated Catalog tells the Pincwood story in detail. If you want a real 1,acation write
--,
for your Free copy today - now.
1,/,. ~
'-"(

O

y

~v

o
,.

,f '

4>

J,.,;.

9<
V

I

For chose who prefer, we maintain outlying camps an the heart of the big woods and·canoe trips of the various lengths
through all the famous Maine waters can he arrnn1?ed for.

......J

I

• PINEWOOD CAMPS INC. • 5 MAIN STREET • CANTON • MAINE •

Bear Pond Inn and Camps
In the 'W hite Pine
Belt of the
Androscoggin Vulley
Ideally situated on
beautiful lake front.
Tennis, boating nnd
bathing.
:Mod e r n
~onvenienres.
Rrasonahle rates.
Send for booklet
LIDBY A D
TJr.AG E
NORTH TURNER,
l\IAINE

Ac1•es
CANTON, MAINE
A friendly place for nice people, overlooking
lake Anasagunticook

Combines the simplicity of a camp with the comforts of an
Inn and the bountiful products of o large form. Rooms in
main house and individual cabins with or without bath.
9 hole Golf Course
Fishing
Boating

Tennis
Bathing
Saddle Horses

I

"'ITiln'llr~-- ·

ro~·:u1\·~~ ~t r~::/ a!.nt~:m~~:i ::1n°~eb!~enti1n1
1

0

cry8tal clear :\Laine lake noted for it mile of white
1,and b ache and wonderful bathlng. Individual well
furnish d comfortable cabin with fireplaces, runrting
pring water and all modern conveni nee, .
ood
Trout, 'almon and Das Fif.1hin.i;-, Cano ing, Tennis,
Golf, :\lowitain limbing and all vacation ple ure .
\Vrite today for your copy of the FREE " ilver" booklet

Rotes, $26.25 to $35.00 per week
Special spring and foll rotes
Christie:, clientele

E. B. DAVIS, Proprietor

RUMFORD, ME.

L. E. POLAND, Proprietor
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WELD

AR-

MODERN STYL

No word picture can do justice to the setting of the town
of Weld. Come to this picturesque spot nestled down in
the foothills of towering mounta ins , sparkl ing la ke waters
and fairest array of forests.
Weld is easily reached by fine highways e ither from Rum ford or Wilton and has a distinct charm for the camper,
vacationist , fisherman or golfer.
Comfortable inns, over-night camps, housekeeping cottages
on the shore of Lake Webb , two well-known boys' camps
offer you genuine hospitality in a typical Ma ine community.

Ii. Bass &
E
t?bt
Sn R o~ t;o4 raci ory in WiIbuiJ l . , • R ou te 2. o a ngeley, at

{ton, Maine It' G ..
,g1e intersections

expPrts
l\roic~o1: ll Rf'. T rue \o shoes and boot
f PPt '¥.,h Footwear giv~he Indian tra~i{0 r every
1• B~ss
ma,i°ufact~~:e•s a fascina li~lug comfo r t
e of t hese fi g story back active
ne shoes S
of t he
. . Pend a few
;~iutes at t he
t h is s factory,
Ask s f summer.
Brown. or Mr.

/g)

G. H. BASS&co
lViltoo, Maine.

For detailed
\

I.\

Mount Blue in the distance, is a delightful scenic and
vacation center.
WELD, surrounded by mountains, Mount Blue in particular, invites the vacationist to a delightful sojourn in
its small inns, overnight camps or in a cottage on the
shore of Lake Webb, affording excellent trout fishing.
FARMINGTON, birthplace of Lillian Nordica, opera
singer, is a typical Maine town. Clearwater Pond is
nearby covering a thousand acres, and girdled with forests, shadowing cool waters in which togue are said to
attain a weight of fifteen pounds. Varnum Pond is another nearby well known salmon waters.
SUMMER

-

You

EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Summer educational opportunities are numerous and
varied in Maine. The University of Maine at Orono and
Bates College at Lewiston conduct summer sessions.
Normal schools offer summer courses. Many other educational facilities are to be found in the scores of boys'
and girls' camps, several of which specialize in tutoring
for college requirements.

informat ion

write

to

W. HARRIS LATHAM

WELD , MAINE

THE WELD INN

Fac ing Beautiful
Lake Webb

Trout and salmon fishing. Mountain climbing,
boating, new golf course
at Wilton about 12 miles
from Inn.
Pure spring
water in each room.
Reasonable rates.
American Plan
Booklet
Absolutely no hay fever
Mrs. Fred B. Whitin , Ownersh ip-Management
Weld , Maine

VOTER HILL FARM
A quiet country home (cabins if desired) accommodating a limited

number of guests. No Hay Fever. Eleyation 1000 feet. .All modern
conveniences. Own farm and dairy products. Booklet on request.
l\IBS. ARTHCR YOT KR
W E, T F AR:\IINGTON, l\IAINE

-

l-tiiOTEL HARRIS

RUMFORD , MAINE

One of the finest hotels in :Uaine. 100 rooms-75 baths~~IodernFireproof-European-Excellent Dining Room en·ice. Most Beautiful Tap Room in the State. Country Club Privileges.
On Route 2, Gateway to the White ) fountains
A. C. JACK O , Manager

In writing to advertisers, please mention " Maine Invites You"
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RANGELEY LAKES REGION

Eleva-

No

tion

Hay

2000

Fever

Feet

Here

The Playground of Maine
Rangeley is the ideal family vacation spot. Exhilarating sports in high altitudes in a superb scenic setting
of lakes, mountains and deep forests. Here are the
most exciting summer sports-three sporty golf
courses, saddle trails, motor boating, canoeing, camping and mountain climbing. The town ·of Rangeley
boasts smart shops, a bank, library, churches, garages
and a modern theatre.
Renowned
for Salmon and Trout fishing. Splendid fly
fishing in June and September. Deer,
Bear, Partridge and Duck shooting.
Ultra hotels, and camps with every
modern convenience. Also motor
and overnight camp cottages.
_
Tenting sites.
Rates
to suit
,... every purse. Come to Rangeley
over new black roads. A wel.-.:t: :-<:..,.;, come awaits you! Information
/ ~.:. ~.:.,requests quickly answered.

~i·

~~~

PICTORIAL

-~

:J.
1
~

1

· · -!:J. . I
.... ~ ~
WRITE FOR YOUR ~COPY
IS BOOKLET

FREE

Rangeley Lakes
Publicity Association
Rangeley, Maine
BOX 700

You

RANGELEY LAKES REGION-One of Maine's most
famous chain of inland waters is the Rangeley Lakes,
popular as resorts because of their accessibility, through
Rumford, Wilson's Mills, Turner, Farmington, Eustis and
other gateways. The Rangeley Lakes, with their curious
Indian names, are five in number and are connected by
narrow waterways. Eager fishermen go there in spring,
and in summer vacation seekers descend upon the country of Oquossoc and Rangeley, Mooselookmeguntic,
Upper and Lower Richardson, Aziscoos (Sawyer), Parmachenee, Cupsuptic, Quimby, Dodge, Loon and Kennebago.
They have an altitude of 1,500 feet above sea level
and cover an area of about 80 square miles, the center
of a wonderful lake and forest country, abounding in
some of the finest fishing that America affords as well as
good hunting. There is trolling in the lakes and fly fishing in Kennebago and Cupsuptic Streams and in the five
mile Rapid River running from Middle Dam to Sunday
Cove. A new highway opened in 1937 from Wilson's
Mills to Oquossoc opens up virgin fishing waters and a
splendid hunting country. It is the new gateway of direct motor travel from the Upper White Mountain
Region into Northwestern Maine.
Where formerly this entire region knew only the flannel
woods shirt and heavy clothing worn by men, we now
find the light summer gowns and sport clothes of summer vacation resort society. In addition to its fine
hotels you may also enjoy the romance of living in a log
cabin, but you have the best of beds, open fires, bath
rooms and verandas.
In no other lake region in the world are found such
large, square-tailed red-spot trout. Salmon introduced
some years ago have now reached a large size.
Haines Landing on Mooselookmeguntic Lake, is called
the hub of the Rangeley Region. Water routes, wc,.:>d
trails and automobile roads lead to all parts of the great
network of lakes, streams and forests. Nearby is Kennebago Stream, a famous trout-spawning ground, and
fly fishing only is permitted. Near the head of Cupsuptic Lake is Pleasant Island. Aziscoos and Parmachenee
Lakes are wild and beautiful sheets of water, visited by
the more adventurous sportsmen.
('o ntintt d on page 8 3
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Photo b11 Portland Fl11ing ~ervice

MOUNTAINS AND LAKES IN MAINE
H IGH in the Blue Mountains on Rangeley Lake is the perfect locale

P. 0. BOX 2

GOLF-No greens fee for weekly guests during
July, month of August guests staying over
Labor Day.
BATHING in sparkling fresh water • • •
sun-bathing.
RIDING-A string of saddle horses.
BOATING-Canoes,
rowboats,
speedboats,
aquaplaning.
FISHING-Forty lakes and ponds within 10
miles; biggest square-tailed trout in America.
TENNIS-Fast courts, tournaments.
DANCING-Program and impromptu dances
in the Green Room.
CHILDREN-A safe playground; sand-boxes,
swings, see-saws and slides.
CHURCHES-Baptist, Catholic and Episcopal.
LAKESIDE THEATRE-5 minutes; a change of
the best pictures nightly.

RANGELEY LAKE HOTEL and COTTAGES

Rangeley Lakes, Maine

for your memorable vacation in Maine! Here you'll have the run
of a private estate, with sandy beaches and a sporting golf course
at your very door. Comfortable, modern rooms are ready for you,
at a price you can afford, with a host of enjoyable activities.
What luxury of sleep at night, under blankets in the pine-scented
mountain air-what happy, carefree life by day, under a friendly
sun, free from humidity and hay fever! And how complete and
satisfying your stay will be in this mountain and lake paradise! Let
nothing stand in the way of your Maine vacation this year.
Restricted clientele-Write today for illustrated folder

CHARLES B. DAY

Managing 'Director

In writing to advertisers, pJea e mention "Maine Invite

You"
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UPPER DAM
HOUSE and
COTTAGES
Bet ween
Iooselookmegun tic and Richardson
Lal<es within a stone's
throw of the famous
trout and salmon for fly
fii,hing.
Reached
by
b o a t
f r o m
Haines
Landing.
For further particulars
and rates, address

CIIA . E. GRANT
l,'pper Dam, l\le.

Pleasant Island Lodge and Cottages

----

NTI C
MOOSELOOKMEGU
HOUSE and LOG CABINS

IN TH E RAN GE LEY LAKES REG ION

Joyous Vacations, Fishing, Hunting

On Jioosc,ookmcguntic Lake at "The llub of the Rangeley Region"
Open when tl1e ice leaves lake
tor trout and salmon fishing.
:\Iain house, 22 log cabins,
fireplaCl'S, bath, nil convenil'nces, best beds and food.
Americnn Plan.
Golf.
130
miles from Portland Route
3-4-16-144. Inquirl s answered
promptly.
Same mnnngement
29 years.

A d •lightful place to enjoy a happy vacation-to fish for trout 11nd
salmon-to hike--tennis-go mountain climbing-hunt in the tnllor just loaf an<I relax. Central dining hull.

Septembe r River Fishin g a Fea t ure
Log cabin for two to twPlve people--all modern convcnirnces-in the
big woods 011 the shore of heautiful Cnpsuptic Luke. Golt near by.
cenic new route No. lG through the White :\Its. via Errol,
. H.
or route ~o. 4 through :\Ie. via train to Farmington, Me. Bus to
Oquossoc, free motor to Island.

Positively No Hav Fever

TI'rite for illustrated folder
We ton t:. Toothaker
PLEA ANT I LAND , l\IAI E

THE BARKER

~=!o~!~i~:1

LAKE
RANGELEY,l\IAINE
Thirty-two guest log cabins
with sitting room, op n fir<>,
two to
ix sleeping rooms.
Rxcellrnt bathing bench. Golf
uearl.Jy.
1\ear best fishing
grounds.
Booklet and rates on requeat

THE BARKER
Post Office, Oquos oc,

le.

PICKFORD CAMPS

RO TE 4, R 'GELEY LARE, .IAINE
Ideal location on the shore of the FAMOUS Rangeley Lake.
::\10DERN UP-TO-DATE CAMPS.
entral Dining Hall.
Information gladly furrli bed on requ !->t

RANGELEY MANOR

RANGELEY, MAIN E

Tourist, hou. ek<-eping cnmps nod trailn park on hore of Rangeley
Lnke. Dining room, Europenn Plan. :'\Iodern conveniencrs, including
electric light·, hot 11n1I cold running wnt<>r, flush toilets, baths, stove
and furl. Trout and !111!111011 fisltlng, llathing, tPnni , la n croquet.
Three golt course. within five minute ride. I•'or furtber information
write
JOSEPII lcLAFFERTY, Prop.

Page
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P. O. l\looselookmeg-untic
label Burns Thomas
Haines Landing, l\laine _

M
I

ftUN'l,,AIN VIE~
HO'l"EL AND CAI1INS
1

On Ranvdcy Lake, "The
11 cad of the Rangeley C'hai1i"
IIA VEN I•'OR TIA Y FEVER
• UFI,'ERERS
Prh·ntr cnhlns with fireplace,
moclrn1 convenienc s. :\Ienls in
mnin house. l•'ishing, hoating,
bntlllng, mountain climbing,
t<•1111i11
court.
Three golf
rnur ·es within filtN•n minut ..
12
mil s
from
Portland.
I:oute 3-4-lG. Ratr. based on
type of uccommo<lntions. Booklet urn! information glnclly ·pnt.
Cncl!!r sumr 11111nng1 m •nt us :\Iuo.-elookmeg11ntic Hou e
Fred<'rick n. Burn.,, M.e-r.
. fountain Yi w, l\lain

Moon-Tide Spring Camps
R • . GELEY L.AliE, ~IA:c•E
Log cahin horn!'· in the pinP.. Accommo<lntin):' from one to eight
g111•. l . Fi ·hing, boating, tennis, cnnr1l'inA' nnd i:olf. All modern
com·1•nienc1•s in cnl>iu.. · •ntral dining room. J;;xc •lieut food. Rate
r,•u. onubl •. llooklet.
YER
A. TI{ UR

SALMON LEDGE CAMPS
"Houst•k!'Pplng camps," co11111letcly furn I. lu-d. Ele tric light . Cool
spring wnter. Buth .. Do your own cooking. t n. urpa I'll ·cenery.
High C'le,utlon. Fi hlnA', bnthlng, hoatlng, hiking, no hay tever.
Bathing 1.J ach. Rea onal.Jl • rate.. Writ!' for intormatlon.
·~ ·ni; D. UOC'K, 1•roprietr
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HALL-MARK OF QUALITY

J\(1o,w ~ Willwu/; i k ~
73 continuous years in the manufacture of Cloakings and Overcoatings of the finest grades. Polo
Cloth* of Camel's Wool and other rare specialty fibres - attractive colorings - rich in texture.
•Registered U . S. Pate n t Offi ce

WORUMBO MANUFACTURING COMPANY
MILLS
LISBON FALLS, MAINE

SALES OFFICE:
51 MADISON AVENUE, NEW YORK CITY

HUNTER COVE CAMPS

BALD MOUNTAIN CAMPS

on Rangeley Lake

A snrnll, select place, ln<lividual cabins, central
lig-h ts; hn th ; firepluces
cnsino for dancing;

dining room; electr ic
pool ; ten nis cour t;
cro<111et ground; boats nnd canoes; garage; golf course ½ mile distant. Excellent flsbing. l•'amilies solicited. Open f rom May 15 to Sept.
:30. Housekeeping Camp a vuilable if cle, ired. Spe<'ial rates for season .
Mn,. Roberta R. Haley, Proprietor
RA.l\GELEY, ll[AINE

Bald Mountain, on the south from Haines Landing,
rises to a height of 1,000 feet. The "Big Pool" as it is
called at Upper Dam, is considered one of the most famous fishing spots in the world. Then through Upper
Richardson Lake to Lower Richardson Lake where the
waters unite in the flood that goes tearing through Middle Dam, with fine pools below the dam, a side trip to B
Pond, and after forming "Pond in the River.'' another
splendid salmon pool, continues as Rapid River.
THE ARNOLD TRAIL-The line of march taken by the
troops of Benedict Arnold on their way to capture the
city of Quebec extends north from the Rangeley country
through Stratton, Eustis and Chain of Ponds to Woburn
and Megantic across the border with side roads to
Round Mountain Lake, Tim Pond, Jim Pond and other
well known fishing waters.

In th e F amous R
-GELEY LAJi:E REGION
Excellent salmon and trout fishing.
Imlividual log cabins
directly on the shore of l\Iooselookmeguntic Lake. "\Vrite for
folder.
' A )ffEL E A:TWOOD
BAL D ) IO • . TA.IN, l\LU NE

l

c~ pf!~he

On~ ! ~
! k? ~ ~1~nl ~ ~ ! !.~ e~ nl
dining camp. 1 ½ miles from Houte 4, higlrn·ay thru to Canada.
Excellen t pond and s tream fl hing f or the fish erman
Canoeing, s wimming, hiking fo r th e "'acationist
D eer , bear, s mall game hunting in th e F all
For booklet and rates write Grover C. Gr een , Jim Pond, :'\Ia ine

NON-RESIDENT FISHING LICENSES

30 day license effective 30 days from date of issue . . . . . . $3.15
Season license ( calendar year) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5.15
3 day license ( consecutive days) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.65
Jun ior license (calendar year} 10- 16 yrs. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1.15
Women are required to pu rchase a licens3.
A 3 day license good for three days from date of purchase, may
be obtained by any cit izen of the United States. May be exchanged by residents for resident fis hi ng license on payment of
$.15. Cannot be exchanged by non -res id e nt. A 30 day license
may be ret urned for credit upon purcha se of season license upon
payment of $2.15. Dupl icates can be issued to rep lace licenses
lost or destroyed , at the Fish & Game Department, State House ,
Augusta , on payment of 25 cents.
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MINGO SPRINGS
Hotel and Private Bungalows with Hotel Service

ON RANGELEY LAKE

SAGAMORE LODGE
AND CAMPS

I·

Quimby Pond, Rangeley Lakes
"Best fly fl laing in the Rangeley Region."
)lative quare tail
trout for fly fl . hing only. ".ithin hnlf an hour motorine; distance
of excellent tront ancl salmon trolling ann fly fi hing in fakes and
str!'am . Fall hunting for deer nnd pnrtricle;e.

Catering especially to families
All refined people welcome
Non-sectarian
The hotel owns and operates its own golf course

Saddle Horses, Tennis, Boats, Canoes and all
Water Sports
Absolutely Free From Hay Fever
Rates $5 to $7 per day American Plan
Apply John B. Cottrell
Rangeley, Maine

Tennis, golf, mountain climbing
Riding Academy 5 minute di tance
.A. "homey" camp away from home, 2,000 feet aboYe 1,en le,el. no
hay fever, our own garden. Automobile road to camp. Garage.
CPntrnl dining room, electric light , fireplaces, pri,ate baths.
$4.00 to $5.50 a day. Weekly rates. Booklet. Re tricted clientele.
P. O. S.\.GAl\IORE LODGE
RArGELEY LAl{ES, )IAIXE

SADDLEBACK LAKE CAMPS
Tourist and housekeeping
camps 0'1 shore of Rangeley Lake, by day or season.
Each camp has running hot
and cold water, flush toilets, electric lights, stoves
and fuel. Boating, bath ing, large grounds for
amusements.
Mrs. J. A. Russell
RANGELEY, MAINE

I

l
r-

~'~~?;:~.,,St.':~~§

•

At the Foot of Maine's Second Highest )fountain,
2000 ft. Above ea Level
L~ THE RA TGELEY REGJO ... '
~
Excellent fly ft. hing for
trout only . Good hunting
for de!'r, bear and birds.
12 Jog C'ahins wi U1 open
lire . Central dining room.
:\Iorlern conYenience . Saddle horses nt camp, tennis,
putting grpen, mountain
climbing, ,irolf nearby.
Open Year Round
Booklet and ru tes on
reque t
)Ionett Robbin
~GELEY, ~IA.Th'E

:.:~h~E~::~ ~:.l,~Eof

H.anA"eley Lnkc commanding an excellent view of sh111ing
waters and cv rgrcen Rhores. Mam Dining Room and Indi vitlunl ('ahins. I lay fever is unknown.
A,' 1!:L E. IIERNBORG, ProJ).

TERRY
WALTER CAMPS
I,' TllF. lillAUT OF THE RA 'GELEYS
('entral lodge wilh comfortable modern cottages of!erlng
r Ht or r er nllon In the heart of the great outdoors

All Sports
Booklt.'t

Fine Food

No Hay Fever

'l'ERRY ,vALTER C.A)IPS

RANGELEY,

CE.

ROUND MOUNTAIN LAKE CAMPS
For Ile t, RPcreation and Comfort. Season :\!ny 15-December 1.
Trout Fi hing, tream Fishing, :\fountain Climbing, Hunting. No
Hay Fever. Rates $28.00 week. . end for Booklet.
Dion Blackwell, Prop.
Round fountain, le.

In \\Titing to advertisers, please mention "l\Iaine Invites Too"
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C"ordlally invites you to this lakeside retrP t, In the center of
Maine's famous lake region. \Vhatever the type or vacation
you prefer, choose your own diversion-h:ithlng, fishing or
canoeing through leisurely days, or strenuoui:1 participation In
th£; many sportR availahle such ac; dancing-tennls-golfsa<ldle horses. you'll enjoy It in greater measure here at
Belvedere. Various accommodations and rates to suit your
individual desire. Private cottages with hot and cold running
water and private hath. Tndlvldual log-cabinR, duplex h11ngalows, rooms with adjoining baths in mnln building. Central
dining room. Rates, Including meals, 18.00 to $25.00 weekly.
Christian clientele. Send for booklet.
A. L. NEL O
LAKE fAR

MARANACOOK, MONMOUTH, WI NTH RO P,
READFIELD-In Central Maine are the Kennebec and
Belgrade chains of lakes. Between Lakes Maranacook
and Annabessacook, lies the pretty country town of
Winthrop. Few Maine towns are so completely surrounded by fine large lakes as Winthrop. Kennebec
chain comprises Maranacook, Cobbosseecontee, Torsey
and Pleasant Lakes and others that outlet into the Kennebec River. Lake Maranacook has for years been
building up a reputation for good bass and trout fishing,
with ample accommodations at Maranacook.
Lake
Cobbosseecontee, over 9 miles long, is the largest of
the Kennebec Chain, a natural bass lake and has perhaps
the greatest variety of fishing to be found. The Woolworth family have been very generous in cooperating in
placing thousands of chinook and landlocked salmon,
square tail and rainbow trout in the lake.

:-

Maranacook

and ANNEX

Hote I conAGEs

Jfooms $15.00 to $18.00
Cottnge
Room s $18.00 to 22.00
llotel
5.00 Extra when rooming alone

Weekly Rates
American Plan

A irodern Hotel containing 35 rooms, accommodating 75,
also 10 Annex Cottages accommodating 100, with a beautiful
central dining room seating 200, all picturesquely situated on
the shore front.
Unexcelled tahle.
Famous spring water.
Amusements: Dancing, Bowling, Pool , Boating, Canoeing,
Fi hing, Bathing, . pringboards, Tennis, Croquet, Quoits.
Golf and addle Horses al'ailable
Garages.

Trains met.

New hooklet on request.

AUGUSTA, the capital city, has attractions in itself
close by the many lakes of the Kennebec section. Fort
Western on the east bank of the Kennebec River in
Augusta has been restored and is a museum of early days
when Maine was making history, and Arnold made his
march to Quebec. Maine's State House is one of the
most beautiful in the country. The corner stone was laid
in I829. It is built of Maine Hallowell granite and the
graceful tower was designed by Charles Bullfinch. The
female figure that surmounts the dome was designed by
W. Clark Noble of Gardiner, Maine.

28th season.

LAKE MARANACOOK, MAINE

The Most Homelike Hotel in Maine
185 miles from Boston, on Route I 00 ond 20 I

European Plan
Completely equipped with Grinnell Sprinkler System
Guest privileges at Augusto Country Club
AUGUSTA HOTEL CO.

F. C. GATES, Mgr.
j
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CHINA LAKE, one of the best bass fishing waters in
Maine, is reached from Augusta or Waterville over State
highways. It is the water supply for the City of Water-
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A SPORTING AND CONDITIONING LODGE AND CABINS, FOR MEN AND WOMEN
ON BEAUTIFUL LAKE COBBOSSEECONTEE, WEST GARDINER, MAINE
Not a training camp-but everything to train and play with-there ts no routine-no children under 10 years. A fishing and recreation camp for
those who enjoy outdoor activities and fun, with the wonderful opportunity to improve your physical condition uncler expert supervision (at no
extra charge) while enjoying a Perfect Vacation Environment. Here one can play, fish, swim, hike, or just loaf around on our private 250 acre
peninsula extending out into the middle of the lake.

Thl' best and ATeatest ,•a,riety of fishing in the state. Chinook and landlocked salmon up to 10 pound. , quare tnil and rainbow trout up to 9 lb .
and black bass 5½ lbs. POSITIYELY THE l\10 T COMPLETELY EQUIPPED PORTING CAl\lP IN l\lATh'E. Gymnasiwn, walking, rowing
and bicycle machines. 1rencing, punching bags. EQUIP JIB T SUPPLih'D FREE TO GUE T for Archery, tennis (clay court), golf, badminton, basketball, volleyball, softb~tll, qua hbnll, deck tennis, table tennis, medicine balls driTing range, shuffle-board, 3 hor e hoe courts,
Wliter-polo and all water ·p01·ts and pastilnes. Boats, canoes, Esldmo kayaks. Social activities e,·ery evening.
Everything for your comfort indoors. Charming inter·iors, genuine hospitality, informal atmosphere, all modern conveniences with full sized tub
baths and fire-places. Each en.bin has bath, fireplace and private porch. Excellent food and service. American Plan. Rooms in main lodge
$25 and $30 a week. Cahins for 2 or 3 persons $35 a week. Rates are for each person and includes meals and use of equipment. Accommodations limited to 30 guests. Reservations must be made in advance. Selected clientele.

For further information and illustrated folder, write, wire or phone
JOHN F. CON ROY, Prop.

YORNOC LODGE and CABINS

R. F. D. 7, GARDINER, MAINE

~1~ALLWOOD
DIVER IO &-Dancing, Bathing, Canoeing, Rowboats, Excellent Game Fishing, Tennis, Ping Pong, Badminton, Golf, Saddle Horses,
Ba ebnll, BnskE'tball, Horseshoes, Quoits, Water ports, Shuffle Board, Swings, Outboard Motors, Hay Rides, Com Roa ts, Launch Ride ,
ight Club, Cnrd Parties, Entrancing troll Thru the Woods, No Hay Fever. Excellent food, good roads, good beds, pring water,
elected client le.
Iany furnished cottages $125 to 300 sea on. American Plan $30.00 and $35.00 week.
~aily rate
5.00 and 6.00. Open l\Iay 1 t.
end for booklet.
Sam W. Patterson, Prop., Iarana.cook, Maine

In writing to adverti ers, please mention "Maine Invites You"
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AUGUSTA, MAINE'S CAPITAL CIT~
A vacation in Maine is only complete when climaxed
by a visit to Augusta. Hours can be pleasantly spent in
the beautiful Capitol Building, designed by Charles Bullfinch, and erected in 1829. The Hall of Flags, the State
Museum, exhibits of Maine animals and birds and tanks of
live fish are an impressive picture of life in Maine.
Close by the Capitol stands a dignified example of fine
New England architecture, the executive mansion, former
home of James G. Blaine presented to the state in 1919.
An invitation to visit the 'Tlansion is eJCtended to one
and all.
Across the Kennebec is Fort Western, erected in 1754,
now a museum of historical antiques. Fort Western provided shelter to Benedict Arnold, Aaron Burr, Paul Revere, John Alden, Capt. Miles Standish, John Winslow
and other Americans of outpost days.

DIVERSIFIED INDUSTRY
Ample power and a wholesome spirit in emoloyment provide ideal operating conditions.
::>ur nationally distributed products include paper towels, tissues, napkins and sheetings, paper
~ubes; magazines, almanacs and other publica·ions; cotton products and shoes; lumber prodJets including most of the circus seats in the
J. S. A.; asthmatic powders and cigarettes,
:leaning fluids. Maine's oldest newspaper. The
A.ugusta-Hallowell Chamber of Commerce in
:ity Hall, Augusta, invites inquiries from manu:acturing-minded visitors.

ON MAGNIFICENT KENNEBEC RIVER •..
Few cities are so beautifully located. High in the rolling hills at the head-tide of the Kennebec, Augusta is in
the heart of a vast lake region, a natural center from
which to take short pleasure trips to the Belgrade Lakes
and Winthrop Lakes or to China Lake, Damariscotta or
Georges Lakes and Three Mile Pond. Many excellent
fishing waters. And also, Augusta is the natural Motor
Center of Maine for within a few hours of comfortable
driving through friendly Maine communities is Bar Harbor, the Penobscot Bay and River Region, Boothbay,
Casco Bay and other coastal resorts. Or the Rangeleys,
Sebago or Moosehead Lake and the Mt. Katahdin region.
Excellent hotels, fine tourist homes, and restaurants,
sound banking institutions, beautiful churches and public
buildings, 18 hole country club course and 9 hole public

VISIT
HISTORIC
FORT
WESTERN

course; fine retail shops and wholesalers may induce you
to stay in Augusta. But close by on the lakes or in adjacent communities are many fine overnight camps or attractive cottages to rent for the season. There is every
opportunity to enjoy all outdoor sports, sailing, motor
boating, swimming, golf, tennis, hiking, outdoor dancing
or just a good vacation rest. Numerous well established
girls,' boys' and adult camps.
Your trip to Maine's Capital City ta kes little time
whether by rail, motor or air to the fine four run-way airport just half a mile from the business center of the city.
The Augusta-Hallowell Chamber of Commerce in City
Hall, Augusta, is happy to offer its services if you are
considering a Maine vacation. Write or call and get
acquainted when you arrive in Augusta.

ctlr[aine
ROY AL PINE CAMPS
BURNHAM , MAINE

Invites

You

A camp in the better class located on a
white sand beach on Unity Lake, 40 miles
north of Augusta. Individual cabins with
fireplaces and all modern conveniences.
Attractive log lodge and dining room
where we aim to satisfy in service and
delicious food. Wonderful fighting small
mouth bass fishing, also pickerel and
perch.
1h mile to golf course. Tennis
on grounds. Radios available. All wate r
sports.
Rates $22.50 to $32.50 week
American P lan.

Booklet on Request

~IR. Ai.~D l\rR S. J .E. HER SO) I

KAMP PEACOCK , BOX A , LAKE MARANACOOK, READFIELD , MAINE
A modern vacation camp for refined people. Heated cottages, modern conveniences, hot and cold running water, running spring water,
delightfully located, high ground, along water's edge on beautifu l Lake Maranacook.
Dainty community dining room, excellent
cuisine, attractive community hall, large, safe, sandy beach in camp. Horsebacl< riding, nearly all diversions, golf at Augusta Country
Club six miles distant over good road. Excellent fish ing, deep sea fishing trips, auto scenic trips, library, cabin-maid and chore-boy
service, wood, ice, boats and canoes. Christian clientele. $25 to $42 ,veekly including meals. Open 1\lay 15 to November 1. I guarantee the camp to be as described in twenty-four page handsomely illustrated book let free.
Ells worth E. P eacock, Owner a nd D irector, B ox A, W m throp, 1\Iaine

ville so there are no hotels of size but excellent accommodations are offered the visitors at cabins, housekeeping
cottages, tourist homes and farms.
LIBERTY, a quiet, restful and attra~tive Maine village
on Route 3, Augusta to Belfast. The main highway skirts
St. Georges Lake, spring fed, and rarely a day when fly
fishing may not be enjoyed.
WHAT DOES A VACATION IN MAINE COST
In considering this question, one may start with board
at a farmhouse where the children ride the hayrack, feed
the hens and pigs and drive the cows home from pasture. Mother can crochet or knit that gown or sweater
and dad and the boys and girls can drop a hook and
worm in brooks and streams or use a boat or canoe on
the lake nearby. Satisfactory farm board can be had at
$ 12.00 to $18.00 a week.
Camp life in the lake and woods region is where you
live in a log camp or bungalow, most of them having a
fireplace in the living room, one, two or three bedrooms

and a bathroom. Each family or party uses this as their
exclusive living quarters and get their meals in the main
dining room, living room and office camp. Rates range
from $25.00 to $35.00 a week, a few at a slightly lower
rate and a few at $40.00 to $45.00, according to the
type of accommodations, variety of menu and attractions offered. There are also a few such places along the
seashore.
Modest hotels along the seashore and beside interior
lakes offer accommodations ranging in price from $18.00
to $35.00 a week and from that up to the deluxe hotels
from $35.00 to $80.00 a week.
Almost any type of accommodations may be had according to what your vacation budget admits.
A study of the advertisements herein will develop
many places for your consideration. You might also be
interested to hire a cottage or camp and do your own
housekeeping. We have a specia l fol d er describing and
illustrating many such places. May we send it to you?
We are always pleased to suggest places at the price
you want to pay.

In writ ing t o a d ver t isers, please mention ")laine Invites You"
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An ideal fam ily camp, situated on
an island, offering a real vacation
to those wh o v/sh the peace and quiet of the outdoors.
Cab ins equip ped with electric lights, modern plumbing , and
open fires. Excellent table. Boating ,
FOLDER
bathing, golf nearby. Good trout,
ON REQUEST
salmon , and bass fishing. Reason able rates.

I

R. E. Boomer

BELGRADE LAKES, ME.

MESSALONSKEE BEACH CAMPS
B E LGRADE,

lAINE

Separate cnl>ins amid pines
nnd birches directly on
shore of lnke;
sitting
room, open fire, electric! ty,
modern pluruhing, elotlws
closets, best of be<ls; sleep
2 to
ppople. Central din ing room; <lellcions nwnl .
Sund beach.
Brst bn!.S,
trout nm! picker('! fishing.
All sports. Gentiles only.
Lower rates, June anti
eptrmber.
Plea e stnte
time
n11d
requirements
whC'n writing for folder
and rates.

A. R. CLIFFORD

w

A TSON POND LOG CABIN
B EL GRADE LAI{ES, ME.

RT. 27

Hons •k •eping cabins for 4, 6 or
per~on!'I by
day, week or month.
Good fishing, boating,
bathing.
Everythlni:: furnished with cabins.
Rensonal>le rntrs . Write for booklet.

I

I

LE O" E . WATS0 .1.
R. F . D. 2
ew 'llaron,

l e,

s

r

ALDEN
FARM CAMPS Le;:J
H eadquarter of th e Famou'> BELGRADE LARE
Log (•ahin. in pim•s 11ml birclw . ~lotlnn ronn•nirnr1 s. ~Ie'll. nt
muiu clinin~ hall.
l()('al pince for f:1111ilh•s.
l•'i-..hini:, boating,
hathin~. 11.'llllis, i;:olf.

;\ll{ ·. FR E D
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THE CITY OF WATERVILLE is a delightful elm-shaded
city of business activity, the seat of Colby College, and
a gateway to the Belgrade Lakes region and northern and
eastern central Maine. It is on the direct route for motorists travelling via Jackman to Quebec, to the Moosehead Country, the big woods and to Bangor. It is a
convenient stopping place for travellers who enjoy a day
or two of fishing with motoring trips to lakes and the
comforts of a hotel at night.
THE BELGRADE LAKES Region embracing Belgrade
Lakes Village, North Belgrade, Rome, Mount Vernon,
Vienna, Smithfield and Oakland, has long been famous
among anglers who consider the small-mouth black bass
the supreme fighter of all fish. The angler who demands action will find a rushing leaping type of fighting
game fish who hits his bait, fly or spinner with a swirling
rush and is never subdued until landed. Fly-fishing for
black bass begins the first of June and continues into and
through July and later comes on again to hold through
the middle of September.
There are seven large lakes: Great, Long, Messalonskee,
North, East, Ellis and McGrath Lakes with numerous
smaller lakes and streams such as Watson Pond, Beaver
and Whittier Streams. All the lakes are connected by
streams and many beautiful canoe trips may be enjoyed
by going from one la ke to another.
During the past three years much attention has been
given to stocking these lakes. Almosr a million chinook
salmon and nearly thP same number of trout have been
put into the Belgrade chain. Wall-eyed pike may also
be caught and run very large in size. Some weighing
fifteen pounds have been taken from these waters.
As soon as the ice goes out, fishing for salmon starts.
The Belgrade Lakes Region also offers good square-tail
trout fishing. White perch and pickerel are also abundant. Careful and periodical planting of different fish
in large quantities has made the Belgrade waters among
the best for all-around fishing.

ROCKY SHORE CAMP
_\. pince the fnmllJ· will (')1joy II w II n:4 th<• sportsmnn . r.omfortnble cahin. with mml•·rn ronn•nh•nrPK . <Joor! food in nbundnncr.
ExC'ellt•nt bn ·s ll:hiu~. l;oJf, trnr1i., n<ltllP horHf'!I, cnno •ing. Estnbli ·hed 21 yrur.. Clp 11 frum ~lny to Octoher. Chri tinn clientrl .
Write for booklet.
A. II. ,\ ~uti, Ou klu n d, ) fa.in

m[aine Invites
In the past three or four years winter sports have been
coming to the front, and now in this region and surrounding territory you may enjoy skiing, snowshoeing, ice boating, tobogganing, ice fishing and skating.
In Waterville a ski tow and slide is being built at
Mountain Farm a short distance from the center of the
city.
There are thirteen boys' and girls' summer camps in
the Belgrade Region besides the many adult camps,
farms, hotels and inns.
Rome at the northern end of Great and Long Lakes,
and containing Watson Pond, is in the upper Belgrade
Lakes section on the main highway from Augusta to
Farmington. It is an inviting countryside of rolling hills,
lakes and streams, with beautiful views from its many
summits and particularly attractive to those seeking quietness and rest.
Oa kland is a gateway to the greater part of the Belgrade Lakes region also reached through Belgrade Village. Mount Vernon is on the western border.
LAKEWOOD, just a short distance from Skowhegan, is
a summer colony which centers around a modern theatre
where a company of Broadway stars presents a series
of Broadway stage successes throughout the summer
season. An excellent hard-surfaced highway stretches
north from Lakewood through Bingham with its famous
Wyman Dam with side trip to Carry Pond and on to
Quebec. The route is over the so-called Jackman highway through Caratunk, the gateway to Pierce Pond, The
Forks, named because of the confluence of the waters of
the Dead River which have flowed down from the hills and
lakes of Franklin County to join those of the Kennebec,
which have come from Moosehead Lake. The Forks,
Troutdale on Lake Moxie, Indian Pond reached via Tarratine, Lake Parlin and Jackman sections are fishing and
hunting centers of renown. The lakes have an abundance
of trout, land-locked salmon and togue. There are partridge, woodcock, deer and many bear.

SUNDIAL MANOR and COTT AGES
!\JO l
Locatecl on t h

'T , 1m T
o . l\rA r E
_hore of B<'antiful F l ying Lake

4, O nnd 7 room hou ekerptng cottn1,:e complet!'lY furnished, with nll
mo<lt•rn lmprovemrnts .
ott111,:rs nrr nt utncient distance from ench

oth!'r to In. nre uh olute prln1cy. Those who do not wish to bother
uhout men! , cnn hnve uny or ull ened nt the Mnnor dinln~ room.
~]g_ets
T. D ~ ~ ~

You
. FISHING
BOATING
OBSTACLE GOLF
Fine Beach
Handy to
Tl ree Golf Courses

Individua l camps on beautiful lake front, nestled in pine grove.
Lodge nnd mnin cliniug room centrally located. All modern conveniences, elc•ctric lights, bath, shower and inner pring ma ltresses.
Our fnmous Crystal Spring Water piped into every cabin. Excellent
home cooking. Chr istian clie:itele. Folder on reque-t.

CRYSTAL SPRING CAMPS
Located on
Great Lake
Largest of

the Belgrades
R . W . CLO UGH , Prop.
BELGRADE LAKE ,
IAL.fE

]H[ ][ JL]L§ ][ JD) ]E
BELGRADE
Your

(CA\1\\1[ JP)

LAKES .

Summ e r

(C JL lUJBl

I

MAINE

Hom e in

M ain e

Locnted on Grent Pond,
which is renowned for its
fly and
ummer fishinir.
Pri,a te cottag'<'s, cen trnl
dininir hall with 1mexcell<>d cni!;ine. Tinder new
O'-ner manugem<>nt,
the
cnttaire hn,e be!'n r<>bnil t
ancl <>ntirely r furnished.
Chri tinn !'lientele
WritP for I•'oldrr ~II

Spruce Point Camp ( and Farm)
MOUNT VERNON, MAINE
Main dining room. Separate cabins with running hot and
cold water and open fire-places-Garage

TENNIS COURT
BATHING BEACHES
BOATS
CANOES
BASS FISHING
Booklet
Webster Chester, Prop.
Waterville , Me.
After June 20 Mount Vernon, Maine

111 writin g t o nd verlisers, plea e m e ntion ")Ia ine lnvit s You "
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LAKERIDGE MANOR

on one of the beautiful Belgrade Lakes O AKLAND, MAINE

The Jlrmor -

Lounge, Librarv and Dining Room

Swlmminir, cnnoeing, fl hing,
riding, tennis. golf nnd-Ilotel convrniC'llCl'R in a camp
c•nvironmrnt. Complete pri vacy, hot nncl cold running
water in ench room. El<•clricit;v.
show<' r s,
sanit:uy
plnmbing, s11ncio11
clothes
cloi-ets, cha r ming nppoint11wntR, nncl n cui. ine , ponsorNI hy chrfs of wide Cont inental !'xperience.
'l'hru
l'u llman !H:-rvi<'e from 1 'ew
York and Boston.

Director, Anna Ben1stein Leikin
60 Eu t 42 nd , treet, 'ew York City

p cial rates to ,July 15th
Booklet on request

JAMAICA POINT CAMPS
On Great Pond , Largest of Belgrade Lakes
Celebrated for bass, trOL t and salmon fishing. Ideal vacation
spot. Individual cabins 3 to 5 rooms. Running water,
electric lights and baths. $31.50 and up. Boats, canoes and
guides furnished All out-door sports. Unexcelled food. All
table products from our own farm. Accommodations for 75.
Write for folder. Christian clientele.

J

Daniel M. Marshall , Mgr.

OAKLAND, MAIN E

1\IAPLE~OOI{

BEAR SPRING CAMPS

On the
OAKL

, itun ted on . rmdy hen ch, north 1>nd of
Belgrade Ln kt•. Individmtl cabins of
2 to 5 rooms. Open fireplace!!, bn thro,1111 · and electr ic Jig-ht
in every

BERT MOSHER, Proprietor

Illustrated folder L. E. IMMELN , Prop.

OAKLAND,
MAINE

A di tincti\•p fnmily cnmp. 26
cnbln!I with bathroom.. A most
excPIJM1t tnhlr- onr own ve.r::etnhl u;. :-,nnlly IJPll<'h for bathln .

\\'ondt•rfnl tty nnd bait flshln,r::.
\l nre b!1,: h11s. cani;:ht llt'r1• thnn
u t any other 1•:111111: in ;\luin •.
Ro11ts, H11it, r.nicle,:, 1111() Fishing
Cackle. 'l'wo i;porty (;r,Jf C'our e
and t he Ea!ltl'ru :\l uslc Camp located 11 fpw mlnutPs' drin• from
camps. Ridlni:: Horse. nrniluble.
RP!ltr icted cli1•ntel . Booklet.

E . l{. Da, ey, Prop. , Owner
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Ju ,,riting- to u<l,erti

autiful

L11-ke
D , :\IAJ.i:·E

Fine Fishing and all
vacation sports
Cabins with modern
both - hot and cold
running water.
Central dining room
Ideal family comps

cnliin.
Fine Buss, Tront, • nlmon,
Picker •l nnd l 'rrch fishing. Gnruge,
'l'enu is
ourt, Golf m•nrby. Guides,
and outhonrd moto r !;.' l•' r psh vei::etalJles nil sen. on. RatPS .. 24 to ., 27
p •r wePk. .'pecinl rates to lnrge parties. Booklet nod rl'fereoce ·.

FAMOUS BELGRADE LAKES

n

Belgrn.d

OAKLAND, MAI NE

CLEMENT'S CAMPS

CAI\'I PS

Sandy Beach Camps
A place for the whole family. Let us help you to appreciate Maine in giving you the best. 19 years in business.
A large number of new log cabins have been built for your
convenience. Hot and cold water both in every cabin , Simmons Inner Spring mattresses, tw in beds. 70 capacity.
Central Dining Hall. Excellent food. Good roads to camp.
Good fishing.
Harry E. Tozier, Owner

rs, pleu e m ntion ";\lain

In,it

You"

Route 137

OAKLAND , MAINE

MAUD CLARK GAY

It was just at sunset of a June day that the young city lawyer and his bride saw the ancient house on the windswept hill. They stood knee-deep in the grasses of an old lane, sere, brown and neglected. Winds and rains of many
years had torn across it and Nature was seeking successfully to claim her own. To the east and west stretched sloping
fields from which loads of fragrant hay had once gone to fill the lofts of the great sagging barns. Apple blossoms still
made a glory of the gnarled, old trees and lilacs a splendor of the winding lane. Only the hermit thrush, sweet-voiced
in the twilight, made sanctuary of a spot that had once been a home. In a day long gone the house had been of graceful
architecture as an observer could see from the still pretentious roof, the mullioned windows and the "look-out" from
which some retired sea-captain, perhaps turned farmer, had watched from long habit for vessels to come into the
harbor from foreign ports.
As the young couple drew nearer they could see that some one had loved the place. The gardens told of beauty
vanished in a tangle of neglected shrubbery. Some one had built the well sweep, the small summer house and plante:J
the long avenue of trees.
But that day had long passed and everything cried out in pity for the happiness that had been present and was
there no more. As the last gleam of sunset touched the house in sudden glory, the bride put her arm through her
young husband's.
"Let's come back in the morning," she said, "I would like to see the place by daylight."
"But it is a wreck," remonstrated the young man. "I can see no possibility in such a plan. The only encouraging
thing about it is the price."
"The price is certainly right," agreed the bride. "Less expensive than anything else we have seen. We want a
home in Maine and we can afford to buy this one."
"It is such a tumble-down place," argued the man. "Come, let us go back to the tavern. Tomorrow we will move
on to the next town."
But the bride lingered, a look of dreams in her eyes.
"I can just visualize it when it is renovated. Give in to me in this, dear," she said. "I know it looks desolate and
hopeless in this twilight. Let's come back in the morning."
And they did return, early, too, when the whole place was transformed. The eastern windows were touched by
a rosy glow. Dew sparkled like diamonds in the mass of tangled roses and from the heart of a tall elm a bird burst
into song. The morning sun lay warm a nd welcoming on the broken boards of the porch and lingered on the little
pond beneath the drooping willows.
It was as if the old house had given of its lost youth to lure the man and the woman standing at its portal. They
turned and smiled at each other and the bride clasped her hands in delight.
"It is to be ours," she cried.
So they purchased the abandoned house on the wind-swept hill, the house that was to be a joy in the present, a
comfort in future years. Reasonable in price as are all the abandoned homes in Maine, it did not require half of
the sum they had laid aside to transform it into an ideal home. In fact it seemed to need only the touch of loving
hands to make it glow with new life.
Before the end of the first summer the really necessary repairs had been made. It gleamed white with green
blinds in the natural setting of trees. The sagging porches were made safe and furnished with gaily painted and
brightly cretonned chairs by the young bride. The walks had been relaid, the summer house repaired and covered
with vines. In the neglected garden where the birds sang all day tender hands had wrought a marvel of color and
perfume.
Still the work of renovation goes on. Water has been piped into the house, unused closets transformed into a
bath room, old fireplaces reopened; a game room in the great attic; a sun porch added to the western side of the
house. Touches that, year by year, make it into a habitable residence in winter as well as summer.
The lawyer and his wife plan to make it an all-the-year-round residence some day as do many who came first to
Maine just for the beauty of summer vacationland. For from border to coast-line of our grand, old state we find
those who love it for its snow-dad hills and bracing air as well as for its sunny skies and cool breezes and who, in the
words of our own Maine poet, cherish it "because it's home it's home up here."
If you want a place ready made such as an old Colonial home or any abandoned house that can be renovated,
or of Cape Cod type, or one made to your order, instead of creating the transformation of a Maine farm, there are
many opportunities in the attractive land sites available on the seashore or beside a lake or river that may be reasonably purchased, also real bargains in summer and year-round homes that have come onto the market in recent years
for various reasons. The Maine Publicity Bureau, Portland, will be glad to help you.
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H. H. SAMPSON, President, Winter Sports Federation

A winter's vacation or a week-end spent in Maine accompanied by New England hospitality is one to be long
remembered and cherished. The ~now-capped hills with open fields and pastures, the mountain trails, and the many
ski developments make ideal alpine skiing. The many miles of logging and tote roads are ideal for snow-shoeing and
cross country skiing. The hundreds of lakes give excellent facilities for skating, ice-boating, and fishing. Coasting,
tobogganing, curling, in fact any branch of winter sports, is at your command.
The State of Maine is spending a million dollars each winter to keep over 12,000 miles of highway cleared of snow
and well sanded, thus assuring that roads to the various developments are always open. A big fleet of plows is kept in
readiness 24 hours a day by the State Highwav Department. However, there are many sideroads, where one can enjoy
a good old fashion sleigh ride with sleigh bells tinkling and the glistening snow crunching under the runners; a good
old time straw ride with barn dance; or a trip to a "sugaring off" party in the spring.
Maine hac: made rapid advancement during the past few years and there are now more than twenty-four areas,
which have special developments for the winter sports enthusiast. These include many ski tows, ski jumps, toboggan
slides, skating rinks, hundred of miles of excellent mountain and down hill trails and acres of open slopes for the
beginner or novice. You can ski in safety in Maine.
Maine people realize that even the best of natural facilities are not adequate unless they are developed. With
this thought in mind over a score of the choicest regions in the State have been carefully prepared for winter visitors.
Five towns have already developed extensive facilities for all branches of winter sports and many winter guests are enjoying the winter sports available in these regions. Bridgton, with its Pleasant Mountai:,; Bar Harbor, with its Acadia
National Park; Camden, with its Snow Bowl; Fryeburg, with its Joc!·ey Cap and Stark's Hill; and Waterville, with its
Dunham Farm all attract thousands during the winter months.
Many other sections, during the past few years, have been installing ski-tows, cutting out trails, opening up slopes,
building toboggan slides, skating rinks and are ever increasing to take care of the demand upon them for winter sports.
Chief among these are Andover, Bethel, Brunswick, Bangor, Caribou, Casco, Fort Fairfield, Harrison Lewiston-Auburn,
Millinocket, Mars Hill, North Berwick, Sanford Norway-South Paris, Presque Isle, Rangeley, Rumford, Skowhegan, and
Waterboro Center.
Maine hotels, inns, sporting camps, and homes that "take in visitors" enjoy a world-wide reputation for excellence
and hospitality as any visitor to the State in the spring, summer and autumn will testify. They are the same in the
winter. The same good cheer and the same good food is dispensed throughout the year.
There are many inns and
hotels devoted entirely during the winter to winter sports and the winter vacationists, as well as hundreds of "weekenders." Many prefer the open hearth, the festive board and cheerfulness of one of our many snug farmhouses where
they become one of the family. You cannot help but love Maine in winter because the hospitality is even more
hospitable in the winter months when the natives have plenty of time to make you feel that you are among interesting
neighbors.
Come to Maine this winter, drive over our excellent roads, or use our fine train and airplane service, play in the
open, enjoy the cheer of our firesides, and we feel sure you will consider Maine the ideal Vacationland.
The Maine Winter Sports Federation and the Maine Development Commission have co-operated in publishing a
winter sports booklet giving complete information on location, facilities, distances, exposures, average depth of snow,
grades, ratings, parking areas, and accommodations for the benefit of enthusiasts who come to Maine by car or on
snow trains. Copies of this may be secured by writing the Maine Publicity Bureau, Portland, Maine.
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KOWHEGAN, l\IAINE

TROUTDALE JustCA1'1IPS
ot:r the Quebec high-

,vay (Route 201) only 24
miles from Greenville. On
a strictly private road, a n
idea l vacation spot for t he
whole fam ily.
Excellent
table.
Choice s teaks a nd
chicken.
Our own fres h
vegetables,
mi I k
a nd
cream. Log cabins, all conveniences. Good fishi ng.
Scrappy square-tail t rout
and salmon. F ly or bait.
ports - Canoei ng, swimming, motor-boating, Badminton, table ten_nis, hiking over well
rnarkcd trail , 24 ft. launch at guests' disposal. Ne"'.' booklet.
Gentile. $4.50 and $5 daily. $27.50 and $32 weekly. American P~an.
J. I. HARRI , Proprietor
Troutdale, :M ame

I

You

30 Furnished Cabins with runn ing water, sanitary to ilets, some have hot
and cold showers, screened porches, Simmons beds. Some with rad ios.
Rates $ I and $1.50 per person

STERLING'S PIERCE POND CAMPS
A new wilderness
camp with individual
log cabins, main dining room and recreation building.
Ten

pound squarea nnfmonfift~e~
Maine's finest lake.
Fly fishing or trolling. Plenty of deer
and bear . Inaccessible fo r years-now
waiting for you r
visit.

~~~d

Regular rates $-1 to
$5 per day, less by
week.
R i d e to
camp on saddle
hone .

CAMP ALBANS for WOMEN

BIG INDIAN P ON D , T . ALBAN, . l\IAINE
325 acres of shoreland, spruce and balsam groves.. Cozy C!lbins and
lodge. Bathing, boating, fishini;, trnils and day trips. An ideal spot
for rest and quiet. Booklet. 229 IIudson St., New Bedford, Mass .
After June 20th write to camp.
E LYA l\l. PARl{E R , Prop.

ROWE POND
Bingham, Jaine
On Route 201
to Quebec
Real log cabins
for 2 to 12 people.
Open fires.
Recreation h a 1 1
and dini n g room
camps.
Season
July 1 to Oct. 1.
Se lected clientele
Rates $18- $25 per
week
N o formality also 5 n e a. r b y
good fishing
EDGAR TODI E , ow n er and director
Winter a ddress, 115 Brodford A v e ., Rye, N. Y. p o n d s . Forest
trails .
'''rite for booklet

Also,
Hotel Sterling
in Village,
1-12 miles from
Portland
RALPH
STERLING
Prop.

HIGH TWELVE CAMPS

FARMS FOR VACATION BOARD
IR tlw nnme of n clrcnlnr we have lsimecl giving just that informn·
tion for those who wnnt nn inexpPnsive pince for a vn~atlon and
Wh1>rP th<' chlhlrPn cnn rifll' 011 a hnJ rnck, feed the clnckens, see
the cows hPing milk1•!1 nud enjoy 1111 the pleasures of a summer
In the country. A copy will be glndly sent you.
Iain<- Public ity B ureau
Portland, Maine

Caratunk, Maine

MARSHALL'S
The Forks Hotel and Cabins
THE FORKS

SOMERSET COUNTY

Twenty-one years of successful owner-management
Ideal Location
C hristian Clientele
Booklet a nd rates on request

Fred L. Marshall

In writing to advertiser s, please m ention "Maine Invites Yon"
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Jackman
CTJICTURE a great summer playground of one thousand

1- square

miles, 40 long by 25 wide-large as , he state
of Rhode Island-composed of 28 "wild land" townships
each 36 square miles! This suggests the enormous expanse of the Jarkman Region, but tells only a part of the
story. It fails to convey an adequate picture of the
vacation opportunities of this far flung recreation area
whose towering mountains pierce the clouds 3000 feetof the vast, unbroken forest extending from the Forks on
the Kennebec, 43 miles to the Canadian line-of the
magnificence of numberless clear, sparkling lakes, set like
diamonds in the great plush of spruce and pine and

JOYOUS
VACATIONS

pungent fir-of rushing "white water" where hungry,
fighting salmon await the fly and sporty trout lie in deep,
dark pools-of little rivers that weave a net of wilderness
waterways for the canoeist and camper-of moose and
deer and all wild life-of motor trips through mountain
passes and quaint historic towns-or of the joyous vacation days awaiting you in the picturesque town of Jackman, Me., the last frontier in this great unspoiled Region
on the historic "Indian trail" highway leading to Quebec.
The summer climate is ideal and hay fever unknown.
Jackman, Maine, is the gateway to a dozen dependable sporting camps, just off the highway in the deep

LAKE PARLIN HOUSE AND LODGES
Located at Lake Parlin, twelve miles south or Jackman, in
the Heart of the Big ,voods, on Arnold Highway, Route 201,
midway between Portland and Quebec City.

on Shore of

Mountain
Lake
E.·rrnAL dining c11hi11: also lodge with large office antl
lounge. Individual log cahins with 11rivat bath, open
fire and elPctric light!-!. All water :sports; 1h mile from
macadam highway to Queh •c.

C

Henderson Camps, Jackman, Me.
FISHING

Inrlivirlual lo~ cabin , strit-tly 11_10r!Prn with op n firl'•Jllllcr.s, electric
liKht , h:tlhs, hot n11rl t·ohl rlllllllllK \\"lltl'r-whrre Oil!' 11111}· r •lu nnd
l'IIJoy II re tful n1cation. .\knl!! St'r\'l'\I ill mnin tliuinir room.
'!'rout fl hiui. unexe, llrrl. .\ t l..1111~ l'onrl, crntcr
1•Hrnl ont-1:vin
ponds within rnilins of four mil,•., 111111 wht•re onr. i 1mre of c1itch•
illK hi~ li111it, WI' Ill iintain 1·111111, lllltl cook to ll('('OllllllO<IHl g'\I(' t ,
without 1•xtr11 charg-r,,

HUNTING

or .

TENNIS
GOLF

:'llountn in cli111bi n,:-. lmt hin ,:-, trnn i., an d golf neurby

Jla y fr v er uni nown

flute

Write for
Large Booklet
;\Im.; . E . A . llEN I>ERSO, ', Prop .
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rt•n ,muhJ.,

with

specinl

hookh·t npon rt•qm• t.

rat,• 11n11I July l t.
Illu11trnted
l,n111linir llPltl ut Jnrkmnn.

L,\JO<:: P .\RJ.I. ' HO n,11.: A .. ' I) I ,OI>( , ll: ·, Ln l,
II . P ••'1 di:t• nn t•y, U c• i<lr n t ;\hm ui:-t•r
I'. 0. J uc lrnmn , ·tution (S. '.) -'1~.

In writing- to ndH~rli;, ('l"!I, plea e m ntion ":\luine I n, it e,- Yo u "

P urli n

ine)

Region

wood, or a short ride by rail or motor boat, where fish
and game are plentiful in a primitive and unspoiled territory. The town of Jackman, Me., an oasis in the center
of this vast forest area-is a friendly town with smart
shops, hotels, restaurants and tourists accommodations,
service stations and garages, picture theatre, bank, library, four churches (Catholic, Congregational, Episcopalian and Nazarene}, telephones, telegraph, good water
and sewerage systems, Canadian Pacific railway and Express, good roads, and a spirited Board of Trade whose
chief aim is to see that you have a royal good time.
Business men will find the Jackman Region a splendid

place to locate their summer homes, as year round open
roads, enable them to keep in close touch with their business, by motor, bus, and train transportation.
JACKMAN INVITES YOU
The Board of Trade and the people of Jackman extend
to you a cordial invitation to visit this superb scenic playground of Maine. Rest assured that a warm welcome
awaits you in this friendly town. If you wish further information or help in planning a vacation trip in this region, address the President of the Board of Trade, Jackman Station, Maine. Your letters will be promptly and
cheerfully answered.
Jackman is a friendly town with shops, hotels, restaurants and tourists' accommodations, service stations and
garages, picture theatre, bank, library, four churches
(Catholic, Congregational, Episcopalian and Nazarene),
telephones, telegraph and a spirited Board of Trade
whose chief aim is to see that you have a royal good
time.

ATTEAN LAKE CAMPS
,JA (' IC\L\ . ', :'\IAL .E
On" or till' l)pst trout 1111rl s·ll111011 lnkl's on th(• uppPr ,1ooiw River
wat,·r • Exc-l'IIPnt tly ti l11ni.: In :'ll11y, .Jmw, ,Tuly inul '1•ptembcr.
l•'iftl' 11 11p11r hy trout porn! , str1•11111
111111 hrooks to flsh in.
'1'111·11tY•fllll' i111livit111al Joi.: <·ahins with livini.: room, sl!'t•pini.: rooms
mul lt~1t11 .• (hw C'Plltr:11 cllnlni.: roo111 for nll, 111111 n lnri.:e otlkt• for
rt-1•rP:1tio11, '1'1'1Pph1lllf' 111111 tPii•i.:rnph ,;pn•i<'l'. ;\lountuln sprini.: wnt\•r
nppil,• r•n•ry 1·1111,p. l..i1ri.:<• 111otor l111111rh 11t tlispos11l or J.:IIPsti; •
•\ tteun l,nkl' has forty-two I. l11111ls, n w0111lerf11l pin<'P to 1•xplor1•.
l'lnP c•1111111• trip 111111 1111111~· wo111Js trails. Boah 1111d <·1111ops to !Pt .
• ·o 111or1• IIPlil,!htful pl111•p in ;\l11ir11• to ·pc•111l n ,·a1•atio11, unclisturhpf!
h., 1101 , •• ,111 t, 11 .. 111. or lwy f•ver.
Ilathini.: lw:1C'l1 in front or
('lllllJ). l•'i 111111!. IM111tl111:. hnthi111.: llllll lllotllltain cli111bi111:. Hntl•s rcn01111hll', .'t'tlfl for l,ook!P( 111111 111111).
'hristian l'liPlltPll'.

ltl ' l ~L K UOLUE . · , Pro p .

JACIOJA N, :'\L\IN E

At Jackman an excellent highway extends to Rockwood on the shores of Moosehead Lake and across the
lake are far famed Kineo and Kineo Mountain. A fine
new highway extends south from Rockwood to Greenville
crossing the West and East Outlets of Moosehead which
flow into the Kennebec river, thence through Squaw
Mount a in Township on the southern shore of Moosehead
Lake.
For trout, salmon and togue (lake trout) fishing, the
Jackman Region has long been famous. Salmon thrive in
these cool northern waters and weigh from two to seven
pounds and over. Moose River waters are celebrated
for the fighting qualities of these "landlocked" salmon.
Some smaller ponds are well stocked with this sporty fish.

In writing to ndn.•rti-.er,, pl e a e m e ntion " .:\laine ln\'ite

You"
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A Real Home
Away From Home
Moosehead Lake, the real king of all the inland
lakes. Our cabins are all on its shore and our
lounge and central dining room face its flashing
water, and you may be sure the effect is superb.
Cabins have two or three bedrooms, living room
and bath. Furnished well and altogether modern.
Dining room has excellent service and food and
our guests find many things to do. Good fishing
attracts many while all outdoor activities are engaged in.

FRANK A. l\IncKENZIE, Proprietor

For 35 years the outstanding resort on
Moosehead Lake

~

Gentile patronage

WEIT UTLE.TCAMPI
ON MOOSEHEAD LAKE

MOOSEHEAD LAKE-Everywhere from the water's
edge extends the forests that provide the setting for
Moosehead Lake. Located in the western central part
of the State, 1,023 feet above sea level surrounded by
splendid spruce and fir balsam forests, it has become
universally recognized as a health resort and famous for
its unexcelled trout, togue and salmon fishing in the lake,
and in Moose River, the outlet of Brassua Lake.
LILY BAY is almost a lake in itself and separated from
Moosehead by Sugar Island. This bay has for years been
a fishing center of high repute.
WEST OUTLET on the shore of Moosehead Lake opposite Kineo and reached by motor launch from Rockwood is a famous camp colony, one of the largest in
the state. There is excellent trout, salmon and togue
fishing in the lake. West Outlet Stream offers much of
interest to the stream fisherman and where the East
Outlet several miles below flows from Moosehead Lake
into the Kennebec is one of the best trout pools in this
section.
Paoe 100

WEST OUTLET, MAINE

AT INDIAN POND where the East and West Outlets
join, forming the Kennebec River headwaters and flow
out again as the East Branch of the Kennebec, there is
excellent stream fly-fishing in June and September, with
opportunity for canoe trips up or down stream with good
fishing all the way.
In the Moosehead country the canoeist will enjoy himself to the full.
Thoreau's birch canoe and Indian guide who paddled
him across Moosehead in 1857 and down the East Branch
of the Penobscot 200 miles to Bangor, blazed the way
for an army of canoeists and campers who have since
taken the five famous trips-all starting from Moosehead
Lake: the East and West Branch trips, the Allagash, Allagash Circuit, and St. John River trips. Fascinating short
trips can be made to Lobster, Caucomgomoc, Kokadjo,
Ragged and Chesuncook lakes.
In spite of changes for the comfort and convenience of
the sportsman, these trips have lost none of the glamour
and grandeur that inspired the pioneer enthusiasts, Henry
David Thoreau, Theodore Winthrop, James Russell Lowell

In writing to ndvertisers, plew;e mention ":\Iaine Invite You"
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THE BIRCHES on Moosehead Lake.

V\There everything is offered to make the spring fli-hing or summer vacation somet hi ng to be remembered. The hest of trout and sa lmon fishing.
ramps h a'lfe
every mod e rn convenience. rentrn l d ining room w h re none but the best food is served . :S:o flies at any time. Boating, bath in g a n d
Rwlm111ing.
Flhullle hoard, badminton and saddle horses. Fo ll ow Route 150 kowllegan to Guilford and Route 15 to camp.
Special
rateH_ _!_or large parties. Hates M0 . 00 to $45.00 per weel<:, !6.00 to SG.50 per d ay. ·w rite for booklet. O. U. Pahey, Prop., The Birches, Me.

and other men of letters, to make classic tribute to their
charms.
A book on Canoe Trips, starting from Moosehead Lake,
is distributed free by D. T. Sanders and Son Co., Greenville, Me.
From Greenville you can drive 45 miles over an excellent highway to Ripogenus Dam, a marvel of engineering
skill, built by the Great Northern Paper Company in the
wilderness at the head of West Branch Gorge on the
West Branch of the Penobscot River. Permission to travel
over the Dam must be obtained from the Great Northern Paper Company headquarters at Bangor, Greenville
or Millinocket. The highway continues on through the
Katahdin, Kidney Pond and Togue Pond country to
Millinocket.
On the westerly shore of Moosehead Lake is Squaw
Mountain and township with inspiring views of the lake
and surrounding territory, golf links, and all the appurtenances of a favored inland lake resort. Just outside
the town of Greenville on the easterly side of the lake
on the way to Lily Bay is Blair Hill from the top of which
one has an unsurpassed view of Moosehead lake with
its many islands and bays. Continuing the road passes
through Lily Bay, Kokadjo and on to the Dam. No permit is required to travel over the splendid highways of
the Great Northern Paper Co., but a permit is required
to cross Ripogenus Dam obtainable from the paper company's office in Bangor, Greenville or Millinocket.
From the opening of the season in May to its close,
October Ist, the catches of trout, land-locked salmon,
and togue in Moosehead Lake are said to exceed those
in any other body of water in America.

Off the beaten path! Here it is-Spencer Bay Camps,
the vacation spot of your dreams. Ideal for family groups.
Fishing , boating, bathing, and hiking along wooded trails.
If a homey atmosphere , modernized log cabins, an excellent
table and superb scenery appeal to you, why not join the
happy family of guests that va cation here yearly. No flies
or insects. Hay fever unknown.

Fishing season May I to Sept 30
Excellent fly fishing in June, July and Sept.
Parties met by appointment at Greenville or Rockwood .
Free boat transportation for all parties staying one week or
longer. Telephone Greenville six ring four. Early reservations advised. Write for new booklet, with rates.
Christian Cl ientele
Amory M. Houghton , Jr.

J

I

Box 373 , Greenville, Maine

MARR'S INDIAN POND CAMPS

l

E. tabllshed 1 94

A port man' Parndi e
Deep In the big ~Iaine woods
where deer may he seen trom
the doorstep and trout and salmon are caught daily. Large
comfortable cabins f a c I n g
quaw Mountain across Indian
Pond, the headwaters or the
Kennehec.
Food ot the best.
W . _. BRADFORD, . Igr.

Continued on p age 106
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0

Part of Your Vacation ....

The Charm and Beauty of Lakes, Mountains and Wooded Slopes Still in Their Primeval Glory
With golf, tennis, fishing, bathing, hiking and boating right at hand

You'll Remember the Food for Its Excellence
Log cabins with bath rooms and hot and cold
water, accommodating two or more guests are

~~~;;;~flai;:~::n tt!~\:o:f:::~::::ot~~
Themotorist w~\,:~~d tc:1°:; ~;:; roads leading

•tt
SQUAW
~,._Fi MOUNTAIN
.,,

.,;,,

SEASON MAY TO OCTOBER
·
SPECIAL SPRING AND FALL RATES
-~
For full information write PHILIP SHERIDAN , Manager

I

Jn wri ti ng to lHh t•rti...(•r.,, plen..,e mention " '1uine J1n ·ites Yoo"
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IN MAINE
Centre of Moosehead Lake Region
Address : WALTER H. MAYNARD , Proprietor,
Rockwood , Maine

You

They're on the Famous :\loo e Riv-er, 3 milrs from :\It. Kineo. Salmon up to 10 lbs. Trout up
to 5 lb . Bath in every camp, electric lights, 'immons beds, good too<I, spring wnter, fr('sh
regetables nnd our own milk nnd cr<'nm. :\Iain dining-room, loung<>, open tire, liiJrary, rndio,
motion pictures, games, etc. By uuto, leave Q11elJ1>c Highway at Jnckmun, taking Route l!l:i, or tuke
State Roud from Greenville to Rockwood, 20 miles to camp. By train, Bangor e• Aroostook Railroad to Greenville Jct., thence by nuto to our cump. Folclcr s<>nt on request. Hates $-LOO to
$6.00 per day. American Plan. T!lephone: Rockwood 26. E TABLlSIIED 1919.

PACKARD'S CAMPS

BILL EARLEY'S CAMPS

ON SEBEC LAKE

ON SEBEC LAKE

23 log cabins and cottages with bathrooms and hot and
cold w et accommodating two or more guests available.
You can live in a cabin and take meals at the central dining room. An ideal place for families to spend the summer.
Steaks, chops and fish broiled over a charcoal broiler. Post
office and telephone in main comp.

:

SALMON FISHING-On Sebec Lake in May, June and
September is positively good.
EX PERI EN CED GU IDES
WHO KNOW WHERE TO GO.
FLY FISHING-For Black Bass during June is excellent.
SUMMER FISHING-On Sebec Lake for Black Bass, Perch,
Pickerel and large Smelts is at its best in the months of
July and August.
TROUT FISHING-ls to be had in nearby ponds and lakes.

One of the best salmon and bass lakes in Maine. Excellent
fly fishing in !.lay, June and September . • earby trout ponds,
streams and broo . Good hunting In the Fall.
Main house with central dining room, 14 camps with open
fires, running water.
Hiking, Tennis, "'wimmin,:;-, Boat and Canoe
Reasonable rates
Booklet
Also three large housekeeping cottages near Sebec Lake to

Rotes from $21.00 to $28.00 per week, including meals and
cab:n. This is a Christian camp.
Booklet on Request

Burton N. Packard

Sebec Lake, Maine

Telegraph address: Sebec Lake, Maine in Piscataquis County

BILL EARLEY

DOVER-FOXCROFT and SEBEC LAKE
On the ~[oo~ehea<I Trail. (Haltwny betwe<>n Bangor and :\loo eh<>ad
Lake 1. In the :\laine woods and lakes district. '.\'!'arby to the vir•
gin tore ts. .'nlmon, bnss ancl white perch fishing, brook trout
strenms. Boating, bathing, hiking, goltlng, mountain climbing.
Comfortable hotels, oycrnite camp , tourist Inn., camping grvunds.
A Publicity Burenu to direct the tour! t

RELIEF FROM HAY FEVER

1

BIG HOUSTON CA1'IPS

KAT HDIN mo:x WORI{
·oted for th ir ~ood food and unsurpassed trout ftshing.
Located in a rejt"1on of unusual !lcenic beauty. Log cabins
with open fires.
uto road to Katahdin Iron \Vork , Iain .
(P. 0. Box 100)
·w. L. AUNOLD
Tel. Brownville 5-13
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rent by the month or season
R. F. D. No. 3, GUILFORD, MAINE

, pie

Maine is rapidly becoming known as a mecca for those
suffering from hay fever.
Broadly speaking, places in the forested regions offer great
relief and in many cases entire immunity is had, particularly
in northern Oxford County and in the Rangeley region and
the wooded country around Moosehead Lake. Probably anywhere up in the "Big Woods," region of Maine where grasses
and pollen bearing weeds are not found can be confidently
recommended.
Along the coast where the growth is principally coniferous,
Monhegan Island, Newagen, Squirrel Island, Mount Desert
Island, Petit Manan and Eastport are recommended.
e m ntion ":\Iain

Invlt

You"

i
l

cOreaine Invites You

-

~~ROOSTOOK FLYER

~r-HUUTlnfi •FISHtnli (911/VH[HTIDU THIP,h,

n•RTHEAn

mAlnE

Enjoy the maximum of
speed, safety and comfort
at a minimum of expense

A complete
convenient
luxurious service

Spotless Kitchen
Where Delicious
Menus Are Prepared

I

FAS1, DAY SERVICE
between

BOSTON and VAN BUREN
in connection with

THE STREAMLINED FL YING YAN KEE
Consult your nearest agent for information concerning
this most convenient service
Send I Sc in stamps for our booklet "In The Maine Woods"
Address J. Fred Smith , Bangor and Aroostook Railroad , Dept. W , Bangor, Maine
In \\Titini:- to advertiser&, please mention "Maine Invites You"
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CLIMB
MOUNT KATAHDIN
(In the Baxter State Park)
"The Most Wildly Picturesque Mountain East
of the Rockies"
VIA MILLINOCKET-SHORTEST ROUTE
New Auto Road Takes You Close to the
Mountains
FISHERMEN! Come here for record-smashing
Trout, Salmon, and Togue.
HUNTERS! Shoot a bear, deer, or bobcat.
Partridge plentiful.
CAMPERS! Here you will find beautiful lakes
and streams in the forest beside which you
can pitch your tent. Wild life abounds.
Trout brooks close by. Let us help you plan
a vacation in this scenic paradise.
Write today for a new booklet with 27 views
and guide map of this unspoiled bit
of Maine wonderland

MILLINOCKET

·

MAINE

Address Frank H. Speed, Chamber of Commerce
,ve claim to have the be&t Fly Fishing for Trout in

lnine at

HUNTING and FISHING

CAMP PHOENIX
CIUS.

ON

K LAKE
l\llLLINO I ET,

At th• north IJ11s1• of K utuhdi11.
miles otr auto road, hy snddl<'
hor ·e. 16 diffl,rent pond!. te1•111inl{ with trout. It is easy to cutch
your daily limit. .\sk for lJooklet.

lAll E

DOVER-FOXCROFT, the shire town of Piscataquis
County, on the Moosehead Trail, halfway between Bangor and Moosehead Lake. An enterprising community
with woolen mills, attractive homes, public gardens, elm
shaded streets. Beautiful SEBEC LAKE lies within the
town, a body of water 13 miles long, one of the original
homes of the landlocked salmon. It affords, not only good
salmon fishing, but also bass and perch fishing. Fine
bathing beaches, rugged mountains, lovely scenery.
Wonderful hunting in season. The Town Club, a woman's
organization, maintains a publicity bureau. Call when
you visit Dover-Foxcroft.

I

.

DEXTER on the Moosehead route from Newport Junction to Greenville is a convenient stopping off place for
a meal or overnight. Lake Wassookeag close to the town
Pag e 106
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W. F. TRACY

STACYVILLE, ME.

offers bass, perch and trout fishing. Cottages and overnight cabins available by the night or season. The Chamber of Commerce maintains an information bureau.
TO LIST the fishing waters in the north Maine woods
country would mean an endless catalogue. There are
numerous lakes and streams, dozens of fine basins famous
for fishing, and farther north in western and northern
Aroostook County are waters that have come rapidly
into prominence. All these waters offer exceptionally
fine sport and the salmon and trout taken from these
waters are unsurpassed for size and gaminess.
At MILLI NOCKET is a new gateway for climbing
Mount Katahdin, opened in 1934 from Millinocket continuing on from Millinocket Lake past Togue Ponds where
('011 I 111t1crl

mention "::'\Jaine Invit

You"

rm 11ag ' 10
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POINT OF PINE CAMPS

AND BE A BOY AGAIN
Spend a glorious vacation at Camp Roosevelt
in fa m o u s Aroostook
County. Here the Maine
Woods call you to
Pleasant Lake to wet a
line for scrappy small
mouth bass and to hike
along old deserted trails
to Mattawamkeag Lake
where Theodore Roosevelt camped and fishe d .
Enjoy de l icious l y
cooked and abundant
food, perfect relaxation
and comfort by the
shores of a crystal clear,
five m ile lake almost
surrounded by unsp oiled
forest.
Swim and canoe, sail a
boat and run t h e outboard motors. T h rill to
the song of the reel on the tackle. Play tennis, climb
1t. Chase and behold a wilderness of lakes a nd woods
strPtching fol' huncl reds of miles. Bring the fami ly
and have the time of your life.

AT CAMP ROOSEVELT
W rite for Booklet

Island Falls, Maine

Only camp on Upper Shin Lake, away from traffic, 1300 ft.
elevation. Trout and salmon fishing, boating, hiking , recreation cabin. Cabins with bath. Best of food, fresh vegetables, fruits, milk and cream.

NO HAY FEVER
Congenial clientele. Good auto roads to lake , two miles by
motorboat to camp. Rates $25.00-$28.00 per wk.

G. F. ROOT

PATTEN, MAINE

KIDNEY POND CAMPS

CAMP WAPITI

IN THE MOUNT KATAHDIN REGION

PATTEN , MAINE

Camps are at the begin ning of " Hunt Trail," the
easiest ascent to the top of Kata hd in
Fly fishing for trout and sal mon in 20 nearby lakes
and streams throughou t the season
Laura P. Bradeen, Proprietress

Millinoc~cet, Maine

Where the Road Ends and the

Blazed Trail Beg ins

A vacation retreat in the "wilds of l\Iaine" located on Lake
\Vapiti, 12 miles from Patten, over good auto highway.
Comfortable log cabins; central dining camp; excellent meals;
Juke well stocked with trout and salmon; mountain climbing;
hiking and riding to our outlying camps in some of the most
primitive country in Maine. Send for new illustrated booklet
and map. Address

Nearby mount'lins nre Double Top o. J. I. nod Roosevelt
gasy trails for hikinp: with beautiful vistas

S. G. Morehouse , Camp Wapiti , Patten , Maine

FRASER'S INLET CAMPS

A log cabin camp in the north woods. Best of home cooked food. All

MOOSE CAMPS
IN AROOSTOOK COUNTY
Excelle nt
, A L fON F I HING
:\Iost ·ortht>rn Camps in
tht> United States
Q AR E L AKE,
Gue rette, l\laine
Lo11; Cnhins hav private
baths. nre well ventilatC'd. Xpring- water, frC'sh
vej!"Pt:thh•s, fruit, cream
and 111PIIIS.
'fl'l<'phone
Daily ::11ai1
,' end for booklet

1

F or

~t.e;kr~

0

~ ,J~ation

cabins fncing lake, comfortably furnished, good beds, modern plumbing. Excellent spring salmon and trout fishing; one of best lakes
for summer fishing in Fish River Chain. Ideal spot for summer
vacntionist. Boating, swimming, biking. Best of bunting, deer, bear
aud bird . Rea onable rates. Telephone, mail service.
"It u:ould be a plea~ure to sen.a our booklet on request"

C. W. D E :N E R

QUI.l\IBY,

IAINE

EAGLE LAKE,
l\lA.INE
For Sn lmon and Trout Fishing. On Eagle Luke, one of the famous
Fish River chnin that ·tretches from
entrnl Xorthern .Maine,
almost to the Canadian border. A group of 1 cabins heated and
well v ntilated. Running water and electric lights in every cabin;
ov r half have private baths. Easily renched. For particulars
n<ldrl'ss inquiries to
l\ffi . A L :\IICHAUD, )IA.NA GER

EAGLE LAKE CAMPS

In writin g to a d vertisers, please ment ion "::\Iaine l nl"ites You"
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a branch road leads to Windy Pitch, the main line running in sight of Kidney Pond, crossing Katahdin Stream
and continuing through the Katahdin country, following
the waters of the West Branch in sight of the mountain
and joining the older highway from Greenville via Ripogenus Dam to Sourdnahunk Stream, so that the circuit
trip can now be made.

COPLEY SQUARE, BOSTON
A visit to the Copley-Plaza is always an event. For there are
few hotels that can offer the charm of age with the luxury
of modern appointments.
At the Copley-Plaza you are aware of the linking of two
generations. Here you will find the perfection of detail that
you associate with the finest contemporary hotels. But you
will also sense the traditions of a quarter of a century, the
atmosphere of dignity and graciousness.
And you will
understand why to people all over the world the CopleyPlaza has long been a symbol of Boston at its best.

•
Spacious rooms, with bath, as low as $4.00
Illustrated

folder

on

request

•
~

COPLEY-PLAZA
BOSTON
ARTHUR L. RACE, Managing Director
Page 108
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MT. KATAHDIN' (from the Indian Ktaadn, the preeminent) is the monarch of Maine mountains. Thrusting its
spruce clad slopes and rocky summit a mile into the
clouds, this giant of the East is the first spot in the United
States to greet the morning sun. While nearly a thousand climbers yearly gaze upon the 200 lakes visible from
Katahdin's top "like fragments of a broken mirror scattered over a green plush carpet," thousands of others
are content to fish and hunt, camp and tramp within the
shadow of this mighty mountain whose praises have been
sung by men of letters for generations. Ten miles on the
base and 5,672 feet in height, Katahdin, the sentinel of
Maine, is the eastern rim of the Penobscot West Branch
and Sourdnahunk River basins.
The summit of Katahdin, through the generosity of
former Governor Percival P. Baxter, has been set aside
and designated as Baxter State Park in which no hunting
or camping is allowed, to preserve forever its natural
beauty and as a game and bird sanctuary.
ISLAND FALLS AND PATTEN are gateways to many
famous fishing lakes and streams. Pleasant Lake and
Mattawamkeag Lake near Island Falls offer remarkably
good fishing for salmon in the spring months and from
June first throughout the summer the bass fishing is unsurpassed with large pickerel and white perch in abundance. There are splendid waters reached from Patten
and among the hundreds of northern lakes in Maine,
none offer finer salmon fishing than do St. Froid Lake
reached from Quimby, Square Lake reached from
Guerette and Eagle Lake on the main line, and many
others in the wilderness section of Northern Aroostook
County and nowhere do the fish ru:, larger. One of the
big advantages of these cold north-Maine waters is,
that there is good fly-fishing practically throughout the
summer.

In writing to udn•rth,er,, J)leu .. e mention ":\lnin
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Building a home in Maine 95
Dream House .......... 95

Appalachian Trail . . 26
Bridle Trails . . . . . . . 22

-

You

~aine Invites
GENERAL INDEX -

Log of the Wldeawakes . . 4
Mountain Climbing ..... 76

Salt Water Fishing ..... 25
Temnerature ............ 18

What to Wear
Winter Sports

18
96

Where To Stay and What It Costs
A Places marked (A) have American Plan.
E Places marked (J<J) have European Plan.
B Booklet seut by proprietor on request.
• Places mark!'d • are open the year round.
The information and rates lrnve been obtnined from reliable sources, but due
to the necessity of procuring this information in advance of the season may be
found inaccurate in detail. The }!nine Publicity Bureau therefore cannot assume responsibility for its correctness.

ame of House

I

Proprietor
or Manager

I

Rate per
Day

Rate per
Week

I~
;:

AUGUSTA
Chamber of Commerce, Mrs. Marjorie H. Walker, Secretary . . . . . . . . . .
Augusta House EB* .......... F. C. Gates . . . .
$2.50 and up

. s· i1:sci a~d ~-p· 8896

BAILEY'S ISLAND
Driftwood AB ..... . ........ . . Harry E. Conrad . . . . . $3.50 to 4.50
Ocean View Hotel AB .. . .. . ... Mrs. J. C. R01.:hner.
3.50 -4.00

$18.00 to 25.00 37
20.00-25.00
38

BALD MOUNTAIN
Bald Mt. Camps AB . .. ...... .Samuel Eastwood .. . .. $5.00-7.00

35.00 to 45.00

83

BANGOR
Bangor & Aroostook R. R. - Graham Building . .. ........ .. ...... . . . .. . .... . ... . .. . .. 105
Bangor House EB* ... . . .... .. H. W. Chapman ... . .. 1.5o-6.00
9.45-37.80
55
Penobscot Exchange Hotel E . . Reginald E. Cratty ..... 2.00-2.50
14.00-17.50
55
BAR HARBOR (MOU T DESERT)
Belmont Hotel AB .... . ...... Robert T. Bateman .. $5.00-8.00
$35.00-50.00
Malvern Hotel AB .. . .. . ...... C. A. Westcott ... ... .. 10.00-14.00
70.00 to 84.00
St. Sauveur Hotel AB ......... G. F. Alley . . . . . .. .. . . 6.00-8.00
42.00-56.00
Chamber of Commerce - General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

62
62
63
61

BAY VIEW
Bay View House AB .. . . . . . . . . S. A. Staples .......... $5.00 to 7.00

17

$30.00 to 42.00

BELGRADE LAKES REGIO
For Resorts in this region refer to the following caption lines.
Ncw Sharon
Readfield
Belgrade
North Belgrade
Winthrop
Maranacook
Oakland
Mount Vernon
92
93
93
92
92

BETHEL
Bethel Inn AB* ............. S.

$42.00-126.00

74
17

BIDDEFORD POOL
Ocean View House AB
..... Mrs. H. D. Evans .

$4.00 to 6.00

$28.00 to 42.00

THE BIRCHES
The Birches AB .......... 0. R. Fahey .. .

$5.00-6.00

$35.00 to 42.00 101

BOOTHBAY HARBOR REG IO
For Resorts in this rettion refer to the following caption lines.
Boothbay Harbor
Newagen
Squirrel Island
Christmas Cove
Ocean Point
Monhegan Island
Southport
BOOTHBAY HARBOR
Chamber of Commerce - Information on Boothbay Harbor Region .
Hotel Fullerton AB ........... James Calvert . . ... $4.00 to 6.00
The Green Shutters AB ...... Mrs. 1. A. Clayton . . 3.50 to 4.00
Oake Grove Hotel AB ......... Mrs. H. C. Rerd ..... 4.50 to 6.00
Spruce Point Inn AB . . . . . . .. W. E. Holland . . • . 4.00-8.00
The Sprucewold AB
P. T. ickerson . . . . 4.00- 5.00

. . . . . . . . . 40
$30.00 to 40.00 41
20.00 to 30.00 42
30.00-45.00
41
24.50-49.00
42
31.50-35.00
41

BO TO , MAS ACH ETTS
ihe
Copley Plaza
Arthur A. Race, Mgr. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 108
06ton & Mame, Mame Central R. R. North Station . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 68
E* .

.

Proprietor
or Manager

Rate per
Day

Rate per
Week

I

BRIDGTON
Housekeeping Cottages .. . . . . Frank M. Stone . . . . . . . .. . .. . . .. .. . .. .. . .. . . . . . . . . . .. .
Big Pine Camp AB ........... H. L. Smith . . . .
$3.50
$21.00
Christmas Tree Inn and
Highland Lodge AB ... . ..... Emma .Kanaly .. .. . .. . 3.00 to 7.50
21.00 to 50.00
Pioneer Inn & Camps AB ... . .. L. I. Pike ... . .. . .. . .. 4.00-6.00
24.50-31.50
Chamber of Commerce - General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

71
70
70

BROOKLIN
Mountain Ash Inn & CottagesAB L. H. Poe ....... . .... $5.00-7 .00

$25.D0-40.00

54

$15.00

54

$21.00
17.50

None

37
38
33

$22.50-32.00

91

$42.00

46
54

$24.50-35.00
24.50

78
78

BROOKSVILLE
Palmer House AB . . . . ........ Washington Palmer

$3.00

BRUNSWICK
Arcadia Inn & Cottages AB . . . R. F. Himmelein .
$3.50
Bayside Lodge AB ..... . ...... B. M. Johnson. . . .. . . .
3.00
Hotel Eagle EB* ..... . ... .. .. R. A. Joslin .... . ...... 1.50-3.50
BURNHAM
Royal Pine Camps AB

. ... ... . J.E.

Hersom . . .

. $3.50-5.00

CAMDEN
Whitehall Inn AB . ... .. ...... R. B. Wilson .... . ..... $6.00
Town of Camden - General Information ..... . ....... . ........ . .. . . . .
CANTON
Green Acres Inn AB . ....... . .L. E. Poland ....... , . $4.00-5.50
Pinewood Camps AB .. . ....... H. F. Richardson . . .
4.00
CAPE COTTAGE
Cape Cottage Hotel AB
Rockhill Inn AB . . . . . .

.. . . . .. H.

B. Lowell . . . . . . . . .
$4.00
H. L. Altenburg ... 3.50 to 5.00

. ...... l\L

A. Ryder . . . . . . . . . .

71
71

$25.00
22.50 to 35.00

24
25

$18.00 to 25.00

17

CAPE ROSIER
Cedar Cottage AB ......... . .. Capt. Ferdinand Clifford $2.50
Hiram Blake's Camps AB
... Capt. Hiram Blake . . . 2.50-3.00
Undercliff AB ..... . . . . . . . . . . Capt. Van Buren Black
2.50

$15.00-16.00
16.00-18.00
16.00

52
52
52

CARATUNK
Pierce Pond Camps AB

Ralph Sterling ..... . .. $4.00-5.00

$25.50-31.50

97

CASCO
Archer Camps ..... . .... . .... Mrs. Jessie H. Archer ..
Overlook Farm & Camps AB* . Mrs. C. A. Walker
$3.50
Songowood AB .
.Jacob Henfo;er
6.00-8.00

$18.00
20.00
42.00-50.00

67
67
67

CAPE PORPOISE
Langsford House AB . .

BELGRADE
Belgrade Lakes Camps AB . . R. E. Boomer . . . . . . $4.00
$28.00
Crystal Spring Camps AB . .R. W. Clough . . . . . . . . 4.50 to 6.00
28.00 to 30.00
Hillside Camp Club AB . . . . . G. A. Reuter .......... 4.00-6.00
28.00-42.00
Messalonskee Beach Camps AB A. R. Clifford ... . .... . 3.00 to 4.50
17.50 to 31.50
Watson Pond Log Cabins E •. Leon Wat.~on . . . . . . . . .
HotUekeeping Cottage&
. Blackwood . ..... $6.00-12.00

Name of House

. Mrs.

$3.00

CASCO BAY REGION
For Resorts in this region refer to the following caption lines.
Baileys Island
Harpswell Center
South Harpswell
Cape Elizabeth
Portland
Yarmouth
Chebeague Island
Sebasco Estates
Falmouth Foreside
CENTER LOVELL
Brown's Camps AB . .
. .Harold Severance . .... $6.00-7.00
Farrington's Camps AB . . . .
5.00-7.00
CHEBEAG E ISLAND
The ew Hillcrest AB ..... . .. C. W. Hamilton

$4.00

CHRISTMAS COVE
Holly Inn AB . . .. . . ....... Peter Schutt .......... $6.00 to 8.00
Russell House AB . . . . . . . . . . Mrs. R. H. Gam:ige . . 3.00-4.00

$36.Q0-45.00
35.Q0-49.00

73
72

$25.00

33

$35.00 to 56.00
21.00-23.00

44
44

DEER ISLE
Deer Isle - Stonington Publicity Committee - General Information ......•..... .

.. 55
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Rate per
Day

Proprietor
or Manager

Name of House

Rate per
Week

Denmark Inn and Camp for
Adults AB ....•. . . . . . . . . . . C. E. Cobb . ..

$21.00 to 35.00

69

DOVER- FOX CROFT
EAGLE LAKE
.•...... Mrs.=S.

... $3.25 to 4.50

Michaud

$22.00 to 32.00 107

Restland .. . .. . . .. .. . . .. .... . Dr. F.(J, Welch

Camp Roosevelt AB* ...... . . F. J. McAuliffe ........

AB ...... . F.

EAST SUM ER

Pleasant View Fanns AB* .

............ . ......... $21.00-35.00

P. Goodwin
- -- - -

. . L. J. Andrews

$5.00

64

$35.00

64

$21.00 to 25.00

77

ELLSWORTH
.. ............................... 5

FALMOUTH FORESIDE
... $5.00 to 9.00

$35.00 to 60.00

36

WEST FARMI GTON
. Mrs.

AB

A. Voter .....

$3.00

$18.00 to 19.00

79

THE FORKS

Big Jim Pond Camps AB
Big Houston Camps AB

$4.00

Marshall's Hotel AB ...•••.•..• F. L. Marshall

$28.00

Desert of Maine . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
The Maine Idyll . .. . . .. .. .. . . .. . .. .. . .. .
Overnight Camps

97
37
37

FRIE DSHIP

Maine Publicity Bureau - Branch Office ...

44

........... 72

-----

J. F. Conroy .

•.•..••...•

.... $4.00-6.00

$30.00 to 36.00 101

CTIO

.•......... Philip

Sheridan

... G. Fraser .....

$31.50-115.00

103

$4.00

$2 .00

107

$3.00

.Bill Early ...

AB .

$21.00

104

HAI ES LA DING
Mooselookmeguntic House

AB

. Mabel

Burns Thomas . $5.00-9.00

.••
••. .
.

Capt. Maurice L. Gray .
Capt. Hobart S. Blake
Capt. Albert Gray ..

HARPSWELL CE TER
Lookout Point House At;B
11rs. S. L. Ransom

$2.50
3.50
2.50

. . $3.00-4.00

Benj. Wax and Son ... ,$4.00 to 6.00

.

........... Edwartl

.•••••.•• A.

52
52
52

$20.00 to 26.00

3'

$25.00 to 35.00

69

L. Littlefield . . . . . . $4.50-6.00

$24.00-30.00

52

S. Higgins .•....... $4.50-5.00

$21.00 to 35.00

24

HIGGINS BEACH
Higgins Beach Inn

AB

• •• .•. .. E.

L.

S. Davey • . . . .

$5.00

elson ......... $3.5o-4.00
. . . . 3.00 to 4.50
... 5.00-6.00

AB
• . • • •• Herbert S. Gardner
• . . • • • • • • • • am Patterson

16
16
16

16
16

$35.00

72

$18.00-25.00
15.00 to 21.50
30.00 35.00

6
6
7

MILLBRIDGE

Petit Manan in ~1~. AB ........ W. G. Hall .. .. .. .. • ..

$5.00

$30.00

Chamber of Commerce - Frank H. Speed, Secretary ...........•........
Kidney Pond Camps AB • • • • ~!rs. Roy Bradeen . . . . $5.00
Camp Phoenix AB
. • • • • • • Chas. Daisey & Son
5.00
pruce Point Camp AB •.•••.. Webster Chester . . . . .
Sundial 11anor and Cottages AB T. B. De\1ariano ......

MOO ELOOKMEG

63

$4.00
4.00

. .. . .. . 106
$30.00
107
2 .00
106
$22.50
21.00

93
93

TIC
~label Burns Thomas .. $5.00 to 9.00

$35.00 to 60.00

MONHEGA

$21 .00-25.00
21.00-2 .00

For Resorts in U11s region refer to the following i-aption lin!'!I.
Greenville
Rockwood
Gre~nville Jct.
TarratinP.
W t Outlet

MO

T I

MO

VIEW

v,~w Hou"· & Camps Fred J. Burns

T DE. ERT ISL

Genna! Information .
• • . . . . • • .. E.

$2 .00 to 35.00
21.0'.)-35.00
20.00 to 25.00
25.00 to 35.00

MOO EHEAD L KE
$14.00- 16.00
19.00-23.00
16.00

HERRICK
Oakland House AB

Page 110

. . . .

Belvedere Inn AB
Maranacook Hotel
Tallwood Inn AB

\fountam
AB

15
15
15
15
14

FALLS

ew ~onhegan House AB •••• Elva Brackett .......• $3.5o-4.00
Island Inn AB
.•....•.. A. T.
unan .......... 4.00-5.00

$35.00- 60.00

HARBORSIDE
Baycrest AB
...•
Bayside Lodite AB •
Sunshine Cottages AB

HARRI 0
Harrison Hotel

LISBO

Mooselookmeguntic House AB

GUILFORD
Bill Early's Camps

$21.00 to 25.00 104

For Resorts in this region refer to the following caption lines.
Center Lovell
orth Fryeburg
Lovell
West Lovell

MT. VERNO

..... $5.00-9.00

GUERETTE
AB

$4.00

MILLI OCKET

$25.00-35.00

GREENVILLE
Spencer Bay Camps AB .•....•• Amory M. Houghton Jr. $5.00 to 6.00

Fraser's Inlet Camps

9

KEZAR LAKE REGIO

Conifer AB

$35.00 to 45.00

H. Mason .

GARDI ER

AB

9

EBU KPORT

MARANACOOK

FRYEBURG

GREENVILLE J

99
99
92

$25.00

$4.00

The Arlington EAB • .. • .. • .. J.B. Yates .... .
.$4.00-6.00
Glen Haven AB . . . . . . • . • . Marshall Ryder . ... . 4.00 to 6.00
4.00
The Green Heron EAB
•. ~!rs. W. Littlefield ... .
The Seaside House AB . . •• Adelaide W. Day .... . 4.00 to 6.00
Tbe Town of KennebCIIlkport - General Information .

LOVELL

For Resorts in this region refer to the following caption lines.
Bar Harbor
Seal Harbor
orthcast Harbor
Winter Harbor

Squaw Mt. Inn

107

Worumbo Manufacturing Co. - Oliver Moses, Treasurer

FRE CHMAN'S BAY AND MOUNT DESERT ISLAND

AB ...... . .. . .. C.

. . Grover C. Green

WORKS
. ...... W. L. Arnold

$42.00
The Atlantis AB . • • • . • .
. R. H. Bryant . . . . . . . . . $6.50 up
30.00
Bass Rock Hotel AB .•..••.•.. John R. Walsh . . . . . .
5.00
35.00-40.00
arrap;ansett-by-the-Sea AB • • G. J. Wentworth ... . . 5.00-7.00
28.00
up
The Webhannet .. .. .. ..... E. R. Clarke . . . .. .. . . . 4.00 up
Kennebunk Beach - General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . ...

FREEPORT

AB

$24.00

$3.50

Board of Trade ............. .James A. Smyth, President . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . .
Attean Camp$ AB. • • • . . . • • . . . R. E. Holden . . . . . . . . . $4.50
$2 .00
Heald Pond Camps AB ..• , ••.. Omer G. Ellis ......... 3.00 to 5.00
21.00 to 35.00
Henderson's Camps AB • . . .•• Mrs. E. A. Henderson . . 5.00 to 6.00
31.50-35.00
Lake Parlin House AB •••••.. ~- P. 1cKenney . . . . . . 4.50 to 5.50
28.00-35.00

KE

H. T. Gover

Gover Home AEr

Yornoc Lodge

It

KENNEBUNK BEACH
$4.00

General Information .

Mayflower Inn

Rate per
Week

JACKMAN

KATAHDIN IRO

North Sebago Lodge

Rate per
Day

JIM POND

EAST PARSONSFIELD
EAST SEBAGO

Proprietor
or Manager

SLAND FALLS
.. . ... $3.50 to 6.00

Town Club-General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 104
Eagle Lake Camps AB

I

Name of House

1£

DENMARK

Voter Hill Farm

You

il([aine Invites

$35.00-60.00

'D

. ...

MT. K T llDI
For R or

Grc nville

....... ,$5.00-9.00

in this r •p;ion r fer lo the following caption lin~.
Millinockl-t
Patt n

42
42

ctl([aine Invites
Name of House

I

Proprietor
or Mana~er

Rate per
Day

Rate per
Week

It

NAPLES
Chute Homestead AB
. . . James C. Chute ........ $5.00 to 7.00
Locust House AB • • . .
. .. Mrs. Norman L. Mann .
4.00
Proctor House AB . • . . . . . . . . . . C. W. Proctor . . . . . . .
3.50
Camp Wildmere .. . .......... Arthur Trott . . . . . . . . .
3.50

$32.50 to 45.00
17.50 to 20.00
24.00 to 42.00
20.00

69
69
69
64

NEWAGEN
Newagen Inn AB

$38.50-70.00

43

$25.00

71

.. J. Loring Brooks Jr . ... $6.00-10.50

•.....

NORTH BRIDGTON
The Arcade AB. . . . . . . .

.

. Mrs. Eva Whyte

$4.00

NORTHEAST HARBOR
General Information . . .............. .
NORTH FRYEBURG
Gilmore Camps AB . . . . .
NORTH RAYMO D
Noraco Inn AEB

. . Thomas

··········· 61
R. Gilmore .

$4.00-5.00

Rosalie Long . . . . . . . . . .

$5.00

NORTH TURNER
Bear Pond Inn and Camps AB . . Libby and Teague .....

$3.00

NORTH WINDHAM
Camp Aimhi AB • • . .

. . Norman

B. Hodgson

NORWAY
Lakeside Inn AB . . . . . . . . . . . . Kenneth Inslee .... .
Selectman's Office - General Information ......... .

$4.00 to 4.75
$3.50-5.50

$21.00-28.00
$25.00 to 35.00
$21.00

73
68
78

$25.00 to 35.00

64

$22.00-35.00

77
77

OAKLAND
$4.00
Alden Farm & Camps AB . .
Mrs. F. Alden ..
4.00
Bear Spring Camps AB • . . . B. G. Mosher ..
5.00
Cleme11t's Camps AB • . . . • . E. K. Davey .
5.00 up
Jamaica Point Camps AB . • .. D. M. Marshall
8.00
Lakeridge Manor AB . .
. .Anna B. Leikin ...... .
5.00
Maple Nook Camps AB . . . • . . Louise Immeln ....... .
Rocky Shore Camp AB . . .
. . H. C. Agrati ......... .
5.00
4.00
to 6.00
Sandy Beach Camps AB .
Harry E. Tozier ...... .

$21.00-25.00
24.00-27.00
32.00
28.00 up
45.00 to 50.00
32.00
27.50
28.00 to 35.00

92
94
94
94
94
94
92
94

OCEAN PARK
Ocean Park Hotel AEB

$21.00-28.00

17

. . . . . . . F.

OCEAN POI T
Atlantic House AB •.•.

H. Thurston . . . . .. $3.50-4.50

... Marian H. Wilcox ...... $4.00-5.00

$28.00-35.00

OG NQUIT
$28.00-56.00
The Aspinquid AB • • . . • . • . . • • L. E. Hall .
$4.50- .00
22.00 to 30.00
Chapman House AB
. Mrs. R. W. Chapman
4.00 to 5.00
30.00 to 56.00
Cliff House AB • . .
C. E. Weare . . .
5.00- .00
25.00 to 30.00
liip;h Rock Hotel AB
J.P. Littlefield
4.50
25.00 to 40.00
Hillcrest Inn AB
.
Geo. D. Weare
4.50 to 7.00
35.00-77.00
The Lookout AB . . • • . • • .
Harry L. Merrill
6.00- 12.00
21.00 to 25.00
Ocean View House All . • . . • A. E. Adams . . . . . . .
3.50
30.00 to 63.00
Hotel Ontio AB • • .
Kni,d1t & Mrrrill . . . . . 5.0(H0.00
25.00 up
The Riverside Hotel AB .
A. L. Staples . . . . . . . . .
4.50 up
30.00
The Sachem Colonial Inn ... Thomas West . . . . . . .
5.00
35.004.00
Sparhawk Hall AB
.. T. H. Murphy
. . . . 5.50-13.00
Ogunquit Publicity Bureau - General Information .................... . ..............

oouossoc

The Barker AB

B. & Ray A. Harnden . $5.00 to 8.00

.

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
Batchelder Hotel AB
Ivan C'. Batchelder
$3.50-4.50
3.00 to 4.00
Boyden Hok! All . • • . • •
\1~. John H. O' cil
The Brun:;wick Hot('! AB . • • John F. Hutchinson
6.00
3.50
The Goodall AB • • . • .
elson D. ~IcKenney .
Harmon Realty Co. - Real Esta((' .
Hotel Empire AD • • • •
••
• Milkr Bro.~. . . .
5.00 lo 7.00
Lafayette Hold AEB ...
.,' . GoodkowRky
4.50 to 7.00
Tbr Lookout All
•••
Mrs. G.D. Scars
3.00 to 5.00
Montrt'al Hous<· AB . .
R. I-I. Bryant
5.00 up
New Linwood Hott'! AB
Haigh & Haip;h
3.50- 5.00
o~ean Ilou:;r and Cottns:C'!! AB Lym:\D Abbott .
4.50 to .00
&>a Sidelfousr AEB * • .. .. .. Mrs. J. W. Anderson
3.00 to 3.50
Old Orchard Bcad1 Publicity Bureau - Grncral Information
..
OXFORD
Camp Ohuivo

AB

.. . . . . . . .

R. II.

orth ....

$3.75

42
13
13
13
13
11

11
13
13
13
13
11

12

$35.00 to 55.00

82

$21.00-30.00
21.00 to 25.00
40.00
20.00

23
23
21
20
23
23
23
23
21
20
21
20
19

28.00 to 42.00
28.00 to 42.00
20.00-25.00
31.50 up
22.00-30.00
25.00 to 56.00
1 .00-25.00

$25.00

77

-

You

Name of House

I

Proprietor
or Mana~er

__

Rate per

_;__

Day
_____

I?

Rate per

__;_

PATTEN
Point of Pines Camp AB . . . . . . G. F. Root . . . . . . . . . . . $4.00
Camp Wapiti AB ... . . . . . . . . . . S. G. Morehouse . .
4.00-5.00

Week
_____

,:

_;'--

$25.00-28.00
21.00-28.00

107
107

PENOBSCOT BAY AND RIVER REGION
For Resorts in this region refer t-0 the following caption lines.
Belfast
Camden
Rockland
Brooklin
Herricks
Brooksville
Cape Rosier
Harborside
South Brooksville
West Brooksville
PLEASANT ISLAND
Pleasant Island Lodge AB . . . . . W. U. Toothaker

. $4.00-6.50

$28.D0-42.00

82

POLAND
Summit Springs Hot~l

. $9.00 to 14.00

$56.00 to 84.00

74

POLAND SPRING (P. 0. So. Poland )
Mansion House AB . . . . . . . . . . . H. G. Philbrook ....... $7.00 to 12.00
$49.00 to 84.00
Poland Spring House AB . . . . . H. G. Philbrook . . . . . . 7.00-12.00 49.00 to 84.00

74
74

AB . . .

Nathan Baum ..

PORTLAND
Thomas P. Beals Furniture Co. - Furniture Manufacturers . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 32
Burnham Morrill Company - Canned Maine Food Products . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 34
Casco Bay Lines ............. Boat Trips . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32
Columbia Hotel AEB* •.•...•.. Guy Butler . . . . . . . . . . . . $1.50-5.00
..... 32
Falmouth Hotel ............. R. I. Peterson ........
2.00 up
$10.50 up
32
Gateway Inn ................. Restaurant . . . .
...... .. ... ..... .. ...... ... .
33
Graymore Hotel ............. G. V. Seemayer . . . . . . 1.50 and 2.00
32
Lafayette Hotel E* • . . . . . . . . . . J.C. Maher . . . . . . . . 2.50 to 6.00
31
1.aine Publicity Bureau - General Information . . . . . .
29
The Pilgrim Apartments E .... Carroll B. Rich ........ i.50-:2.00 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
32
Town Motor Tours - Motor Tours . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
33
Ye Longfellow Inn AEB .•.•... H. H. Pease . . . . . . . . . . .
~i; .. .. ... ....
33
The Miles Standish E ......... Dewer Rich Co. . . . . . .
3.00
1s:cio
32
The Eastland E . . . .
. ...... Henry P. Rines . . . . . . .
See ad/or Rates
35

4:oo

PROUTS NECK
The Checkley AB •...
The Willows AB .
QUIMBY
Moose Camps

AB

------

....... Mary H. Foss ....... $5.0Q-9.00
. Mrs. H. C. Larrabee .... 5.0J-7.00
.. C. W. Denner ..

$40.00-60.00
35.00-40.00

3.00

18.00

24
24
107

RANGELEY LAKES
Hunter Cove Camps AB . . . . . . . R. E. Haley . . . . . . . . . . $5.00
$35.00
83
Mingo Springs AB . . . . . . . ... J.B. Cottrell . . .
5.00-7.50
35.D0-49.00
85
Moon Tide Spring Camps AEB • Vera A. Burr . . . . . . . .
4.00
25.00
82
Moosclookmeguntic House AB . Mabel Burns Thomas .. 5.00 to 9.00
35.00 to 60.00 82
orth Camps AB . . . . . . . . . . A. E. Hernborg . . .. 4.00 to 5.00
28.00 to 35.00 85
Pickford's Camps & Lodge A .. H. A. Look . . . . . . . . . . 5.00 to .OJ
35.00 to 55.00 82
Rangeley Lake Hotel AB ...... C. B. Day ..
6.00-10.00
40.00-70.00
81
Rangeley Manor ............ Jos. McLafferty
Trailer and Orernight Camps
82
Russell's Motor Camps . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Orernight Camps
85
Saddleback Lake Camps AB . . M. Robbins . . ........ 4.00-5.00
28.00 to 35.00 85
Sagamore Lodge AB . . . . . . . Herrick & Perry ....... 4.00 to 5.50
26.50 to 37.50 85
Salm.on Lodge Camps EB . . . . . . Annie D. Bock . . . . . .
1.00
82
Rangeley Lakes Publicity Association - General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .80
Terry Walter Camps AB . • • . . Terry Walrer . . . . . . . 4.00 to 6.00
24.50 to 33.00 85
RANGELEY RECIO
For Resorts in this region refer to the following caption lines.
Mountain View
Rangeley
Bald Mountain
Oquossoc
Saddleback
Haines Landing
Pleasant Island
Upper Dam
Mooselookmeguntic
RAYMOND
Crockett House AB . • . .
. Mrs. F. R. Crockett . . .
13.00
Echo L dge AB . . .
• . • • . . Mrs. F. H. Plummer . . 3.00 to 3.50
Camp Kokatosi .............. Ruth G. Day .. . .. . ..
3.25
Lloy Homesread AB* .•••.•.• D. H. Lloy . _ . . . . 2.50 to 3.00
Northern Pines AB . . . . . . . . A. B. ~ies .......... .
Pine Grove Camp AB . . . . . . . . . J .I. Hayden . .. . .... .
Wind-in Pines . . . . ....... Mrs. Harold N. Burnham

$17.50-21.00
16.00-18.00
22.75
16.00-20.00
20.00-30.00
20.00

65
65
65
65
65
65
65

READFIELD
Kamp Peacock All

$25.00 to 35.00

91

....... E. E. Peacock . ...... .

RICHMO D
General Information ............................... .

$6.00

33
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You

cOreaine Invites
Name of House

j

Proprietor
or Manager

Rate per
Day

T

Rate pe,
Week

It:I

$1.00

$25.00

106

U.5!l

$2 .00

101

!\-trs. Leon Leighton ... $4 .50-6.00

$25.00 -40.00

46

J.M. Harris

$27.50 to 32.00

97

$25.00 to 35.00

82

I

Name of House

Rate per
Week

I

Proprieto~te per
or Manager
Day

------------ROCKLAND

Chamber of Commerce - Lenore W. Benner, Sec.
SamOsetHotel AB
.. S. w. Scott .
. . ..... sil:oo ~p

....... i3s:oo ~p ....

STACYVILLE
46
46

Ru~sell Pond Camp........... Wm. F. Tracy

TARRATI E
India Pond Camps AB .

ROCKWOOD

!\-faynard's Camps

RO

.. W.R. Maynard .. .... S4.00- 6.00

AB .

D MO

104

S5.00

$2 .00

~5

Sl.50 up
3.50 up

$10.50 up
24.50

79
7

D. 0. Blackwell .

AB

SACO

Overnight Accom111Qdation,, Shore Dinners

The Cascade Lodge ... . . . ... .
Camp Albans AB

. .......... Elva

Parker . . . . . . . . .

$3.00

$20.00

Overnight accommodation&

Danish Vill:1ge

PTON
Lake House

97

WALDOBORO

. ... Joseph

..

R. Knight

. $4.25 to 5.00

SEAL HARBOR

Seaside Inn AB . .• . ••.•..• . •. J. D. Clement .. . . .. .. S5.00-9.00
General Information . . ... .

SEARSPORT
College Club Inn AEB

. G.D. Pettee .. .

.••

SEBAGO LAKE

S5.00

• . •.•.

$25.00-30.00

73

MacKenzie ..... $5.00-7.00

$37.00-49.00

100

WET LOVELL
Catherine and Bill Vinton's AB Bill Vinton . . . . • . . . .

$30.00

46

WET OUTLET
We<·t Outlet Camps AB

$2.00
2.50

G. H. Bass - ~foccasin ~fanufacturrr ........•............. . ........... , ....•. .. .. 79

WINTER HARBOR

Dolphin Inn AEB

Mrs. J. W. Merritt .... S3.50-5.00
R. D. Cushman ..... 3.50-5.50

$25.00-35.00
20.0037.50

3
39

B.

$20.00-28.00

104

S3.50

. Packard

. ... Mrs.

..

.... . S3.50 4.00

M. D. Chatto .... .
Gray
.... .
.. .

• • • • • • •• Capt. Thurman L.
• • . • • ••• Morris H. Chatto
..• Luther F. Herrick

SO TH CASCO

fa;is Lod~e AB
Thomas HousP AB

••••• Kay S.
•••••• Mrs. J.

SOUTH HARPSWELL
AB

Bay View House AB . • • •
Pleasant View House

•.

Thayer ....
W. Watkins

S3.00
2.50
3.50
3.00
S5.00 to .00
3.00 -4.00

$18.00 -20.00
16.00- 1 .00
19.00- 21.00
18.00-21.00

52
52
52
52

$32.50 to 52.00
20.00-25.00

67
67

L. H. !\-lerrow

S3.00

$1 .00 to 22.CO

3

• Beatrice Kant
.. Mrs. F. H. Baker

$3.00
2.50

$1 .00- 20.00
16.00- 1 .00

42
42

••••

SOUTHPORT

97

Overnight Campa

SOUTH BROOKSVILLE

SO THWEST HARBOR
General Inform:1tion

• • Agnes

Marion Caverly .S3.00 to 6.00

$18.00 to 40.00

63

WISCASSET

Town of Wiscas~et- General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ . .....•.. . ...... . •.. . . 38
Drinkwater Inn B • • • • • • • • ~1rs. G. R. Bucknam .·.
Homewood & Cottage· AB • • • B. P. Lyman . . . . . . . . .

$4.00
5.00

$21.00 to 30.00
30.00 up

36
36

Q IRREL I LAND

.George Yates .

$5.00 to 6.00

$25.00 to 35.00

Chaml.n of Commerce - General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . ...... .
The Ha 'tings-Lyman a .....•. E. A. Kenn dy
....
$4.00
i25.00 to 35.00
9
The Worthen AEB ..... • .
. ~trs. G. W. Hassan . . . .
3.50
19.00
9
Ocean Hou c AEB ••••.•••••• P. B. Camp .... . ...• 5.00 to 10.00
27.50 to 60.00
9
Young's Hotel AB
•••• J. F. Young . . . . . . . . . 5.00-6.00
25.00 up
9

YORK HARBOR

Thr Emerson
..•... Gilman L. Moulton .. . $6.00 up
The ~1arshall Houl!e ......... Gilman L. Moulton .. . 7.00 up
7.00 to 12.00
Harmon Hall ..........•.... !\-lrs. W. J. Simp~on
6.00
Hillcroft Inn . . ............ Mr . F. H. Smith .. . .
York;hire Inn . . . . .. . . . . . .. H .. l. Yarrell ..... . . 4.50 to 5.50
York Harbor Village Corp. - G,-neral Information .

MO

RE ORT

For Rr ·ort

in

$35.00 up
42.00 up
3,5.00 to 75.00
42.00
2. .00 to 35.00

6

6

7
7

the Mountains rrfcr to the followin~ caption linP.S:
orway
South Paris
Rangeley
Upton

61

The resorts adv rtl ed In this hook! t nro d e p ndahl a nd are recommended hy the . lain l'uhll cl ty Bur nu . You m u y d e p ncl on Ut Am tor

64

trimly flrst-cln s:;
rvk
at t'nlr pr! s.
\Vh n writing tho
who
advert!
In thl book, It wlll h a tnvor to u Ir you will say thnt you
have e n th Ir n clv . r t! m nt In " Tnln Invlt s You," puhll hed hy th
la!n o Puhll lty Rurf!n u . Ii:a c h n tlv rt! r Is a s ubsc rlhlng m emh r or
th
fain l'ubll c l t y Bur au n nd Int r e ted to g ive your r que t s p eci al

TH WI DH.AM

L. C. Andrrw Co. - Lumber & Supplies - Log Cabin Builder . . . . ..•
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$4.00-5.00

63
61

64

SKOWHEGAN

Squirrel Inn AB . .•

52
52

$35.00-54.00

$20.00- 22.00

Somerset Camps . . . . . . . . . . .

0

$12.00
16.00

The Hill-Top House AB . • •••• Ruth Perlcins . . . . . . . . .
ullSl't View Farm AB •• • .•••• W.R. Wentworth

• .•••.• Frark

79
79

YORK BEACH

SEBEC LAKE

Packard's Camps AB

Sea Gables Hotel

44
44

WELD
Weld Inn AB ••••••••••••• Mrs. Frrd Whitin .... $2.50- 3.00
$15.00-21.00
General Information . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...•. .

Y RMO TH

SEBASCO ESTATES
Rock Gardens Inn AB .. . .

Sl .O:J

77

WILTO

Mrs. M. E. Wood

AEB

Bay View House AB
Breezemere Farm AB
Gray's Inn AB . . •
Herrick House AEB*

Frances Quiner . . . . . . . .
$3.00
Oiernighl Camp.,

25

For Resorts in this re1,tion refer to the following caption lines.
orth Sebap:o
Scba~o Lake
orth Windham
South Casco
Raymond

Sebasco Lodge AB

AB ...•...•

$28.00 to 40.00

SEBAGO LAKE REGION

Sebago Lake House

... ..... .. $4.00-5.00

WEST BROOKSVILLE

SCARBORO BEACH

Atlantic House AB

... $4.50 to 5.00

.. . . . . ...• T. A. Durkee ........ S3.5D-4.50 ...... S21.00-2 .00

AB

Buttf'r Point Farm
~ioody's Cabins

27

S. Bradford . . . . . . . .

. C. E. Grant

Upper Dam House AB

SA FORD

SCARBORO

..

UPPER DAM

25

Goodall-Sanford Industries - Manufacturers Palm Beach Suits . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
19
Thayer-Diggery Co. - lea's Wear and Palm Beach Suits . .
. ............. 1

Bridgton
East Sebago
North Bridgton

TRO TDALE
Troutdale Camps AB

RUMFORD

Hotel Harris EB* . •........... A. C. Jackson .. .
Silver Lakes Camps AB . •.•..• E. B. Davis .. .

ST. ALBANS

.....• W.

THOMASTO

Hotel Knox AEB:

TAI

Round Mountain Camps

S2 .OQ-42.00

42

considerntlon .

"~ou )hn't Su:n 'Yluthin' ~d"
A SHORT, SHORT STORY
Reprinted by Permission of the New England Council
The old Yankee lobster fisherman rubbed his grizzled chin and surveyed with genial eyes the young couple before
"No," he repeated, "you ain't seen nuthin ' yet. That's the trouble with you folks."
The girl smiled. "Trouble?"
"Sure." The old man searched his pockets for his corncob , his gaze wandering off across the bay to the distant
line of fir-capped islands. He scratched his head thoughtfully.
"Ordinarily," he said finally, "I don't go handin' out advice that ain't asked for. But you people come way up
here to New England to have a good time."
"And we've certainly had it," commented the young man.
The fisherman nodded. "You been up through the mountains, you drove along the coast. You been swimmin
here in God Amighty's ocean, you been playin' golf, battin' tennis balls around a court, ridin' them fancy hosses
they got up at the hotel, breathin' this fine air, an' a-romancin'
around. Now you ' re goin' home-when all you seen and done
here is only the-wha' do them people down at the summer
playhouse call it?-the prologue.
Why, New England in
autumn"-he was warming to his subject-"there ain't nuthin'
like it nowhere!" He pointed his pipe-stem toward the undulating line of hills. "What's the color o' them hills?"
"Green."
"Sure they're green. But two or three weeks from now
th y're goin' to be red an' orange, yella, brown, green, blueall decked out like a peacock on a holiday. Yes sir! Them
colors is worth anybody's time! An' corn-fields full o' punkins,
orchards red with apples, cider right out o' the press, an' a
harvest moon hung up there like a big copper dipper! Why,
New England ain't ripe till after Labor Day!"
him.

The beauty of Maine truly "ripens" in autumn. The verdant countryside is transformed into a living pageant of color
as Jack Frost skillfully wields his paintbrush. The result is a
glowing tapestry, the crimson of the maples predominating,
then the more subdued tones of the oaks blending with the pastel shades of the silver maple.
Maine's northern hardwoods are particularly favored by Nature with the gift of color and the state's natural scenic
beauty is an ideal background for the annual autumnal show.
Days are crystal clear affording unparalleled views from mountain peaks. But frequently there is the autumn haze
so characteristic of Maine, a soft blue vapour on the horizon that dissipates as one approaches it, lending glamour to
the vista.
Motoring in Maine on autumn days affords unalloyed pleasure. Less traffic, glorious vistas of flaming hillsides , the
crisp, invigorating air of early morning mellowing into the warmth of Indian summer later in the day. Rich farmlands
lie fallow in the hues of harvest time. Autumn visitors find hotels and inns open well into November (many have
reduced rates after Labor Day) and every facility for the comfort of their guests.
Maine hunting is nationally famous and autumn fishing is increasing in popularity. With the coming of cooler
days, salmon and trout again haunt the suriace of the lakes, exhibiting a ravenous appetite for the angler's flies.
The healthful recreation of golf , horseback riding , mountain climbing, hiking and tennis is enhanced by the
invigorating air of autumn days. Then there are fairs , harvest suppers, field day trials-an endless variety of fun , frolic
and recreation. Good things to eat taste even better at this time of year. Nights are restfully cool-a Harvest moon
sails o'erhead and laughs at insomnia. Maine Invites You-in Autumn.
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Believe It
Or Not

We Journeyed to VIENNA,
to PARIS and to WALES,
To NORWAY and to DENMARK, by auto and by rails.
To EGYPT and to SMYRNA,
to CH I NA -o. n d PERU,
To SWEDEN -ond to POLAND,

explored them throu~h and
through. We tnweled Ot'\.
to NAPLES , to LISBON and
t o ROME, To ORES.OEN o.nd
to ATHENS and -there -feH
q.uite at home. We stopped

awhile at BELFAST, at CALAIS
and -at YORK, At ARGYLE and
at LIMERICK to hear the n atives talk.
We hied away to MILO,PALERMO and
1/._,,-;
MADRID, To COREA and to GILEAD, by
/~- "~
big green forests hid. To CORINTH and ~~~~
to BRISTOL,to STOCKHOLM and to LEEDS.,
To CARTHAGE and to CORNISH, all famed
- -·
for noble deeds. Then back by way
.
of MEXICO , in sunshine and i~ ra•in,

And throu~hout this entire journey-

NEVER LEFT the
STATE of MAINE/
WALTER L. COlBUR N
cambr;dge, Moss
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